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COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY
The exercises of the one hundred twenty-fifth annual commencement are enacted today at the
University of Kentucky. The counterpart of the pageantry is enacted each year on campuses all
over the world. It is the solemn climax and recognition of the graduates' years of study and
preparation for responsibility.
A description of the academic pageantry is provided for your interest and information.
PROCESSION
The procession, which forms on the Avenue of Champions and enters the Coliseum through
the four corners of the floor, is led by the University Marshal whose position is in front of the
stage. The University Marshal bears the ceremonial mace, emblematic of the endorsement of the
State and the University. Led by Assistant Marshals, the candidates march behind the
identification banner of the respective colleges which recommended them for their degrees.
The candidates for advanced degrees enter the floor from the southeast door (see diagram,
next page); candidates for advanced degrees are from the following:
The Graduate School (doctoral and masters candidates),
College of Law,
College of Medicine,
College of Dentistry, and
College of Pharmacy.




College of Human Environmental Sciences,
College of Communications, and
College of Fine Arts.
Entering through the northeast door (see diagram, next page) are candidates for degrees from
the following:
College of Arts and Sciences, and
College of Engineering.
Entering through the northwest door (see diagram, next page) are candidates for degrees from
the following:
College of Agriculture,
College of Business and Economics,
College of Allied Health Professions,
College of Social Work,
College of Library and Information Science, and
College of Architecture.
As the candidates reach their seats, the members of the faculty of the University of Kentucky
proceed into the Coliseum, entering the floor from the northeast door and wearing the colorful
hoods of their disciplines (see description of colors on page 7) and of the colleges and
universities from which they were graduated. The climax of the procession brings to the
platform the members of the Board of Trustees of the University, the Deans of the various
colleges, honorary degree recipients, the Chancellors, the Vice Presidents, and other University
officials, and guests. The President of the University and the Chairman of the Board of Trustees,
upon greetings from the University Marshal, lead this distinguished group to the platform in
two columns from the northwest door. The Trustees of the University can be identified by their























All candidates for degrees and those who hold these degrees, including University officials,
faculty, and visiting dignitaries, are attired in traditional cap and gown. The basic color for most
caps and gowns is formal black. However, recipients of different degrees wear distinctive
tassels on their caps and hoods of various hues draped down the backs of the gowns.
CAPS
Candidates for Bachelor's and Master's degrees wear the regulation cap with the tassel
appropriate to the school or division from which they are being graduated, with the exception
of those who already hold Doctor's degrees and are privileged to wear gold tassels. Except
during the positioning of the Colors, the playing of the National Anthem, and prayers, men in
academic regalia are requested to wear their caps. The authorized list of tassel colors follows:




Education - Light Blue
Business and Economics ~Drab




Architecture - Blue Violet
Allied Health Professions - Light Green
Home Economics ~Maroon
Library and Information Science - Lemon
Social Work -Citron
Communications - Crimson
Fine Arts - Brown
GOWNS
The gown for the Bachelor's degree has pointed sleeves. It is designed to be worn closed. The
gown for the Master's degree has an oblong sleeve, open at the wrist, like the others. The sleeve
base hangs down in the traditional manner. The rear part of its oblong shape is square cut and
the front part has an arc cut away. The gown is designed and supplied with fasteners so that it
may be worn open or closed. The gown for the Doctor's degree has a bell-shaped sleeve on
which are three velvet bars (usually black but sometimes other colors, depending on the
degree).
HOODS
The Bachelor's hood is rather short with a narrow velvet edging of the appropriate color (see
list under tassels) and a lining in the color or colors of the institution - blue and white at
Kentucky.
The Master's hood is considerably longer, has a wider velvet edging, and exposes more of the
lining. The outside velvet trim color designates the degree which the person is receiving.
The Doctor's hood is easily recognized by the width of the velvet edging, the wide panels at
either side, the greater length, and the full exposure of the lining. The colors of the edging most
frequently seen are blue for philosophy, green for medicine, and purple for laws; the colors for
the honorary Doctor's degrees are purple for laws, white for letters, and golden yellow for
science.
Candidates for honorary degrees do not wear the hood until after the degree has been
conferred; part of the ceremony of admitting a candidate to his or her honorary degree consists
in the candidate being formally invested with the hood.
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THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Oh Say! can you see, by the dawn's early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thro' the perilous fight,
O'er the ramparts we watch'd, were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof thro' the night that our flag was still there.
Oh.say does that Star-Spangled Banner yet wave
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave?
AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL
o beautiful for spacious skies, For amber waves of grain,
For purple mountain majesties, Above the fruited plain!
America! America! God shed His grace on thee,
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if candidates have met all degree requirements
The Graduate School




Dissertation: "Portfolio Choice: A Chance-Constrained
Formulation of the Efficiency-Safety Rule in Production
Decisions"
Wilton Lee Accola"', Pittsville, WI
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "An Empirical Investigation of the Effects of a
Capital Budgeting Computerized Decision Aid and
Cognitive Syle Differences on Investment Decisions"
Zulfiqar Ahmad, Lahore, Pakistan
Major: Geology
Dissertation: "Numerical Groundwater Modeling of the Rechna
Doab, Punjab, Pakistan"
Abdulaziz M.A. Ajlan", Saudi Arabia
Major: Entomology
Dissertation: "Pathogen-Herbivore Interactions Mediated by
Activated Resistance in Cucumber and Tobacco"
Victor Kodzo Adjovie Akatsa", Hlefi
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Flat Envelopes and Negative Torsion Functors"
Jose Ribamar Nazareno Anjos''. Brasilia, Brazil
Major: Plant Pathology
Dissertation: "Studies in the Epidemiology and Molecular
Biology of Two Soybean Viruses: Soybean Mosaic Virus and
Bean Pod Mottle Virus"
Jorge Ernesto Arias"
Major: Crop Science
Dissertation: "Availability, Structure and Quality of Swards and
Herbage Intake of Grazing Ruminants"
Allan Geoffrey Axon, Charlotte, NC
Major: Geology
Dissertation: Paleoecology of a Cincinnatian (Upper Ordovician)
Crinoid-Garden Community from Southwestern Ohio"
Shewan Mustafa Aziz", Iraq
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Intrinsic Microbicidal Activity of the Pulmonary
Circulation and Its Link to Sepsis-Induced Lung Injury"
Michael John Bader", Dexter, MO
Major: Agricultural Engineering
Dissertation: "Stability Analysis of Different Frontend Loader
Mounting Arrangements"
Linda S. Bailey'", Louisville
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Women and the Development of Psychosomatic
Disease"
Jamie Lynelle Baker-Prewitt'". Hudson, OH
Major: Experimental Psychology
Dissertation: "Self-Monitoring and Self-Awareness as Predictors
of Consumer Behavior"
Kunal Banerji, Morgantown, WV
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Organizational Networks and International
Market Entry: Japanese Entry into the United States Auto
Ancillary Industry"
Diane M. Barrie,Warren, OH
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology -
Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: "Commitment in Long-Term Marriages: A Test of
the Investment Model"
Minas Stefanos Barbarakis, Thessaloniki, Greece
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Enzyme- and Fluorophore-Linked Binding Assays
that Employ the Avidin-Biotin System"
Arun [yeti Basu, Guwahati, India
Major: Mining Engineering
Dissertation: "A Skeletal Model for an Intelligent and Integrated
Design System for Underground Coal Mines"
Karin Remington Bennett", Minneapolis, MN
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Parallel Collocation Methods for Boundary Value
Problems"
Delano H. Berry", Greenville, NC
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "An Extension of Managerial Accounting and
Operational Auditing in the Public Sector: A Case Study of
School Food Service Programs in Selected Local School
Districts in the Commonwealth of Kentucky"
Xiangxin Bi'", China
Major: Physics
Dissertation: Optical Properties of La2-x Srx Ni04+ and Related
High T Materials & Generation and Characterization of
Ultrafine Iron Carbide Particles Produced by C02 Laser
Pyrolysis Tecknique"
Fariba Btgdeli (lahed)", Tehran, Iran
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Regular Triangulations of Convex Polytopes and
d-Cubes"
Laura Diane Boldt, Taylor Ridge, IL
Major: Crop Science
Dissertation: Inheritance and Physiological Basis of Bentazon
Susceptibility in a Corn (Zea mays) Inbred
Rosemary Booth", Lexington
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Power Talk: Perceptions of Women's and Men's
Career Potential in Organizations"
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Lauren Lee Bowen, South Point, OH
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "Attorney Advertising in the Wake of BATESv.
STATEBAROF ARIZONA: A Study of Judicial Impact"
Shana Layne Bowling, Park Hills
Major: Experimental Psychology
Dissertation: "The Effects of Environmental Enrichment on
Responsiveness to Amphetamine in Rats: Neurochemistry
and Behavior"
Margaret Rebello Brttto'"', Lexington
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Polymorphic Drug Metabolism and Food:
Potential Clinical, Biochemical, Therapeutic and Evolutionary
Implications of Cytochrome P4502D Expression"
John Robert Buckner'", Lexington
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "Idealogical Dimensions of State Economics
Development Policy: A Case-Study of the Kentucky-Toyota
Venture"
Susan R. Secrest Campbell'", Russell
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "A Study of the Nucleotide Binding Properties of
Interleukin 2 and Tumor Necrosis Factor: 1, Validation of
Binding Selectivity: II, Determination of ATP Binding
Domain of lnterleukin 2"
Mary Alice (Hartman) Carver, Evansville, IN
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "Cell-Free Biosynethesis of Lipophosphoglycan
From Leishmania Donovani"
Ming-Jr Chang'", Taiwan, China
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "Transient Behavior of Heat Pipe with Thermal
Energy Storage Under Pulse Heat Loads"
John Perkins Chastain'"', Marietta, GA
Major: Agricultural Engineering
Dissertation: "Heat and Mass Transfer Through the Bovine Hair
Coat During Direct Evaporative Cooling"
Tae Won Cho
Major: Electrical Engineering
Dissertation: "PARALLEX:A Parallel Approach to the Switchbox
Routing of VLSICircuits"
Philip Michael Colangelo". Weirton, WV
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Age and Enantiomer Pharmacokinetics and
Pharmacodynamics in Man"
Peter J. Crocker", Lexington
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Synthesis of Tyrosine- and Cysteine-Based
Heterobifuctional Photoaffinity Cross-Linking Reagents"
Sherill Ann Nones Cronin, Louisville
Major: Nursing
Dissertation: "Illness Representations in Coronary Artery Bypass
Patients"
M. Kiran Cunningham, Kalamazoo, MI
Major: Anthropology
Dissertation: "Residence and Gender Relations in a Mende
Village"
Eric John Dadey, Johnstown, PA
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Determination of Hydroxylgroup Concentration in
Coal Liquids by Phosphorous-S'l NMR"
C. David Dalton'", Bowling Green
Major: History
Dissertation: "Blessed Are the Peacemakers? Southern Protestant
Clergy and the Secession Crisis"
Andre Louis Deri'uir'"', Cottonport
Major: English
Dissertation: "Evolutionary Childhood in the Novels of Thomas
Hardy"
Mary Cooper Del.etter'", Louisville
Major: Nursing
Dissertation: "A Nutritional Intervention for Persons with
Chronic Airflow Limitation"
Robert Allen Deutsch'", Huntington, WV
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Recruiting Decisions by Selected Big SixCPA
Firms: An Investigations of Characteristics that Influence
Decisions to Select Accounting Students for Office Visits"
Walter Janette Doll, Lexington
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "3~Hydroxy-N-MethyI-2-Pyrrolidinone: Synthesis,
In Vitro, and In Vivo Evaluation as a Novel Transdermal
Absorption Enhancer"
Daniel Adrian Ducasse'". Corboda. Argentina
Major: Plant Pathology
Dissertation: "Gene 1 of Peanut Chlorotic Streak Virus. A
Caulimovirus; is it Involved in Virus Movement?"
Lori Dee Dwyer", LaBarge, WY
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "The Use of Novel Heterobifunctional Cross-linking
Reagents in the Study of Calmodulin/Target Protein
Relationships"
David Patrick Eckcr'", New Albany, IN
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "A History of Jefferson Community College 1960-
1977: The Promise and the Complications of 'La Porta'"
Pamela Billings Farley, Nicholasville
Major: Nursing
Dissertation: "The Process of Seeking Security, Love and
Belonging ByPreviously Impaired and Non-Impaired
Registered Nurses During Childhood and Adolescense"
Abdelkader Patmi'", Istrcs, France
Major: Crop Science
Dissertation: "Variability of Recombination Frequencies in the
Iowa Stiff Stalk Synthetic Maize (Zea Mays L.)"
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Jeffrey McCoy Feix, Bowling Green
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Empathy and Interpersonal Perception in
Individuals with Psychopathic Tendencies"
Ryan Ivan Fernandes", Goa, India
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Alternating Direction Implicit Finite Element
Methods for Solving Time Dependent Problems"
Catherine A. Fiorello, Stratford, CT
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology -
Educational Psychology
Dissertation: "The Influence of Computers and the Influence of
Experts on Teachers' Decision Making"
Karen L. Foster, Portland, OR
Major: English
Dissertation: "Images of Women in the Nineteenth-Century
Anglo-Saxon Revival"
Lorianne Fought, Havertown, PA
Major: Plant Pathology
Dissertation: "Extracts of Cucumber and Other Plants and
Commercially Available Compounds Induce Systemic
Resistance in Cucumber to Anthracnose"
Mary Kay McMillen Freeman", Bedford, IN
Major: Chemistry




Dissertation: "Study of Axially-Laminated Anisotropic Rotor
Reluctance Synchronous Machine and Its Drive"
Juan Carlos Calcano'".
Major:Spanish
Dissertation: "La Poesia De "La Violencia" En Columbia"
Theodore L. Gentry, Lexington
Major:Music
Dissertation: "Emblems of Love and Death in Italian Opera: 1890-
1914"
Susan Carol Greenwell Geoghegan, Huntington, WV
Major:Education and Counseling Psychology ~
Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: "An Assessment of Differing Levels of Burnout
Among Rehabilitation Psychologists"
Peter G. Glavinos, [r., Dayton, OH
Major:Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "The Nucleophlic Addition of Busulfite Ion to
Irrunes: Kinetics, Effects on Hydrolytic Stability, and
Implications Relative to the Formation of Acid-labile Imines"
Doreen Kim Soh Coh", Malaysia
Major:Entomology
Dissertation: "Identification, Location and Characterization of the
Gene Encoding a Structural Protein in the Autographa
califomica Nuclear Polydrosis Virus (AcMNPV)"
Clemen Gonzales, Philippines
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "Impact of LDCs of Trade Liberalization in the
World Meat Market: Case of The Philippines"
Geoffrey Lippincott Cordon'"', Williamsport, PA
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Measuring Value Driven Choice in Business-to-
Business Service Innovation"
Kenneth Donald Creis'". Ft. Thomas
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "Purification and Characterization of an
Extracellular Phosphoglycan from 'Leishmania Donovani'"
John Russell Groves, Lexington
Major: Educational Policy Studies and Evaluation
Dissertation: "An Examination of Major Initiatives in Campus
Planning at the University of Kentucky: 1919-1989"
Pryce Lee Haddix, Edgewood
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "The Structure, Function and Regulation of the
Yersinia pestis yscBCD Operon"
Mohammad Kazem Hafizi", Lexington
Major: Agricultural Engineering
Dissertation: "Computer and Centrifuge Modeling and Testing of
the Failure Mechanisms of a Compacted Clay Cap Subjected
to an Underlying Cavity"
John Burton Hall", Silver Spring, MD
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Interfaces Between Metabolism and Onset of
Puberty in Domestic Ruminants"
Hussein O. Hallak"', Isreal
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "The Influence of age on Wardarin Stereo-Selective
Dispostion and Response in Rats"
Denise Lynn Hanrubal'", Little Rock, AK
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Polysuccinyl (Co-Tetraiodophenolphthalein)
Nonoparticles for Contrast Enhancement of Liver Computed
Tomography"
Kevin Lee Harbol'". Canfield, OH
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "A Mass Spectrometric Investigation of Triply-
Charged Diatomic Molucular Species"
Louis Keith Harper'"', Jeffersonville, IN
Major: History
Dissertation: "Southern Baptists an Social Christianity 1890-1920"
Rosma Hasibuan", Indonesia
Major: Entomology
Dissertation: "Predator-Pathogen-Host Population Interaction in
a Model Laboratory System"
Barbara Scott Hatfield'". Gallitolis, OH
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Gradient Bounds for the Capillary Problem"
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Cheryl Ann Doll Haven'". Florence
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Spermidine Transport in Cultured Bovine
Pulmonary Artery Smooth Muscle Cells: Regulation by
Hypoxia"
Michael Griffin Hayek", Newton, NJ
Major: Nutritional Sciences
Dissertation: "Migration Characteristics of Colostral Lymphocytes
in the Newborn Lamb and Pig and Binding of Lymphocytes to
Small Intestine Brush Border Membranes of the Mouse"
Michal Krzysztof Heine, Warsaw, Poland
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Synethesis of Prostaglandin F2 Photoaffinity Probes
Bearing Photoactive Groups at C-l or C-18"
Virginia Chalene Helmuth'". San Jose, Costa Rico
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "Notions of Plurality: Postmodernism and the Works
of <Name>Carlos Fuentes (1975-1990)"
Linda Sue Henson, Nicholasville
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Policies and Practices of Broadcast and Cable
Networks Toward the Acceptance of Issue Advertising"
Kevin Lee Herkelman'". St. Joseph, MO
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Effects of Trypsin Inhibitor Activity, Heating Time
and Sodium Metabisulfite on the Nutritional Value of Full-Fat
Soybeans for Pigs and Chicks"
Stanley Michael Hileman". Ripley, WV
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Possible Mechanisms Mediating the Effects of
Nutrition on Lutenizing Hormone Secretion in Ovariectomized
Lambs"
Helen F. Hodges, Roswell, GA
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "Competing Discourses of Nursing Education: An
Explication Based on Seung and Liszka"
Gilbert Reed Holyoak
Major: Veterinary Science
Dissertation: "The Relationship Between the Onset of Puberty and




Dissertation: "Tumor Necrosis Factor and Liver Injury"
Daniel William Hoover, Lexington
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Effects of Sugar Ingestion Expectancies on Mother-
Child Interactions"
Drema K. Howard, Lexington
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "Perceptions of Higher Education in a Banking World"
Dan Yu Hu, Beijing, China
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Parellel Krylov Subspace Methods for Solving
Sylvester Equations"
James Longinus Huckaby'". Louisville
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: "Elastic and Inelastic Light Scattering by
Microdroplets"
Catherine E. Hunter, Carson City, NV
Major: Entomology
Dissertation: "Factors Influencing Zoophthora radicans (Brefeld)
Batko (Zygomycetes: Entomophthorales) Infection in Potato
Leafhopper, (Empoasca fabae (Harris)) (Homoptera:
Cicadellidae) on Alfalfa"
Ziaul Huq*, Omaha, NE
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Job Shop Control Procedures to Approximate JIT
Inventory Performance"
Yuan-Chuen Hwang'", Taiwan, China
Major: Electrical Engineering
Dissertation: "Stability Analysis in Cartesian Force Control for
Robot Compliant Motion"
Salam A. Ibrahim'", Kuwait
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Factors Affecting Bulk Starter Agglutination"
Linda Ellis [ohnson'", Paducah
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Communication Support Systems: A Systemic
Approach to Research"
[arran Afram [ona'", Iraq
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Utilization of Prod rugs to Enhance the
Transdermal Absorption of Indomethacin"
Christine jose", Indonesia
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Effect of Lecithin and Milk Fat With and Without
Homogenization on Bulk Starter Performance and Starter
Culture Agglutination"
Swati [oshi-Barve, Pune, India
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "Eucaryotic Protein Synthesis Initiation Factor Its
Role in Translation and Regulation by Phosphorylation"
Wai-Ming Kan'"', Hong Kong
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Synthesis and Applications of Some Bicyc!0(2.2.1)-
Heptane Thromboxane Antagonists"
Kendall Jay Karr'". Lubbock, TX
Major: Animal Sciences





Dissertation: "The Determinants of State Budget Periodicity, and
the Implications for State Spending and Interest Group
Activity"
Eugene Kelly", Asheville, NC
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology-
Educational Psychology
Dissertation: "An Investigation of Affective Interventions
Linking: Intervention to the Temperamental Style of At-Risk
Middle School Students"
Christine Bruins Kern, Ft Mitchell
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Structure/Function Relationship of the Hamster
Multifunctional Protein CAD from an Evolutionary
Perspective"
Steven Ogden Kidd, Louisville
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Attachment Styles and Terror Management:
Individual Differences in Response to Mortality Salience"
Eugene David Kleppinger'", Berea
Major: Philosophy
Dissertation: "Explanations of Science: The Use of Case Studies
in the Sociology of Scientific Knowledge"
Prasanna Shyamalrao Kondapalli'", Hyderabad, India
Major: Engineering Mechanics
Dissertation: "Time-Harmonic Solutions in Acoustics and
Elastodynamics by the Method of Fundamental Solutions"
David Gregory Lamb, Wichita, KS
Major: Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Malingering Closed Head Injury on the MMPI-2:
Effect of Information about Symptoms and Validity Scales on
Performance"
Abdul Latif, D.l. Khan, Pakistian
Major: Entomology
Dissertation: "Semiochemical Control of the Behavioral
Responses of Adult Dacine Fruit Flies Infesting Melon"
[o Greenland Leadingham, Frankfort
Major: English
Dissertation: "A Redirection in Post-War American Poetry and
Art: Charles Olson and Robert Rauschenberg"
[ae Hoon Lee, Korea
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: "Catalytic Conversion of Alcohol, Amine, and
Cyclohexene Using Transition Metal Nitrides"
Huawen U"', China
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Novel Metallophthalocyanine Concuctive
Polymers: Formation, Electrocatalysis, and
Electrochromism"
Wenlong Li'", Liaoning, China
Major:Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "On the Numerical Techiniques For Fluid-Structure




Dissertation: "Design, Fabrication and Modeling of Vacuum
Microelectronic Devices"
Glenn Matthew Lilly", Florence
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "The Cl Generalization of Bailey's Transform and
Bailey's Lemma"
Rongguang Lin'", Fuzhou, China
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Spectroscoptic, Electrochemical and Photophysical
Properties of Rhenium (I) Complexes"
Zhanyi Sky Li-Pan'", China
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Synthesis Of Novel Peptidyl Carbamate Elastase
Inhibitors and in vivo Assessment of Their Potency"
Megan Sue Lloyd, Grove City, OH
Major: English
Dissertation: "Texts Against Choas'": Anglo-Welsh Identity in
the Poetry of R.S. Thomas, Raymond Garlick, and Roland
Mathias"
John Hudson Loughrin", Lexington
Major: Plant Physiology
Dissertation: "Rhythms of Fragrance Emission and Identification
of Clycosidically-Bound Aroma Constituents of Nicotiana
Sylvestris and Nicotiana Suaveolens Flowers"
[amalam Lumbar-raja"
Major: Soil Science
Dissertation: "Binary and Ternary K-NH4-Ca Exchange
Equilibria, Kinetics and Spectroscopic Evidence of Cation Soil
Mineral Surface Interactions"
Julie Leighton (Sparrow) Mann'"', Louisville
Major: Anatomy
Dissertation: "Ovarian Tissue Inhibitor of Metalloprotein ASE
(TIMP): Regulation of Activity and Gene Expression"
Thomas Allen Marksbury, Shelbyville
Major: English
Dissertation: "Next to Nothing/ Fun Anyway: Fate and Games in
the Fiction and Films of Thomas McGuane 1969-1978"
)0 Ann Marx, Crowley, LA
Major: English
Dissertation: "The Use of Language and Narrative Technique in
Four Antebellum Black Novels"
Rohit Mathur'", New Delhi, India
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: "Some Important Considerations Related to
Emission Sources in Regional Air Pollution Modelling"
Daniel Vernon McCracken**, Wilmore
Major: Soil Science
Dissertation: "Rate of 15N-Labeled Hairy Vetch and Ammonium
N~Sources in Com Production: Emphasis on Leaching and
Residual N Availability"
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Cynthia Ann Davis McCurren*, Louisville
Major: Nursing
Dissertation: "Hopitalized Elders: Attention Deficits and Acute
Confusion"
Robin John McDowell, Pittsburgh, PA
Major: Geology
Dissertation: "Effects of Synsedimentary Basement Tectonics on
Fold-Thrust Belt Geometry, Southwestern Montana"
Patrick Hugh McHaffie, Winter Haven, FL
Major: Geography
Dissertation: "Read in', writin'. and Regional Context': Land
Ownership and Education Spending in Central and Southern
Appalachia"
Jeffrey Arnold Medin'"', New Brighton, MN
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "Expression and Mutational Analysis of Two
Human Purine Binding Proteins: Adenosine Deaminase and
Terminal Transferase"
Gary Minton'"', Manchester
Major: Materials Science and Engineering
Dissertation: "Optical Studies of Defect States in One-
Dimensional Conductors"
Maria Teresa Miranda, Guayama, PR
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "La Poesia Politico-Religiose de Bias de Otero y
Ernesto Cardenal"
Sudipa Mitra", Calcutta, India
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "An Investigation of the Principal Sulfur Forms in
Coal Using X-RayAbsorption Fine Structure (XAFS)
Spectroscopy"
Primrose Simphiwe Mngadi, Peitermaritzburg, South
Africa
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology -
Educational Psychology
Dissertation: "Attibutional Beliefs and Metacognitive Strategy
Use Among College Students"
Hamid Reza Molaghasemi
Major: Civil Engineering
Dissertation: "Dynamic Behavior of Sector Plates"
Zainal Muktamar
Major: Soil Science
Dissertation: "Sorption and Desorption of Sulfate from Kentucky
Soils"
Russell John Mumper'?'. Louisville
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Biodegradable Polyester Microspheres containing




Dissertation: "Phosphorus Acquisition by Winter Wheat
Cultivars as Affected by P Source and N Nutrition"
Loretta Martin Murrey", Glasgow
Major: English
Dissertation: "Dream and Reality in Mary Lee Settle's Beulah
Quintet"
Lisa A. Musmanno. Pittsburgh, PA
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Functional Autonomy of the Individual Domains of
the Multifunctional CAD Protein"
Natarajan Muthusamy, Morur, India
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Differential Regulation of Surface Immunoglobulin
and Lyb2 Mediated BLymphocyte Activation"
Eileen Noel Ostlund, Versailles
Major: Veterinary Science
Dissertation: "The Antibody Response of Horses to Five Major
Equine Herpesvirus-I (EHV-1) Clycoproteins"
Mindy Lorraine Otis'", Higganum, CT
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Attitudes of Older Adults Toward Use of Mental
Health Services for Depression"
Jean Helen Overmeyer'". Columbia, PA
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "Regulation of Phosphatidylserine Decarboxylation
and Its Conversion to Phosphatidy1choline"
Pinchieh Pal, Taiwan
Major: Civil Engineering
Dissertation: "Kinetics of Methanogenic Degradation of
Monosubstituted Phenols"
Prasad Prabhakar Pat", India
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: "Parallel Computation of Air Pollution Using a
Second-Order Closure Model"
Shen Quan Parr", Hubei, China
Major: Plant Pathology
Dissertation: "Metabolic Profile of Induced Systemic Resistance
in Tobacco to Blue Mold"
Sangwon Park, Korea
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "The Macaulay-Northcott Functor"
Dolores Ann Potter Parks", Lexington
Major: Computer Science
Dissertation: "Algorithms for VLSIRouting"
Shirin Parvini'", Tehran
Major: Pharmacology
Dissertation: IIA Pharmacological Analysis of Medullary
Hyperalgesia in the Rat"
[ana Lee Patton**, Casper, WY
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "The Inositol Phospholipids of Saccharomyces
Cerevisiae: Subcellular Localization and Function"
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Abhijit Raghunath Patwardhan, Pune, India
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Dissertation: "Comparison of the Spectral Characteristic
Cardiovascular Responses to Head Up Tilt and LBNP During
Free and Paced Breathing"
Nathaniel Peters II, Louisville
Major: Agricultural Engineering
Dissertation: "Construction, Instrumentation, Monitoring, and
Modeling of Multi-Layer Landfill Covers"
Joel Ellis Philhours'"', Bowling Green
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Nonlinear Effects of Research and Development
Expenditures on Market Value"
Seyed Mohammad Hassan Pishbin'", Tehran
Major: Materials Science and Engineering
Dissertation: "Forming Limit Diagrams Calculated Using Hill's
Non-Quadratic Yield Criterion"
Carlos A. Polanco'"', Dominican Republic
Major: Soil Science
Dissertation: "Corn Grain Yield as Affected by Tillage and
Nitrogen Rate"
Evelyn Mary I'upplo-Cody, Flushing, NY
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "A Structural Formula for a Class of Typically Real
Functions and Some Consequences"
Md. Mahibbur Rahman, Dhaka, Bangladesh
Major: Statistics
Dissertation: "Some Contributions of Goodness of Fit Tests and
Nonparametric Estimation of Variance Components"
Victor Sunder Raj, India
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Knowledge Acquisition Experimentation: A
Framework, Strategy and Exploratory Study"
Margaret G. Redd, Lexington
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "Language and Aggression in the New Novel"
Fay Etta Reilly", Lexington
Major: Nursing
Dissertation: "Health, Space Use, and Time Use by Homeless
Elderly People"
Milton W. Riley, Cleveland, TN
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "Strain Formation in the Trematode Proterometra
macrostoma (Digenea: Azygildae)"
Carrie Winifred Rinker-Schaeffer, Atwater, OH
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "The Role of EuKaryotic Translation Initiation
Factor 4E in Cell Proliferation and Transformation"
Mark Preuss Robinson", Lexington
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Numerical Solution of Schrodinger Equations
Using Finite Element Methods"
Charles Georges Saad'". Beirut, Lebanon
Major: Civil Engineering
Dissertation: Allocation of Bridge Construction Costs in
Kentucky
Linda K. Salyer, Lexington
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology-
Educational Psychology
Dissertation: "Nursing Students' Perceptions of Their Learning
Environment, Mood States and Self-Efficacy Beliefs:
Implications for Professional Practice"
Joseph Cash Sanders, Charleston, lL
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "A Comprehensive Study of Stress in the Public
Accounting Profession"
Sandra Jean Savidge", Hegins, PA
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Studies on the In Vitro Stability, In Vivo
Dispostlon and Pharmacokinetics of PC1, A Novel Elastase
Inhibitor"
Scott L. Schaake'", Lawrence, KS
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Restructuring Beef with Various Binding
Technologies and Enzymic Degradation of Beef Connective
Tissue"
Elizabeth Beard Shear, Danville
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Strange Encounters: A Middle-Range Theory for a
Creative Behavior Approach to Cross-Cultural Adaptation
and Training"
Jon Carter Stenerson", Glyndon, MN
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Space Curves as Complete Intersection"
Elizabeth Anne Stiene-Martin", Lexington
Major: Anatomy
Dissertation: "The Effects of Opioids on Astrocyte Growth"
Sriram Subramaniam'"
Major: Physiology and Biophysics








Dissertation: "Epizootiological Studies on Neozygites Ploridana
Weiser and Muma (Entomophthorales: Neozygitaceae)
Intectious to the Twospotted Spider Mite, Tetranychus
Urticae Koch (Acari: Tetranychidae)"
David Tyler Susman, Tazewell, VA
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Effect of Three Different Legal Standards on
Psychologist's Determinations of Competency for Execution"
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Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: "Effects of Career Self-Efficacy and Sex-Role Beliefs
on Nontraditionality of Women's Occupational Choices"
Sanjiv Gobind Tewani, Bombay, India
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "Active Vibaration Control of a Boring Bar Using
Active Dynamic Absorber"
Shelby Gene Thacker, Louisville
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "Regenerationist Essay in Spain, 1890-1901"
Aaron Thompson, [r., Lexington
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Views on Affirmative Action Inside the University:
The Relationship Between Authority and Attitudes"
Patricia Carter Thomson". Lexington
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology -
Educational Psychology
Dissertation: "Goal Specificity and Understanding of a Problem:
A Schema Theory Approach"
Rhonda Riherd Trautman ......, Glasgow
Major: Public Administration
Dissertation: "Effects of Institutional Control Upon State Debt
Activity and Costs of Debt Programs: An Empirical
Analysis"
Annie (An-ni) Tsai", Taipei.Taiwan
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "A Model for Borrowed Reserves Under the 1979~
1982 Nonborrowed Reserves Operating Procedures of the
United States Federal Reserve System"
Sandra Anderson Umhauer, Lexington
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Spin Labeling of Membrane Proteins in
Mammalian Brain Synaptic Plasma Membranes: Partial
Characterization and Relevance to Aging and Alzheimer's
Disease"
Geetha Vaidyanathan ......, Madras, India
Major: Economics




Dissertation: "Proportional Use of Instructional Time and
Pepertoire Diversity in Relationship to Jury Performance in
University Applied Music Lessons"
Laurie Ann Varney, Richmond
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Effects of Endophyte-Infected Tall Fuscue on Milk
Production and Mammary Gland Development in Mice and
Reproductive and Lactational Performance in Guinea Pigs
and Rats Supplemented with Vitamin E"
Charles Vaught"
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Patterns of Solidarity: A Case Study of Self-
Organization in Underground Mining"
Guang-Cheng Wan, Taiwan, China
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "Boundary Element Analysis of Acoustical Thin-




Dissertation: "Radiative Decay of the " Resonance"
Yi-Hsin wang", Taiwan, China
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "An Exploratory Empirical Investigation of
Relationships Between Changes in Catalyst Financial
Commitments and Changes in Productivity and Profitability
in Selected U.S. Manufacutring Industries and Companies"
Douglas Francis Waterman, Madison, NY
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "The Effects of Exogenous Bovine Somatotropin on
Reproductive and Metabolic Functions in Early Lactating
Holstein Cows"
Te-Sheng Wen ......, Taiwan
Major: Physiology and Biophysics
Dissertation: "The Effect of -90" Heed-Down Tilt on the
Permeability of the Blood-Brian Barrier"
Michael Lynn Westendorf ......, Gooding, ID
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Bovine Physiological and Ruminal Responses to
Endophyte-Infected Tall Fescue"
Janet Katherine Willer ......, Lawrence, KS
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Depression and Perceptions of Consensus"
Mark Thomas williams"
Major: Geography
Dissertation: "The Impact of Tourism Developemnt on the
Indigenous Island Economy of Minorca (Spain): 1965-1988"
Neil Mason Williams, Lexington
Major: Veterinary Science
Dissertation: "An Immunopathological Study of Ehrlichia Risticii
Infection in Mouse Model System"
Gregory S. Wilsey', Delmar, NY
Major: History
Dissertation: "Ll.Sc-Iranian Relations, 1941-1954: American
Restraint, The Anglo-American Alliance, and the Anglo-
Iranian Oil Crisis"
Raymond wittc'". Lexington
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology -
Educational Psychology
Dissertation: "Neurodevelopmentally-Based Intervention on
School Readiness for Academic at Kindergartens"
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Jan Walton Wojcik, Lexington
Major: Philosophy
Dissertation: "Robert Boyle and the Limits of Reason: A Study in
the Relationship Between Science and Religion in 17th
Centruy England"
Joseph Robert Wolf, Bardstown
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "Role of Myogenic Determinant Gene Expression in
the Proliferation of Cells in a Mouse Myoblast System"
Teresa Ann Wood, Bloomington, IL
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Negotiating the Organizational Hierarchy: Gender
Differences in Postions, Networks, and Authority"
Vanessa Io Wotring"', Spelter, WV
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Design and Development of Polymer Membrane
Anion-Selective Electrodes"
Douglas E. Wright, Aledo, IL
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "Gonadotropin-Releasing Hormone Systems in
Cold-Blooded Vertebrates: A Neuroanatomical and
Evolutionary Study"
Michelle Susan Cronk Wright, Louisville
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Modulation of Immune Cells by the Passage of
Bacterial Products Across Hemodialysis Membranes"
[en-Her Wu, Pin-Tung, Taiwan
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Certainty Factors: Analysis of Certainty Factor
Algebras, Empirical Essessment, and Implications for
Decision Analysis"
Xuefeng Wu, Hunan, China
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "Experimental Validation of Finite Element and
Boundary Element Methods for Predicting Stuctural
Vibration and Radiated Noise"
David R. Wunsch, Salamanca, NY
Major: Geology
Dissertation: "Ground Water Geochemistry and Its Relationship
to the Flow System as an Unmind Site in the Eastern
Kentucky Coal Field"
Alina Zapalska", Krakow, Poland
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "Essays on the Transition From a Centrally Planned
Economy to a Free Market Economy"
Deqing Zhang, Shandong, China
Major: Entomology
Dissertation: "Impact of Microplitis croceipes Teratocytes on the
Larval Development of Heliothis virescens"
Ningyan Zhang, China
Major: Plant Physiology
Dissertation: "Physiological and Biochemical Characterization of
Nitrate Uptake in Suspension Cultured Tobacco Cells"
Jianhua Zhong'". China
Major: Statistics
Dissertation: "Some Contributions to the Spherical Regression
Model
Yang Zhong, Beijing, China
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "Civil-Military Relations in Changing Communist




Dissertation: "Electron Paramagnetic Resonance Fluorescence
and Enzymatic Characterization of the Structure and




Dissertation: "Recovery and Residuality of Applied N in a Corn/
Soft Red Winter Wheat/Double-Crop Soybean Rotation
Grown on a Well Drained Soil"
Doctor of Business Admi nistration
Patricia Ann Broce'?",Huntington, WV
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "The Usefulness of Pro Forma Financial Statements
in Decision Making by Financial Analysts"
Alice May Hendleng'". Arnold, MO
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "A Critical Analysis of Responses to Selected
Financial Accounting Standards Board Exposure Drafts to
Determine the Important Factors Relevant to Its
Constituency"
Doctor of Education
Kenneth Brent Askins, Brandenburg
Major: Vocational Education
Dissertation: "Selected Teaching Competencies as Perceived by
Industrial Education Administrators"
Kenneth Lee Bcck'". Columbiana, OH
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Effects of Cognitive Style Intervention on College
Course Outcomes"
Julien Hope Fuller Bolling", Lexington
Major: Special Education
Dissertation: "Identification of Teacher Competencies for the
Effective Implementation of Aided Augmentative
Communication in the Classroom"
Pamela Ann Collins", Middletown, OH
Major: Educational Policy Studies & Evaluation
Dissertation: "Campus Security: An Historical Analysis of the
Campus Infrastructure with Emphasis on Service/
Enforcement Orientation and its Relation to Policies and
Procedures"
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Lucy Ann Fleming'", Pittsburgh, PA
Major: Special Education
Dissertation: "The Effects of Integrating a Constant Time Delay
Procedure into a Circle Time Activity to Teach Letter Naming
to Preschoolers with Developmental Delays"
John Robert Gaddis, Campbellsville
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Application of the Dreyfus Taxonomy to Musical
Conducting"
Deborah A. Hall'", Louisville
Major: Educational Policy Studies & Evaluation
Dissertation: "Corning of Age' in the Progressive Era: The Role
of Southern Women's Higher Education Between 1900 and
1917"
John Lawrence Inkster". Barbourville
Major: Physical Education
Dissertation: "Serial Relationships Among Sub-Unit Cohesion
and Team Cohesion in an Intercollegiate Varsity Football
Program"
Victoria L Johnson, Alexandria, VA
Major: Educational Policy Studies & Evaluation
Dissertation: "The Roadmap of the Development of American
Academic Geography"
Donald Lee Mason, Wilmore
Major: Educational Policy Studies & Evaluation
Dissertation: "A Study of Motivation Factors Which Result in the
Selection of Ministry as a Vocation for First Year Seminarians
as Related to Persistence in the Ministry"
Linda N. Mayhew, Elizabethtown
Major: Educational Policy Studies & Evaluation
Dissertation: "Analysis of the Ohio State Early Mathematics
Placement Test as a Predictive Device for Kentucky Colleges"
Pamela Racke Rogers, Danville
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "The Perceptions of Kentucky Elementary Teachers
Serving on School Councils Regarding Decision Making
Authority of Teacher and School Councils"
Margaret Milam Sharon-Sage, Midway
Major: Vocational Education
Dissertation: "Historical Perspectives on Interior Design as a
Developing Profession"
Maria Esther Uriegas"
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Teachers' Perception of Professional Needs and Its
Effects on Their Attitude Toward Inservice Training,
Classroom Observations, and Interaction with Researchers"
Victor Manuel Valdes", San Antonio, TX
Major: Educational Policy Studies & Evaluation
Dissertation: "Can Adequate Medical Services Be Delivered to
Army Personnel and Dependents Despite a Shortage of
Physicians? A Policy Analysis"
Paul Arthur Weaver", Corbin
Major: Administration and Supervision
Dissertation: "The Whitley County Story: A Study of State





Dissertation: "A Survey of the Solo Piano Works of Manuel De
Falla"
Jerald Kirk Hughes", Dickinson, TX
Major: Music
Dissertation: "Symphony of Meditations"
Timothy Michael Lake'", Lexington
Major: Music




Dissertation: "Three Violin Sonatas of George Enesco"
Lori Nadene White, Trenton, MI
Major: Music
Dissertation: "Twentieth Century Repertoire for Solo Clarinet and
Solo Voice (and Keyboard When Applicable): An Annotated
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Timothy Dale Blevins", Danville
Christina Louise Feezel Bronaugh, Lexington
John LaMar Cole, Lexington
Craig Steven Cornish", Lexington
Linda Dianne Weidner Davis, Lexington
Lisa Fauntleroy Dawson, Louisville
Todd James Hastings, North Tonawanda,
NY
John R. Hedger, Lexington
Charles Eugene Ernest Hogan, Gauley
Bridge, WV
William Adrian Jones, Evansville, IN
Gregory Scott Sturgill", Pittsburgh, PA
Masterof Public
Administration
Gustav Albert Benson", Richmond
Robert James Benvenuti III", Sparta, NJ
Joan M. Bernard", Lexington
Linda Latham Brown'". Somerset
Virgil M. Burnside, Jr.
Dennis R. Chaney ...., Jackson
Abby Frances Cool", Lexington
Douglas C. Griffin", Lexington
Antonia Lee Criffith'", Lexington
Kimberly Anne Gugino, Fredonia, NY
James David Hall", Lexington
Davey Joe King", Logan, WV
Donald Stephen Martin'"
Lynda Jean Matusek", Concord, CA
J. Frederick Miller N, Lexington
Brian Todd Mullins
Julie Cencula Olberding, Stow, OH
John Edward Peters, Carlisle
Ralph Carman Pickard, [r., Mayfield
Marion Carol Reid, Danville
Terry Lynn Richardson'", Campbellsville
Angela Marie Rodell, Eau Claire, WI
David Bradley Stone", Paducah
Kathy J. Susman", Huntington, WV
David Elias Thomas", Lexington
David Michael Trudell", Lexington
Master of Rehabilitation
Counseling
Gwen K. Babbage, Lexington
Elsa Cecelia Kitty Delvloss, San Diego, CA
Karen Denise Hamilton ...., Barbourville
Rebecca Wade Hickey, Campbellsville
April Wynn Jensen, Pittsburgh, PA
Chandra A. Jones'", Lexington
Gay B. Macon, Lexington
Kathleen M. Malane, Lexington
Richard Edwin Neal'", Nicholasville
PatriciaAnn Parrish'". Radcliff
Maria Michelle Poole", Mayfield
Christie Anne Redmond, Mt. Sterling
Stephen Douglas Roth", Louisville




Muhammad Ali", Raiu Indonesia
Bernadette Vail Amsden, Radcliff
Qingdong An'", Beijing, China
Randall Ryan Appleton", Naperville, IL
Lawrence Paul Armendarez, Owensboro
Jon Benjamin Armstrong, Madisonville
CorjatiAsmarantaka", Indonesia
Robert Paul Bauman, Orlando, FL
RobertMichael Baumgartner", Toledo, OH
Ai-Ping Bien
SeanAllen Brady, Sandy Hook
DaleBrockman", Union
Theresa Hadley Brockman, Fairplay
David M. Brown", Lexington
Geraldine Ann Brown, Pottstown, PA
Hugh Barton Brown, Scottsville
James Salvatore Burdo, New Carlisle, OH
John Taylor Calvert, Hopkinsville
Denny Jackson Cantrell, Lexington
Timothy James Carbary, Kawkawlin, MI
Tracy Allen Cerise, Carbondale, CO
Georges Marie Chan Kam Im, Paducah
BillyW. Chang, Lexington
Yang-He Chang, Seoul, South Korea
Hui Chen, Changchun, China
JamieSue Cherry", Mason, MI
Stephen Allen Clark", Lexington
LanceBradford Colbert'", Williamstown
Anita Helen Courtney", Louisville
Douglas Allan Coyle, Willisburg
AllenWayne Davidson, Hanover, IN
VictorHugo De La Barra", Bolivia
Paul M. Del.etter". LaPorte, IN
StevenAllen Dennis, Paris
David Thomas Dice, Lexington
Vistasp K. Dumasia", Bombay, India
Mary Elizabeth Edgette", Hampton, VA
BenjaminChristopher Eggett"
M. Parvaneh Espandiart
Karen Joy Ferris, Danbury, CT
Audrey Piltch Ferry", Binghamton, NY
Seth Andrew Pichter'". Wilder
JoanMarie Caidos'", Walkerton, VA
StevenKent Ganzel, Norfolk, NE
Dean Avon Garrett, Barbados
Cesar Cemeno, Madrid, Spain
Peter William Griffin, Irvington, NY
Baozhu Guo, Chengzhi, China
Hongtao Cuo'", Qingdao, China
MichaelJohn Haley, Lexington
Patrick Lewis Hardesty, Campbellsville
William Bennett Harting", Speedway, IN
Ilene Susan Hauser, Sherman Oaks, CA
Armetta Delores Helton", Corbin
David Anthony Hengehold, Edgewood
KeithWayne Henry, Lexington
LisaSuzanne Herring, Georgetown
Brian Kennedy Higdon", Owensboro
Hala Charafeddine Hijazi
David Waller HoW", Lexington
[ingsong Huang", China
Qi Huang, Shenyang, China
Tun-Lan Huang, Kaohsiung. Taiwan
Melissa Gayle Huffman, Columbus, IN
Lynne B. Humkey",
Paloma Ibarra, Spain
[olanta Wrzeszcz [aromczyk", Lexington
Buxton Layton Johnson III"", Owensboro




Eungsuk Kim", Bloomington, IN
Richard Newton King, Lexington
James R. Kolasa, Lexington
Raghuram Komanduri'". India
R'ykandar S'i'tagta Korra'ti, Deerfield, MA
Margaret Lynne Lacy'", Lexington
William Henri Lahaise, Boston, MA
Teresa Mae Landers, Covington
John Lloyd Langemeier'". Cincinnati, OH
H. Dean Large", Lexington
Sarah Paulk Lewis, Lexington
Xiangxin Li'". Canton, China
Peter Ibolokwa Lisulo, Zambia
Qin Liu". Chengdu, China
Haiping Luo'". Beijing, China
Michael Allen Martin, Dayton, OH
Eric Franklin Maurer, Atlanta, GA
[ayshree Kesavan Mavankal, Bombay, India
John C. Maxson, Lexington
Judith Lynn McGlone, Lexington
Stephen William McNatton, Owensboro
Chen-Lu Meng, Taiwan
David V. Midkiff, Lexington
Regina Leigh Mitchell
Manuel Miguel Morales'", Tegucigolpa
Phillip G. Mudd, Louisville
Xiaoying Nan, Zibo, China
Samuel Thomas Newcomb, Campbellsville
Jack S. Nyberg, Radcliff
James Larry Oldham, Princeton
Liniyanti D. Oswari", Indonesia
Tong Ouyang", Guangzhou, China
Sheila Marie Owen", Lexington
Atul Anant Patankar". Lexington
Katherine Marie Pemey, Springfield, MO
Roger Stephen Perrone, Plainview, NY
Panayotis Loukas Petrou, Athens, Greece
Mary Beth Porada, Luling, LA
Sandra Prima", Indonesia
Jay Thomas Rae'", Greenwood, IN
Christopher Karstens Randall, Indianapolis,
IN
Anuradha S. Rangachari'", Madras, India
Darla R. Roberts, Shelbyville
Karen Lyn Roper, Houston, TX
James Kent Rowlett'". Lexington
Amir Hossein Sadr, Lexington
Kevin Lamont Sage-el'"', Brooklyn, NY
Arsin Majdzadeh Sahba". Durham, NC
Onesimus Semalulu, Kampala, Uganda
Ananto Kusuma Seta", Indonesia
Nayan Shah, India
Sohrab Esmail Shahrnir"", Shiraz, Iran
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Sreenath Shame", Bangalore, India
Minghua Shan'", Shandong, China
Paul David Siciliano, Burton, OH
Ann-Marie Simeone,
John E. Smith, jr., Salem, MA
Kristin Marie Snyder", Dillon, SC
John Thomas Stagich, Rahway, NJ
Leslie Lynn Stamatis, Fort Worth, TX
J. Casey Sterr, Lexington
McArthur Stidom, [r., Dallas, TX
Rebecca Lynn Stine, Corinth, MS
Ibnu Syabri
Kamto Tarjono. Jakarta, Indonesia
Charles Joseph Taylor, Lexington
Page Boisseau Taylor, Lexington
Sharon Craig Tolliver", Lexington
John Douglas Turner, Erlanger
Manish Shriram Vaidya", Pune, India
Neena Vasudeva", India
Natalie Hanh Vo,
Anjali Chinubhai Vyas, India
Lara Wagy", Homewood, IL
Michael John Walser, Buffalo
Chiqun Wang, Changsha, China
Ying Wang, Beijing, China
Yiqin Wang", Baotou, China
Patrick William Wells, Woodbine
Endang Linlrin widiastuti'", Lampung,
Indonesia
Huiqing Wu, Shanghai, China
George Brian wyatt'". Louisville
Chengsong Xie, Taian
Zhiyi Xie'", Beijing, China
Timothy YongWook Yi", Portland, OR
Yulnafatmawita'"




Master of Science in
Accounting
William Michael Arthur'". Madisonville
Catherine Ann Barnhisel, Lexington
Dawn Ludell Bunch, Lexington
Neeta Gail Curd, Corbin
David Clark Douglas", London
Cheryl Anne Farris Hall, Nicholasville
Wendell Scott Morris'". Danville
Ivy Angela Morse, Paducah
Kathleen Lynn Poulter'", Indiana, PA
Lisa Marie Smith, Versailles
Jenifer Lea Stevie, Campbellsville
Jonathan Carder Stiles'". Lexington
Natalie Sue Thompson, Cecilia
Randall Derrick Turpin, Somerset
Master of Science in
Agricultural Engineering
Mochamad Ali", [ambi, Indonesia
Christopher William Ampfer, Highland
Heights




Master of Science in
Agriculture
Zhenhua Guo
Gilbert Bernard Rosenberg, Berea
Wartidiningsih, Indonesia
Master of Science in
Biomedical Engineering
Indu Ajjikuttira Ayappa, Bangalore, India
John Newton Dunworth, Lexington
Mao wang'", China




Anup Kothari", Kota, India
Noushad Kunnummal, Calicutta, India
Murali Venkat Rao'", Bangalore, India
Shreeniwas Vishnu Vaidya. Ambarnath
Tamara Foreman Van Dierdonck. Huntsville,
AL
Harish Venkatachalam", Bombay, India
Sankaranarayanan Venkatraman", India
Masterof Science in Civil
Engineering
Debra Rae Bishop'", Frankfort
Linda Carol Bridwell, Lexington
Nancy A. Bridwell, Lexington
Sundar Chandramouli, Bangalore, India
Don Wayne Fuller, 11*,Lexington
Andes Gabrial, Indonesia
Paul C. Gallenstein, Ft. Mitchell
Deny Herjanto Hudijana. Indonesia
Panos Karoussos, Voles, Greece
Nayla Hanna Khattar". Deirelkamar.
Lebanon
Donnie R. Miracle, Frankfort
William E. Mossbarger ...., Lexington
Bennett Wade Muncy, Louisa
Paul Kwame Oduroh, Kurnasi, Ghana
Amy Louise Simpson ...., Ennis, TX
Steven Dale Spradlin, Pikeville
Sivaram Srigiriraju, Hyderabad, India
Bambang Sutardjo, Indonesia
Thomas W. Williams ...., Loyall
Ming Hung Alton Ying. Hong Kong
Di Yu, Beijing, China
Wahyu Yulismana ...., Indonesia
Master of Science in Clinical
Nutrition
Patricia Ann DeWitt, Greensburg
Zein Helese, Lebanon
Master of Science in Dentistry
Clark D. Cash, Frankfort
Ford Thompson Grant, Louisville
Gary P. Horvath, Lexington
James McKinnon Mixson ...., Kansas City, MO
Larry Bruce Sharp", Winchester
Barbara Lynn Theiss, Lexington
Master of Science in
Education
Donna Hastings Adams ...., Florence
Penelope Lynn Akers, Burlington
Salem Hussein Al Kully", Saudi Arabia
Lisa Carol Anderson, Elkhorn City
Cynthia Sue Barber", West Liberty
Ann C. Bartosh", Lexington
Joyce Spears Beatty", Lexington
Gary T. Bennett, Lexington
Deneia Michon Best, Lexington
Paul Joseph Bishop, Louisville
James Henry Brooks ....., Richmond
Bonnie Camille Brown, Lexington
William Alexander Buchanan, Lexington
George Dennis Cantrill ....., Lawrenceburg
Ronald Douglas Catchen. Mt Sterling
Wanda G. Chandler", Bowling Green
David Allen Child, Lexington
Patrick Stephen Clark ...., Lebanon
Stephen P. Clines", Lexington
Donna G. Clore ...., Pineville
Sylvia Cox ...., Somerset
Mildred Rivera Crawford", Elizabethtown
Mary G. Dailey, Ashland
Gail Lynn Lapinski Davis", Glasgow
Sharon Neeley Davis ...., Richmond
David Kent DiLillo, Lexington
John L. Dundon", Winchester
Kathleen Elizabeth Ehmann, Lexington
Angela Maria Estes", Lexington
Natalee Mauney Feese", Somerset
Anthony Grant Felice, Lexington
Terry 1.Fitzpatrick", Oxford, OH
Mileva Cavrilidou. Thesssaloniki, Greece
Amy Nixon Gibson, Lexington
James Arthur Gillaspy, jr., Russellville, AR
William Gerard Grossi ....., Chicago Heights,
IL
Sarah Sutton Haggard ....., Lexington
Tina Marie Haggard , Conway, AR
Lowell G. Hamilton , Jackson
Mary Elizabeth Hampton ...., Stanton
Nancy Jean Hanna ...., Winchester
William Randy Hays ....., Glasgow
Rebecca Dale Bryant Henson, Campton
Monica Jane Herring, Little Silver, NJ
Sharon Dianne Hobbs, Ft. Worth, TX
Malane Ariane Holcombe", Greenville, SC
Kathy Elaine Hollon, Jeffersonville
Nancy Elaine Huenefeld ....., Bellevue, WA
Mildred Watkins Hughes", Bardstown
Nolan T. Hughes, Frankfort
Donna C. Jackson ....., Maysville
Tracy Labrina Kincer ...., Fleming-Neon
Kari Lee Kirchner, Webster City, IA
Mindy Sloan Kohler", Metamora, IL
Janice M. Kuperstein, Lexington
Louann E. Land, Danville
Rosemary DeHart Lawson", Olive Hill
Karen Sue Lenhoff'". Erlanger
Sarah Elizabeth Littleton ...., Grayson
Thomas Wayne Mattingly", Springfield
Pamela Menz ...., Versailles
Robert Stephenson Moore, Jr.", New Castle
Joan I.Keever Morris", Lexington
Deborah Johnson Murphy"
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Dale R. Muse ....., Lexington
Jeri Suzanne Musser, Lexington
Cheryl A. Neils ..-, Elkhart Lake, WI
Bonnie Sue Gibson Nicholson, Lexington
Elizabeth Nancy Gingerich Nodurft .....,
Lexington
Laura Veronica Noriega Thomas"
Charles Avery Parker, Jr.", Cleveland, TN
Danielle Murray Smith Parker ...., Louisville
Harlan Charles Peden W, Hopkinsville
Karen S. Phillips", Lexington
Michael Evertson Pyles ...., Milton
Barbara Carol Record", Frankfort
Victoria Riley Ritchie", Elizabethtown
Phyllis Maze Roberts", Salt Lick
Damon Ann Robinson ...., Lexington
Melinda Ryles, Lexington
Shella Marie Sams, Lexington
Carol Marie Schroeder ......, Somerset
Jacqueline Macf-arland Smith"
Peggy Marie Steusloff'". Jackson, MI
Paul David Sturgill", Whitesburg
Shirley Clay Tipton ..
Thor T. Townsend , Winchester
Matthew Lynn Turner", Danville
Melissa Ann Turner ....., Hueysville,
Janet Sue Twyman, Radcliff
Connie Bailey Waespe", Lexington
Christopher R. Webb, Versailles
Heather Paige Wilson ...., Hyden
Harriet Harper Wininger ....., Winchester
Glenna Sue Wooten, Bulan
Linda Carol Young, Stanford
Master of Science in Electrical
Engineering
Rajesh Narain Advani
Albert Tyler Barnett, Georgetown
Robert Lee Beeler", Lexington
Md Rashed Reza Bhuiya, Bangladesh
James Bronwlow Bryant IV, Birmingham, AL
Dwayne Thomas Crump, Lexington
Sudip Kumar Das, Calcutta, India
Uday Shripad Deshpande, Kharagpur, India
Neal Clyde Dornbusch
Guoliang Fan, Lexington
Thomas Joseph Haas, Lexington
Hossein Herr. Iran
Fiaz Hossain, Dhaka, Bangladesh
Fan Hu, Dalian, China
John Patrick Jones, Louisville
Hai Kien Luong, Annandale, VA
Vidya Gurudutt Manjeshwar, Bangalore.
India
Wilda Emily Moore, Lexington
Bambang Pharmasetiawan ...., Bandung
Harold M. Polus, Maple Heights, OH
Surjit Sahoo, India
Tomy Varghese, India
Sanjay Wadhwa, Delhi, India
Lakhinder Walia ....., India
Yashan Wang, China
Wei Ning Zhao































ElizabethJean Andrews", Clendenin, WV
FernanadaAraujo, Cincinnati, OH
TammiLynn Arnett", Union
CatherineJean Arnold", Idaho Falls, ID
JoannePascarella Aulick, Erlanger
BillyDeeBailey",Ewing
GayleEllen Ballengee", McDermott, OH
J.DavidBaynham, Lexington
PennyMinton Belle", Lexington
JillElizabethBlake", New Orleans, LA
BarbaraBeth Bonney"; Covington
CarolAnn Borchert", Virginia Beach, VA
CynthiaJane Branham'", Morehead
MerryJanet Lewis Brown, Huntington, WV
JohnRussell Burch, Tacoma, WA
DianeFord Carrico ...., Lexington
RhondaJ.Charnley". Lebanon, NH








FredericaA. (George) Davies, Frankfort
ThomasGlen Davis'", Monroe, OH







CheriSingletary Estes, Knoxville, TN
M.Susan Eubank, Crestwood
Kathleen Hayden Fletcher'", Fairfield, OH
Ruth Ellen Flint, Louisville
Anne Cecelia Frantz", Greenville, OH
Michael Wieland French'". Lexington
Carol Ann Ciese", Louisville
Mary Beth Golden, Ft Thomas
Betty Jean Gooch", Stanford
Karen Elaine Gooch", Louisville
Virginia Campbell Goodlett, Lexington
David R. Cray", Chesapeake, OH
Karen Elizabeth Greever, Jackson, OH
Cheryl 1.Crinninger, Ft Thomas
Louise Ann Cunkel'", Leesport, PA
Mary Margo Hamm, Vanceburg
Alida Murray Herrick'". Campton
Mari Christine Hoctor, Milford, OH
Eileen Shannon Horvath, Cincinnati, OH
Thomas Milton House", London
Steven Richard Howe", Muscatine, IA
Zhonghe Huang"
Sally 1. Instone", Lexington
Paula R. Ivory, Cincinnati, OH
Ginnette Marshbanks [amerson'",
Weaverville, NC
Melanie Io Iohnson'". Lexington
Penelop 1.Scott [ones'". Lexington
Tamara J. Kennelly, Monterey
Dean Allan Langdon, Louisville
Heidi Maria Larison, Cincinnati, OH
Anna Sue Ledbetter Lee", Louisville
Todd Saffell Lemley, Lexington
Nancy Ritter Lewis"
Allen D. Lloyd, Cincinnati, OH
Iva Ivankovic Lukac, Cincinnati, OH
May 1.Man ....., Lexington
Allison Leigh Marks, Sycamore, OH
Debra Hotho Mayer", St. Charles, IL
Mary Theresa McGill ......, Louisville
Peggy Ann Mclntire. Louisville
Beth Maloney Mills", Louisa
Deborah Lanford Musser", Charleston, WV
Kirk Lewis Neidhardt , Russell Springs
Carolyn Anne O'Brien , Cincinnati, OH
Pamela Elaine Parker", Versailles
Karen 1.Philippi, Charleston, WV
Zhang Ping, China
Cindy Clevenger Price ....., Louisville
Mary Martha Puthoff'". Cincinnati, OH
Stephen Lawrence Raitert ...., Beavercreek,
OH
Sandra Kline Reusing, Milford, OH
Rebecca Jeane Ryder, Lexington
[are 1.Schneider, Fort Wayne, IN
Kenneth Spencer Scott , Gray
Richard Warren Scott , Lexington
Christopher Carl Shutt, Lexington
Ami 1. Smith'", Lexington
Caroline Smith ...., Cincinnati, OH
Mary Margaret Goff Smith", Hurricane, WV
Lucinda H. Spangler", Waddy
Richard Allen Spohn", Green Lane, PA
MaryEllen Grace Radway Stagner, Louisville
Sally Gail Stern", Lexington
Timothy Andrew Stewart, Campbellsville
Karen Lynn Stockland ....., Fairfield, OH
Janet Fay Twigg, Oakland, CA
Matthew Von Hendy ......, Boston, MA
Susan Elizabeth Walls", Welch, WV
Barbara Wohlfeil Weatherall'"
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Joseph Edwin Weber, Harbor Springs, MI
Mary Louise West ......, Waverly, VA
Marie A. (Hudson) White, Louisville
Brenda Kay Williams", Winchester
Lynne Rudd Williams ......, Cincinnati, OH
Sheila LeAnne Wilson, Maysville
Eden E. Wirth"*, Newark, OH
Sandra Lee wood", Brooksville
Master of Science in Materials
Science and Eng ineeri ng
Alfred James Brignull'", Winter Haven, FL
Soroku Kawanishi, Osaka, Japan
Zhong u. China
Ani! Zunzarrao Yadav ....., Poona, India
Master of Science in
Mechanical Engineering
Benjamin A. Askren ......, LaGrange
John Reece Baker, Elizabethtown
Parvangada G. Bojappa, Mysore. India
Jerry Lee Cartwright, Frankfort
Douglas Carl Denger'", Lexington
Hari Doss
Partha Dutta ....., Calcutta, India
Mark Krishan Chai'", Winchester
Richard Vernon Howard, Denton
Wenxiu Lin, Shanghai, China
Siru Ling, Shanghai, China
Amar Mahadeviah'", Bangalore, India
Lloyd James Mclntyre. Elizabethtown
Lakshman Nagarathnam ......, Bangalore, India
Maninder Singh Sehmbey"
Masterof Science in Mining
Engineering
Tarsem Lal Aggarwal, Harlan
Robert Ryland Atkins, Harlan
James Steven Gardner", Greensburg
Arnold Hammons, [r., Harlan
Amos Sickman Lane, Rapid City, SD
James Edward Manning, London
Stafford Todd Mickleborough, Estevan
Mohanavel Munirathinam. India
Terry Ray Sheffield, Benham
Debra 1.Simpson"
Daqing Wang, China
Master of Science in Nursing
Becky Carriker Anderson", Midland, NC
Linnea Marie Axman, Saugatuck, MI
Judith Phelps Bastin, Shelbyville, IN
Hazel Bentley
Ruth-Ann Westervelt Bode, Umatilla, FL
Robert Dean Bowman .....
Carole A. Boynton, Lexington
Pamela Kay Branson, Henderson
Timothy Bushey'"
Jennifer Lou Cantrell, Winchester
Brenda Harden Capps, Burkesville
Deborah Lee Cartwright, New Richmond,
OH
Patricia Lynne Clements", Lexington
Kathryn Opal Nitzsche Coisman, Lexington
Leslie Miles Cooper, Union
Mary Clara Courtney, Mayfield
Judy Lynch Dawahare'". Lexington
Bernice Maner Eades, Lexington
Constance Smith Enlow, Lexington
Valerie Ann Ensch'", Lexington
Angelica Lazear Ford'", Lexington
Kelley Ann Furlong'". Louisville
Roxanne Bernadette GaW", Lexington
Donna Carey Hankla, Danville
Melanie G. Hardin-Pierce'". Elizabethtown
Ginger Benson Harrell'"
Io Ann Scott King'". Brandenburg
Annette Rogers Lavender, Florence
Theresa Denise Loan'". Huntington, WV
Linda Ellen Rogers McNabb, Owingsville
Dona Josephine Meers, Louisville
Stephanie A. Theriault Mercier, North
Attleboro, MA
Joan Marie Dickman Miller'"
Joanna Angel Miller, Winchester
Theresa Elaine Neal-Siemer. Somerset
Lilly Jean Noble, Hanna Alberta, Canada
James Harrison Perry, [r., Morehead
Cynthia G. Pierzala. Rush
Myra Lynne Poore'", Lexington
Deborah Baker Reed, Harrodsburg
Anne Roberts, Lexington
Janet Lavoy Salstrom, Myra, WV
Gloria J. Schureman, Winchester
Rhonda A. Shircliff'". Elizabethtown
Sandra W. Smithers'", Louisville
Mary Donovan Steiner, Scituate, MA
Sherry Sailors Tichenor, Lexington
Wayne Ann Tudor, Richmond
Deborah S. Urlage'". Ft. Thomas
Jane c.Whalen, Florence
Karen Sue wilder'", Bledsoe
Donna Marie Withrow'", Owingsville
Maxine Susan Yaged, Cleveland, OH
Laurie Lyndon Turner Young, Greenlawn, NY
Phyllis Neace Young, Jackson
Master of Science in
Operations Research
Jamison T. Graff, Covington
Kazem Kashefbazzazi, Iran
Chiqun Wang, Changsha. China
Weiming Zhang, China
Master of Science in Physical
Therapy
David Alexander Boyce, Farmington Hills, MI
Joseph Khalil Haddad, El Paso, TX
Thomas Kevin Robinson, Raleigh, NC
RoseAnn M. Schmidt, West Bend, WI
David A. Tomsich, New Baltimore, MI
Robert S. Wainner, Bay City, TX




Richard Francis Lorenz, Dallas, TX
Barbara Anne Phillips"", Lexington
Mary Lawson Smith, Lexington
Gloria Gean Hutchinson Umberger, Lexington
Daniel Wolens, Sterling
Master of Science in
Radiological Medical Physics
Robin Ann Miller'", Charleston, SC
Gary N. Poteat", Marion, NC
Susan Crenshaw Poteat", Knoxville, TN
Chin-Huey Yang
Master of Social Work
Anne Marie Albrecht, Chelsea, MI
James William Bailey, Knoxville, TN
Connie Sue Baker'". Olive Hill
Jean Vincent Bates", Ashland
Kathryn A. Derx Beach, Olean, NY
Aileen Christina Beatty, Cincinnati, OH
Ann Fremay Beatty", Monroe, OH
Jennifer Ann (Ossim) Blomer'". Cincinnati,
OH
Susan Ina Blumenthal, Cincinnati, OH
Natalie Ann Bowlds", Owensboro
Marianne Bailey Branham", Ludlow
Laura Lee Brooks", Lexington
Ida Evelyn Brumback", Versailles
Patricia Mallory Buczkowski", Cincinnati, OH
Donna Burnett .., Cincinnati, OH
Robin Dunn Burton'". Lexington
Sylvia Ann Buskill'", Lexington
Johnny W. Callebs, Pineville
jerra Rae Collins Campbell'". West Liberty
J. Kevin Chandler, Bethel, OH
James Anthony Concotelli, Dixon, IL
Donna Kaye Day", Whitesburg
Helen Mattingly Duncan", Cincinnati, OH
Dolores Aryonne Dunn", Lexington
Jack David Edgley", Alexandria
Leah Marie Edwards, Paducah
Gwendolyn Marie Ewers'", Cincinnati, OH
Miriam Elizabeth Fischbein, Centerville, OH
Denise Rae Flodin, Freeland, MI
Paul Leonard Friedrichs", Cincinnati, OH
Mary Faith Fries-Lonneman'", Cincinnati, OH
Teresa J. Gentile, Adams, MA
Jane Elizabeth Gibbs, Knoxville, TN
Robert Christopher Coble", Erlanger
Joseph M. Comes'". Mt. Sterling
Robert Michael Good, Lexington
Thelma Marie Eldred Goold", Wilmore
Cynthia Gaye Criffith'". Ashland
Hugh Bernhard Heagen, Lexington
Sherry Judith Hall'", Larkslane
Robin 1.Hamon", Syracuse, NY
Susan Jane Harmeyer, Ft. Thomas
Suzanne Kelleher Harmin'", Lexington
Ellen F. Harvey'", Cincinnati, OH
Katherine Bryant Hayes, Shelbyville
Suzanne Ryan Hays'". Lexington
Margaret Adams Hazlette", Lexington
Donita Kay Henry, Lexington
Karen 1.Henshaw, Cincinnati, OH
Sandra Joanne Higgs, Wilmore
Randall Hignite"", Versailles
Lorri Ann Hildebrand, Somerville, OH
Terry Lee Hirschfeld, Ft. Thomas
Amy Frances Hirshoren*, Rockville Center,
NY
Robert Cochran Hobson, Jr ....., Louisville
Donald Ray Holbrook, Grahn
N. Christine Hughes"", Manchester, OH
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Patricia Ann Hunter, Lexington
Anne Ellen James", San Jose, CA
Christine McEwan johnson'", Frankfort
Thomas William Kalina'", North
Huntingdon, PA
Dorothy Jean Tines Keller, Lexington
Amy Michele Kennedy'", Lexington
Mary Ann Knoop, Mason, OH
Rebecca Harper Lavey, Lexington
Matt Houston Layton". Hiram, OH
William Macke'". Blue Ash, OH
Leah Beth McCain"",Owensboro
Diane Carol McGraw", Norwood, OH
Susan Palmer Mcvey'". Lexington
Tina Ingeborg Meisell, Great Neck, NY
Cheryl King Miller, Olive Hill
Kimberly Susan Miller'", Latonia
Sandra Denise Morgan'", Lexington
Peggy Blythe Morris, Lexington
Mark Edward Mountel'". Cincinnati, OH
Thomas John Murrin". Cincinnati, OH
Toby Ann Music'". Garrett
Carol VanDerHeyden Naugher",
Mishawaka, IN
Susan Laneale Noffsinger, Lexington
Terri Lynn Norton, Middlesboro
Anna Frances Baker Oney'", Grayson
Anna Lee Otis
Melissa Carol Outland". Calvert City
Altheia Kathleen Padgett'", Lexington
Lorna Colleen Patrick, Lexington
Julie Beth Payton'". Cincinnati, OH
Chris Patrick Philpot" .., Cincinnati, OH
Michael Dejuan Pierce, Lexington
Mary Faragher Plummer", Ft. Thomas
Lisa Hall Portune, Cincinnati, OH
Beth Randazzo, Lexington
Beth Ann Reginelli'", Milford, OH
Teresa Shea Reynolds, Lexington
Shelly Ann Richardson", Cincinnati, OH
Beverly S. Roland". Williamstown
Debbie Dawn Roller", Ft. Thomas




Kimberly Osborne Staley'", PikeviUe
Janis Kindig Strickland, Cincinnati, OH
Jean M. Swartley", Cincinnati, OH
Kelly Annette Swearingen'", Ripley, OH
Sally J. Sweeney", Cincinnati, OH
Wilma Lee Meeks Tate'", West Liberty
Mike Thomas Tattershall, Lexington
Linda 1.Taylor", Fairfield, OH
Nancy Mohnen Thayer", Somerset
Angelia R. Tucker", Berea
Pam Nolley Tungate'". Campbellsville
Edwina Margaret walker", Cincinnati, OH
Evelyn M. Wallace'", Cincinnati, OH
Charles David Ward"",Hamilton, OH
WiIliam Blackstone Webb ...., Lexington
Cora Elizabeth Grace Whitaker, Jenkins
Kimberly Jo Whitesel1*, Cincinnati, OH
Sandra Gail Williams, Lexington
Vonda Lautre'c/Watkins Williams", Colfax,
LA
Margaret Francesca Wilson"",Cincinnati, OH
Patricia Radmacher Wilson"", Danville
Lisa Carol Zaremba"""",Hartford
College of Dentistry
Dean: David A. Nash
Doctorof Dental Medicine
Steven Andrew Anderson, Campbellsville
BarryDean Applegate, Greenup
Mary Elizabeth Arnett, Paintsville
Kimberly Kay Brown, Madisonville
Anthony Scott Browning, Vicco
Sandra Holbrook Browning, Leatherwood
Sherry Denise Buskirk-Meade ...., Inez
KeithDavid Chambers, Owensboro
Deborah Smith Collier, Galion, OH
Lisa Renee Collins, Jackson
Brian Dezso Detari, Lutz, FL
JamesDarrell Dixon, Atlanta, GA
John Penrod Eades, Central City
David Stanford Ferguson, Franklin
James Jay Goodpaster, Lexington
Anthony Ray Gray, Bridgeport, WV
Kathrine Barrett Greene, Lexington
Jeffery D. Hammons, Barbourville
Andrea Goatley Haydon, Springfield
D. William Lange, Cincinnati, OH
Donna J. Mattscheck, Lexington
Jeffrey Richard McClain, Kenton, OH
Martin Russell Minix, Prestonsburg
Jewell R. Monhollen, Versailles
Edyee J. Mullins, Russell
Tawnya Lenette Muse, Somerset
Jay Loggan Nichols, Leitchfield
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Leigh Harvey Palmore ...., Lexington
Jamie Scott Pogue, Mays Lick
Howard J. Popplewell'", Jamestown
James Allen Rannes, Russell's Point, OH
Fonda G. Robinson, South Shore
Melissa Dawn Sheets, Paintsville
Diane Carrico Shewmaker, Springfield
John Yantis Stein, Somerset
Kimberly Ann Tye, Barbourville
Terry Alan Ward, Philpot
James R. Wells III, Murray
Marc Loren Williams, Pikeville
Timothy Michael Wright, Owensboro
College of Law
Dean: Rutheford BCampbell, Jr.
Juris Doctor
Mark David Alcott, Bowling Green
Angela Griffin Allen, Maysville
Rebecca A. Baylous, Lexington
Melissa Dell Bellew, Greenup
Mary Martha Boaz, Mayfield
Christina Lee Bradford, Bardstown
Mark Russell Brengelman, Morehead
Tracey Margaret Brice, Inverness, IL
John Bacon Brown, Bowling Green
Martha C. Bruenderman, Louisville
Heather Layne Buntin, Whitesburg
Stephen Stambaugh Burchett, Morehead
John Perkins Butler, Greensburg
Chad W. Carpenter, Perryville
Robert Coleman Chaudoin, Olmstead
Melissa Jane Cox, Ft. Thomas
James Thomas Crain III, Louisville
Benjamin David Crocker, Franklin
Niles Brian Cumbo, Inez
Emily Maria Digenis, Lexington
Kate Delaney Dunn, Lexington
Paul Joseph Dyar, Louisville
Christine Ryan Emison, Washington, IN
Charles Thomas Ezzell, Paducah
James Ahlers Farson, Louisville
Thomas Joseph Fisher, Frankfort
Tina L. Fritz, Florence
Dreama Gayle Gentry, Crab Orchard
Frank Nelson Gilmore, Lexington
Lisa Carol Guffey, Monticello
Patrick Joseph Haas, [r., Mendon, MJ
Julie Kaye Hackworth, Ashland
David Jason Hale, Louisville
Jennifer Louise Hall, Bellbrook, OH
william M. Hall, Jr., Campbellsville
Albert Clark Harberson II, Frankfort
Lisa Marie Harbold, Louisville
Paul Christopher Hamice, Frankfort
Robert E. Harrer, Minneapolis, MN
Cheryl Kay Harris, Radcliff
James Michael Herrick, Lexington
Henry Lewis Hipkens. Lexington
Deborah Lee Hogan, Vine Grove
Carrie Kirkpatrick Howard, Lexington
James W. Howard, Lexington
Laura Hromyak, Frankfort
Io Alice Hubble, Somerset
Marian E. Jameson, Bardstown
Keith A. [effries'". New Castle
Mary Elizabeth Jones, La Grange, IL
Phillip Bonnie Conway Jones, Chicago, IL
Larry E. Jude, Lexington
Joseph Michael Kamer, Louisville
Donnie D. Kidd. Grethel
Charlotte Suzann Kirkland, Lebanon
Lisa Marie Kleopfel, Prospect
Laura Anne Larkin, Louisville
Wade Curtis Lawson, Richmond
Dawn Curran Letcher, Carlisle
Judy Jones Lewis, Hyden
Thomas Turner Lewis, Lexington
Elizabeth Marie Linville, Mt. Olivet
Michael E. Liska, Lexington
Jill Atherton Logan, Shelbyville
Stephanie Canella Malone, Auburn
Andrew Fain Manno, Richmond
Daniel Ainsworth Martin, Hindman
Patricia Ward Martin'", Harrodsburg
Rocky Lee McClintock, Georgetown
Barbara Webb Menefee, Bee Spring
Barbara Jean Miller, Running Springs, CA
John Christopher Miller, Campbellsville
Vincent Anthony Mongiardo II, Hazard
William Leroy Montague, [r., Lexington
Lisa Marie Mullins, Louisville
Steven Brent Mulrooney, Louisville
Matthew David Nelson, Berea
Barry Wayne Norfleet, Frankfort
Tina Louise Nunley, Logan, WV
David Vance Oakes'". Trenton
Kathleen Ann O'Nan, Louisville
Jill K. Osborne, Lexington
Connie Michelle Payne, Sandgap
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Katherine Nell Peebles, Ashland
Robert Sydney Rabbeth, [r., Louisville
Harold Douglas Rader, Manchester
Zachary Scott Ramsey, Lexington
William Keith Ransdell, Harrodsburg
Troy Denton Reynolds, Perryville
Charles Nicholas Ring, Georgetown, OH
John Choate Roach, Frankfort
Charles Brent Robbins, Louisville
Darrell Kent Ruark, Vanceburg
Johanna Elizabeth Haltom Salter, Texarkana,
TX
Patrick Thomas Schmidt Louisville
Michael Stuart Schwendeman, Richmond
Jeffrey Collins Seaman, Covington
Andrew Wright Silver, Ogdensburg, NY
Deborah Joyce Smiley, Lexington
James David Smith'". Harlan
Rebecca Bentley Stephenson, Ashland
E. Page Stuart, [r., Louisville
Peggy Butler Sturgill, Lexington
[enifer Ann Tarter, Danville
David Caperton Teater, Lexington
Miki Jane Thompson", Prestonsburg
Steven Edward Tiller, West Chester, PA
Timi DeAnn Tucker, Rockledge, FL
Lee Bethune Turpin, Louisville
Shannon Maureen Upton, Lewiston, NY
Patricia Bernadette wack'". New Richmond,
OH
Lois Chaffins ward", Garrett
Cynthia M. Weaver, Lexington
Charles Darnall Webb, [r., Huntington, WV
James Stewart Welch, [r., Columbia, SC
Bryan Nelson West, Russell
Robert E. Wier, Lynch
Jacques J. Wigginton", Lexington
William Horton Wilhoit, Grayson
Gregory Lee Williamson, Lexington
Lisa M. Zokas-Kindy, Southbury, CT
David Nicholas Zorin, Lexington
College of Medicine
Dean: Emery A. Wilson, MD.
DoctorofMedicine
Beverly Louise Acker, Richmond
Patrick Gerald Arndt, Lexington
Susanne Markesbery Arnold, Lexington
Mary Ashley Hoertz Baesler, Ashland
Kenneth Lee Bain, Shepherdsvile
Scott A. Baker, Elmira, NY
Gregory Neal Barnes, Prospect
Mark G. Bates, Whitesburg
John Damian Beierle, Louisville
Jim Patrick Benge, Lexington
Michele Marie Blanchard, Lexington
Stephen Trevor Briscoe, Corbin
Phillip Steven Budzenski, Lexington
Raphael Anthony Carter, Cloverport
Kevin 1.Clark, Paducah
John Michael Conner, Hebron
Steven Wayne Crum, Lexington
Matthew James Curran, Simi Valley, CA
Stacey Renee Davis, Huntington, WV
D. Gene Dillman Il, Middlesborough
lolinda Dillow, Ashland
David Ray Donaldson, Lexington
Gerald Wayne Dryden, [r., Clarksville, OH
Scott Larimore Dunavant, Florence
Michael Douglas Dunaway, Flemingsburg
Lucinda Jane England, St. Louis, MO
James Edward Ewing, Campbellsville
Robin Mark Floyd, Clinton
Fred Harris Francis II, Sarasota, FL
Gregory Leon Fuqua, Pewee Valley
Christopher Joseph Godfrey, Elizabethtown
D. Kevin Gregory, Taylor Mill
Gina Battaglia Grove, Edgewood
Darin Andrew Harden, Edgewood
Sheila Cahill Harmeling. Crestview Hills
Joseph Edward Hartig, Melbourne
Sandra Kay Hensley, New Albany, IN
Paul Logan Hester, Berea
Beve Pryor House III, Manchester
Mark David Huffman, Alexandria
Bruce Edward Hunt, Indianapolis, IN
Robby K. Hutchinson, West Liberty
Glenn Terry Johnson II, Forest Hills
Catalin Dumitru [urnalov, Bucharest,
Romania
Jack Kendrick, [r., Wheelwright
Charles Humphrey Kim, Lexington
Mark M. Kirkham, Hopkinsville
David Scott Kirn. Pikeville
Kathryn Ann Kolquist, Duluth, MN
Shaheed Ignatius Koury, Millersburg
Kimanh Tuan Le, Louisville
Benjamin Paul Lyon, Ashland
Maureen E. Marra, Lexington
William Theodoric Martin, Louisville
Terry Steve McCuiston, Murray
Date of Graduation for College of Medicine: May 17, 1992
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Richard Nicholas Wathen Medley III,
Owensboro
Debbie Drake Mendal, Macon, GA
Thomas E. Menke, Ft. Mitchell
William Parker Miller, Calvert City
Eric Tyler Morse, Lexington
Darla Kaye Nelms, Erlanger
Billie Shepherd Noble, Lexington
John Paul O'Brien, [r., Momingview
Todd Gerald Prewitt, Villa Hills
Richard Daniel Price, Cincinnati, OH
Stephen Paul Schindler, Lexington
Thomas James Serey, Morehead
Vera 1. Sheen, Lexington
Mark E. Shockley, Louisville
Martin McLeod Steed, Lexington
Scott Matthew Stephens, Somerset
Russell Wayne Stevens, Olive Hill
Jill E. Stutler, Crestview Hills
V. Reid Sutton, Lawrenceburg
Lawrence Shinzo Tawa, Torrance, CA
Freddie Lane Terrell, Buskirk
Dirk Burgess Thacker, Ashland
Jill Ann Vidas-Engle, Lexington
Jerome Howard Waller, jr.. Berea
Kelly Dean Watson, Lexington
James Robert Werkmeister, Shepherdsville
Richard Murray West, Paris
Nancy Kay Yerly, Pekin, IL
College of Pharmacy
Dean: Jardan L. Cohen
Doctor of Pharmacy
Charles Mitchel Abney, Berea
Daniel Edward Adams, Owensboro
Kim Marie Antonacci, Succasunna, NJ
John Edward Ballentine'", Lexington
Trent Allen Beach'". Belmont, NC
Dawn Rounds Butler, Hanover, MD
Andrea Kelley Clements, Owenton
Dawn Clines", Lexington
Ginny Lynne Creasman, Lexington
Phyllis Lewis Danford ...., Whitesburg
Bradley Duane Domonoske ...., Plentywood,
MT
David Michael Eckmann, Lexington
Lynne Hall Eckmann, Paducah
Darlene Clacking Eltzroth, Demossville
Anita Carol Fitzpatrick, Elizabethtown
Timothy Eugene Fuqua, Mayfield
Sheri Lynn Guyer-Baker. North Huntingdon,
PA
Jerry Thomas Hyden, Alexandria
Michael George Kendrach, Mingo Junction,
OH
Carol Ann Kengott'". Barrington, IL
Judith Lyn Kramer, Henderson
Wallace Greg Leader'". Gonzales, LA
Debra Ann Leitner, Prospect
Janice MS. Scott Lopez'", Columbia, MD
Joseph Robert Mashni, Lexington
Johanna Maria Mikuta'", Massillon, OH
Cynthia Lynn Ozburn, Murphysboro, IL
Beth Hale Roy Popplewell, Russell Springs
Leslie Marie Rafferty-Ferrell, Owensboro
Mark E. Schneider han, Laurium, MI
John Paul Spencer, Beattyville
Durran Hourigan Taylor'". Lexington
William Thomas Toler"; East Bank, WV
Lori Ann Tompkins, Madisonville
Donna Lynn Topping'", Smyrna, TN
Ronald Todd Turner, California
Kathleen Joy Vieson'". Cincinnati, OH
Carol Elizabeth Henshaw Wallace, Lexington
Janice Elaine Kidd Waters, Somerset
Cynthia Leigh Whalen, Covington
Mary Catherine Wirfel'". Versailles.
Bachelor of Science in
Pharmacy
Charles Mitchel Abney", Berea
Angel Dawn Adams, Murray
Daniel Edward Adams", Owensboro
James Bryan Arnett, Mayfield
Brian Keith Arnold", Owensboro
Jerri Michelle Barney, Ashland
Laurie Ann Barr, Whitesville
Penny Lee Basham, Franklin, TN
Joseph Allan Bickett, Louisville
Karen Marie Bishop, Louisville
Elbert Blackburn Ill", Paintsville
Anne Marie Borders, Shelbyville
Krista Lynne Bowling, Carlisle, OH
Jonathan Brett Brasher, Benton
Margaret Rebello Britto, Lexington
Angela Marie Brown, Lexington
Christopher Joseph Brown, Owensboro
Dawn Rounds Butler", Hanover, MD
Michelle Rene Chandler, Sturgis
Andrea Kelley Clements". Owenton
Alicia Ann Cox, Larkslane
Kelly Ann Arnold Cox, Lancaster
Donna Kay Brittain Daniel, Harlan
Paul Daruwala. San Juan, PR
Theresa Kathryn DeGregory, Edgewood
Stephanie Ann Dixon, Ashland
Harold Ray Duncan, [r., Versailles
David Michael Eckmann", Lexington
Anita Carol Fitzpatrick", Elizabethtown
Veronica Kaye Foster, Munfordville
Tamara Carolynne Frazier, Louisville
Timothy Eugene Fuqua", Mayfield
Phil A. Garner, Russell Springs
Dawn Ann Gebler, Elizabethtown
Jeffrey Wayne Hall, Grethel
Lynn C. HaW, Paducah
Cristina Marie Henson, Columbia
Thomas William Hess, Louisville
Janet Elizabeth Hicks, Prestonsburg
Bryan Christopher Howze, Beaver Dam
Jerry Thomas Hyden", Alexandria
Kavita Bhupendra Iariwala", Lexington
Barton Adair Johnson, Henderson
Kimberly Nell Johnson, Scottsville
Phillip Marlow Jones, London
Wendy Gates Jones, Madisonville
Daniel Joe Kiser, Ashland
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James Gregory Knight, Worthington
Judith Lyn Kramer". Henderson
Bradley H. Lawson". Hodgenville
Stephanie Margaret Moore Leahy,
Henderson
Debra Ann Leitner". Prospect
Scarlet Renee Litteral, Jackson
Carolyn Ann Loy, Columbia
Joseph Robert Mashni", Lexington
Virginia F. McCuiston, Madisonville
Thomas Richard McCurry, Middlesboro
Milinda Faye McGowan, Paducah
Charles Christopher Montgomery, Calhoun
Joe Hardy Morris, Hopkinsville
Pamela Jean Morrison, Pikeville
Daniel Preston Nall'". Island
Troy Lee Neagle, Cave City
Clifton Ervin Neimeier. Ir.:", London
Cynthia Lynn Ozburn", Murphysboro, IL
Douglas Ray Parrish, Albany
Richard Maurice Preece II, Inez
Leslie Marie Rafferty", Owensboro
Jackie Duane Richardson, Irvine
Patricia Elizabeth Patrick Rose, Auxier
Billy Wayne Rowe, [r., Pikeville
Beth Hale Roy", Russell Springs
Angela Kay Shoulders, Morehead
Barbara Ann Smit, Lancaster, PA
Charles Edwin Smith, Hurricane, WV
Sandra Rose Smith, Corbin
John P. Spencer", Beattyville
Philip Glendell Staff, Louisville
Karen Leah Stiff, Lexington
Sara A. Stone, Morganfield
Paula Jean Straub, Louisville
Joel Craig Thornbury, Grundy, VA
Lori Ann Tompkins", Madisonville
Ronald Todd Turner". California
Joe Richard Veluzat, [r., Cave City
Lori Susan Virgin, Oldtown
Lome Rezin Virgin, Oldtown
Michelle Ann Volz. Erlanger
Carol Henshaw Wallace". Lexington
Deanna Carol Warner, Winchester
Janice Elaine Kidd waters", Somerset
J. Michael Wells*, Louisville
Cynthia Leigh whalen", Covington
Dana Felicia Wilburn, Olive Hill
Lisa Ann Williamson, Louisville
Julie Ann Wimsatt, Owensboro
Cynthia Kay Copeland Workman, Dawson
Springs
Cheryl Elizabeth Wright, Corbin
College of Agriculture
Dean:C. Gran Little
Bachelor of Science in
Agriculture
LisaAnn Appeddu, Perrysburg, OH
Sandra Cockrell Applegate'", Lexington
Eva Aranda", Spain
Steven Douglas Atwell'", Louisville
RobertDavid Azbill'", Richmond
Matthew Duane Belcher, Danville
Roland Edward Benton, Greenup
William Franklin Blackburn, Lawrenceburg
Gary Davis Blevins, Greenup
Michael T, Brown, Finchville
Kimberly jo Bunch, Edmonton
Carey Clark Burford, Frankfort
G. Bradley Burke'", Ewing
Sherry Lynn Burton'", Nancy
KevinDaniel Byers'", Nicholasville
Freddie James Caldwell II, Louisville
Tina Lynn Carter, LaGrange
Jennifer Lynn Cefalu, Goshen, OH
Richard Michael Chalfant, Winchester
Paul Bradley Chambliss, Hardinsburg
Jeff Allen Chiles ...., Russellville
Colin Fitzgerald Clark, Washington, DC
Jerry Allen Coleman, Glasgow
Joseph Thomas Collins, Louisville
Edward Samuel Congleton ...., Springfield
David E. Croshaw, Perryville
MichaelT. Deaton, London
Steven Campbell Doss, Hopkinsville
Laura Lynn Dowell, Hanover, IN
BrianWade Elkins ...., Park Hills
Larry Kimel Embry, Leitchfield
Andres Fernando Enderica ...., Ecuador
Clyde M. Enlow, Jr. , Boston
Donald Ray Fields , Lexington
RickAllen Fights'". Matthews, IN
Edward Lowell Fist, Arcanum, OH
BrettAllen Franklin ...., Louisville
Sandra J. Fryberger, Reno, NV
Karen M. Gibbs, Corbin
LisaAnn Gibson, Edmonton
Anthony Douglas Cray'", Melbourne,
Australia
LeeCarol Greenwell, Springfield
David Walton Haines ...., Xenia, OH
DorisMarie Hamilton, Loretto
Tracy Allan Hamilton'". Lebanon
Jeffrey Randolph Harned, Bowling Green
Ivan Jeff Hayes, Mt. Vernon
Stanley Edward Haynes'", Lexington
Dennis Wayne Hisle, [r., Williamstown
Yvonne Gabrielle Hunt ...., Shelbyville
Jerry Dean Irvin, Cynthiana
Larry Brown Jaggers Il, Glendale
Kennedy Fitzgerald James, Chicago, IL
Darin Scott Jones, Manitou
J. Roger Jones III, Lexington
Jennifer Fleming Jones, Pittsburgh, PA
Randy Neil Kerr, Tompkinsville
Kimberly Sellards Kersey", Louisa
Amy Renee Krueger King, Beaver Dam
Esther Wangui Kinyanjui'", Kenya
Paul Brian Kunkel, Bedford
David Bruce Langley", Shelbyville
David R. Macfarlan", Princeton, NJ
Carol April Mackey ...., Elizabethtown
John English Maddux, Hopkinsville
Russell D. May, Auburn
Mylissa Gay McCracken, Versailles
Brenda Kay Millikan'", Eddyville
Robert Shannon Morgan'", Alvaton
Cindy Lee Murphy", Burlington
Kimberly Dawn Murphy, Oxford, MI
Michele Lee Owen'", Lexington
Pamela Gail Pedigo", Canmer
David Russell Pepper, Elizabethtown
Kevin Louis Perraut, Cynthiana
Corinne Louise Phillips ...., Maysville
Charles P. Preston'". Red Bush
John Robert Reynolds,S pringfield
Mark Alan Riley, Springfield
Dona Jane Sabol, Georgetown
Margaret R. Shanks ...., Lexington
Susan Elizabeth Sharp ...., Wilmore
Randall Dix Shirel ...., Sturgis
Debra K Short'", Louisville
John Paul Sims, Lexington
Paul Marshall Sloan, Chatham Ontario
Adam Wade Smith, Brooksville
Susan Carlisle Srnitson. Nicholasville
Cassinda Michelle Sparrow ...., Danville
Cheryl Ann Spina, Lexington
Joseph Randall Stout, Franklin, IN
Yinzi Tang, China
Megan McCarrell Tau!' Steubenville, OH
Kimra Ellen Thomas, Mt. Hermon
Cristen Joy Tisi ...., Titusville, PA
Anthony Douglas Turner, Verona
David Allan Turner ...., Owenton
Margot H. Underwood, Burlington, VT
Robert Embry VanHook, Cynthiana
Renee Elizabeth Waterhouse, Honolulu, HI
Michele Dawn Watson, Philpot
John Wood, Princeton
Brian Yates, Monticello
W. Bartley Young", Hopkinsville
Stephen Ray Zanone, Brandenburg
jing Zhang Zhao ...., China
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Bachelor of Science in Food
Science
Steven Thomas Calvert, Hopkinsville
Bradley Scott Cumbee, Hopkinsville
Timmy Dewayne Herndon, Mt. Eden
MerriIee Katherine Ladd ...., Great Falls, VA
Bachelor of Science in
Forestry
Denise Lynn Brantigan", Winchester
Doug A. Dawson ...., Georgetown
Kevin Lynn Galloway'", Falmouth
Jimmy Ray Hosey, Campbellsville
Michael Douglas Kinney, Calhoun
Stephanie Ann Morelan ...., Danville
Vernon Talmadge Norris III....., Lexington
Timothy Ray Queary ...., Lexington
Kent D. Slusher, Nicholasville
David Peter Talbot, Carthage, NY
Laurie Ann Taylor, Lexington
Bachelor of Science in
Landscape Architecture
Steven Craig Adkins, Dry Ridge
Mark E. Boyer, Hutchinson, KS
Michael Everett Brown, Decatur, IL
Brian David Chandler, Louisville
Alfred Edward Coleman, [r., Lexington
Christopher Andrew Darnell, Cynthiana
Darrell T. Douglas, Lexington
Douglas McClellan Greene, Lexington
Kara Douglas Harvey, Bulan
Allison Rae Hicks, Lexington
Christopher Todd Howard, Fleming-Neon
Elizabeth Cloud McKenna, Lexington
Matthew M. Mullins, Oxford, OH
Greg John Omvig", Lexington
Leslie Scott Owen'", Horse Cave
Saied Owhadi ...., Lexington
Thad Hunter Ross, Danville
Patricia Sawicki, Baltimore, MD
Karen Anne Schopp, Crestwood
DeWane Henry Snyder, Miami, FL
Ryan Andrew Stacy, Tipp City, OH
Martin Bryant Thomas, Bowling Green
David L. Tulloch, Lexington
Jane Jackson Wachs", Lexington
Donna Lynne Walker, Louisville
Kevin Lee Wamer'", Lexington
Albert Layton Wilkinson, Goodletsville, TN
Jane M. Wooley-Moreland, Lexington
College of Allied Health Professions
Dean: Thomas C. Robinson
Bachelor of Health Sciences
Kimberley Dawn Baker, Richmond, VA
Hilary Lane Bates'". Stanford
Michelle Suzanne Saute
Lynne Ann Berkemeier'", Edgewood
Jennifer Lee Bickel, Highland Heights
Michelle Blackwell", Frankfort
Anjanette Farrar Boyd'". Ashland
Angela Marsha Brammell'", Grayson
David Lamar Brandon'". Lexington
Lissa Suzanne Bright, Frankfort
Lisa Gay Brock, Elkton
Susan Brigid Brown, Dayton, OH
Kimberly Margaret Bruce, Versailles
Thomas Andrew Buteyn", Waupun, WI
Tracy Linn Callahan. LaGrange
Anne Lisa Talbot Campbell'". Lexington
Mark Otis Catron'", Berea
Christa Elizabeth Collins, Villa Hills
[eana Lynelle Conley'", Salyersville
Michael Anthony Cooper ...., Lexington
Angela Lea Counts'", Bowling Green
Carrie J. Cox, Lexington
Kristy Danielle Cromer'". Grayson
Amy Michele Cross, Ludlow
Mitchell Anthony Curd'". Lexington
Douglas G. Dewitt", Webster, NY
Jill Suzanne Dixon'", Garner
Nancy Reed Duncan'", Louisville
Annette Marie Dupont"', Ft. Thomas
Lee Nicole Elliott, Louisville
Jarrett Todd Embry'", Dundee
Sydney Ann Parha'". Versailles
Valerie Lynn farley, Versailles
Marcee Watkins Patkin'". Corbin
Sandra Kay Fender, Hillsboro, OH
Mary Julia Fendley'", Birmingham, AL
Shayne Kirk Ferguson'", Beaver Dam
Debra Jean Fischer'", Owensboro
Kimberly Ann Plaugher": Grayson
Melissa Jane Froehlick, Owensboro
Megan Albany Fromer, Lexington
Tonya Kay Fugate**, Busy
Kari Jean Goetzelman, New Lenox, IL
Tina Rhea Goodman, Louisville
Kusuma Siddarame Gowda**, Lexington
Laura Leigh Grant*, Danville
Stacy Lynn Gray, Ashland
Michelle Magdalene Graybeal**, Lexington
Debbie K. Green**, Harrodsburg
Sherri Angelina Cresham'", Calhoun
Julie Ann Criffin'". Ashland
Tonya Renee Haboush, Lexington
Karen Louise Hafendorfer. Louisville
Traci Michelle Hager'". Louisville
Ruth Ellen Harris'". Kingsport, TN
Michelle Lynn Hergott'". Ft. Mitchell
Kathy Sue Hicks". Lexington
Jerome Earl Hoard'". Paducah
Shawnna LaVaughn Hughes, Denniston
Jarrett Allen Ivy'", Paris
Robert Stanley johannsen'". Wilton, IA
Robin Danielle Kamuff'", Owensboro
David Wayne Kazee'". Olive Hill
Susan [o Kirkpatrick'", Russellville
David Matthew Kraft, Lexington
Beth Lynn Ladd, Horseheads, NY
Tara Rai Lambert'", Paducah
Rachael Ann Lanham, Louisville
Corinne A. Leclercq'". Lexington
[acquelynn Anne Liddington, Marathon, NY
Angela Gail Ramsey Ltle'", Elizabethtown
Bart R. Logsdon, Lexington
Janet Bruce Long, Louisville
Preston E. Madden, Lexington
Jeffrey Glenn Maguet'". Corbin
Lora Lee Maloney, Georgetown
Shawnetta Manuel, North East, MD
Gina Michelle Marshall'". Martin
Harold Edward Mazurek'", Versailles
Stacey Rex Mct.onnell'", Nicholasville
Denita Kaye McCullough, Covington
Tricia Ann Mckern'", Coral Gables, FL
Lynn Marie Messmer'", Ft. Thomas
Anne M. Milbum'". Danville
Janett Lee.Ann Miles, St Albans, WV
Dewayne Lee Miller'", Corbin
Pamela Diane Mitchell**, Huntington, WV
Barry Carter Moore'". Lexington
Angela Selene Mullins, Lexington
Sharon Kaye Napier, Irvine
Elizabeth Anna Neely'", Lexington
Robert Anthony Neltner**, Cold Springs
Jon Scott Nielsen**, Louisville
Vicky Lynn Nienaber**, Cold Spring
Maria Grace Nyberg, Radcliffe
Joy Denise O'Bryan**, Owensboro
Kellie Ann Osborne, Virgie
Sonya Anne Pennington**, Ashland
Greta Margaret Pike**, Franklin
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Mary Catherine Poore", Louisville
Karissa Jo Porter**, Pikeville
N. Elizabeth Potter, Prospect
Elizabeth Ashley Pugh'". Paducah
Denise Lynn Pyles, Columbia
Steven Wayne Rau'", Paris
Edith Eileen Roe'", Paintsville
Amy [o Rudd, Louisville
Jon K. Schroeder'", Bloomington, IN
Lauralee Chrisman Scott'", Shelbyville
Margaret 1.Sensel**, Ft Mitchell
Christi Lyn Shaw, St Albans, WV
Connie Ann Shaw'". Frankfort
Gina Marie Shields'". Ft Thomas
Jill Austin Shuler**, Murray
Krista Gail Simon'"', Owensboro
Ann Marie Stautberg'", Valla Hills
Jennifer A. Steckbeck, Lexington
Angela Knox Steele'", Nicholasville
Roy Alvinza Sternes'", Jerome, TO
Julie Ann Stewart, Lexington
Celia Marks Stipanowich**, Lexington
Rachael Dawn Story, Owensboro
Melanie Karol Sublett, Louisville
Barbara Ann Swango'", Campton
Amy DeLacey Telech, Lexington
Trudy Jane Thomas, Albany
Claudette Stivers Thompson'", Lexington
Lisa Ann Thompson, Wilmore
Bridgette Thornsberry, Hindman
Timothy Ken Thurston'". Mayfield
Robin Lanette Daniel Tibbs'", River
Gordon Edward Van Hoose'"
Amy Lynn Van Vactor, Louisville
Kelly Leigh VanArsdall, Burgin
Ann Marie Vandament, Florence
Debra Michelle Vergne, Garrison
Melissa Paige Vires, Lexington
TuyetHong Thi vc-. Lexington
Rochelle Louise Wagoner, Bainbridge, OH
Donna Sue walls'", Bellevue
Tabatha Marie Ward**, Whitesville
Barbara Ilene Whitaker, Whitesburg
Darwin Patrick Whitaker**, Hazard
Shannon Michelle Whitaker**, Owensboro
Teresa Miller White**
Shawn Alan Williams, Columbia
Amy Lyn Worthington, Louisville
Angela Gale Yeagle, Owensboro
Martha Johnson Young**, Springfield
College of Architecture




Angela Elizabeth Bok'". Cincinnati, OH
Gregg A. Brodarick, Louisville
Stephen Smith Clasby, Lexington
Christine M. Cuttitta, Plainfield, NJ
Elizabeth 1. Ferrell, Logan, WV
Dean Louis Forster", Ft. Mitchell
Christopher J. Fuller, Louisville
Joel Matthew Galloway, Lexington
Scott Keith Henson, Edgewood
Daniel Harter Hisel, Lexington
Mark F. Isbell", Lexington
Kenneth Edward Jenkins, Miami, FL
Heather Ann Kerr, Newtown, PA
Charlotte J. Knoop", Louisville
Frank Gearhart Leist'", Louisville
Caroline H.C. Ma'", Lexington
Martin Mwewa Mapoma, Lusaka, Zambia
Shawn Lee Marshall, Louisville
Anthony Barr Mcl.org'", Lexington
Timothy 5. McMunn, Clarksburg, WV
Craig Steve Miller", Louisville
Mark S. Nesemeier, Lexington
Daniel John O'brien, Lexington
Theodore F. Payne, Louisville
Steven Dale Peak, Shelbyville
Donna Leigh Phillips, Lexington
James Weldon Pinholster ...., Centreville, VA
Leah A. Ray, Toledo, OH
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Marshall B. Richards, Lexington
H. Michael Russell, Campbellsville
Kerry M. Shahan, Asheville, NC
Gregory Neil Skogland", Rome, NY
Randall Shane Stevens", Pikeville
Alan R. Stogsdill", Louisville
Nicholas J, Storck ...., Charleston, SC
Robert Leonard Strunc ...., Cary, IL
David Anthony Thiel, [r. Edgewood
Steve A. Todd, Radcliff
Andrew M. Vogel", Columbus, OH
Marylen Michelle Wallace, Lexington
Michael Joseph Warren", Springfield
Christopher Allen Withrow, Ashland
Carole Jane Yocum, Newtown Square, PA
Dean: Bradley C. Canon
College of Arts & Sciences
Bachelor of Arts
Terrence Martin Abell ...., Springfield
Eleanor Showalter Adams ...., Lexington
Justin T. Adams, London
Pamela Adkins, Stone
Richard Dean Adkins, Pikeville
Dwight Douglas Akers, Mt. Sterling
Zeborah Ann Alampi
Ronald L. Alexander, Lexington
Dwight Lawrence Allen, Louisville
Matthew Hilt Allen, Tipp City, OH
Robert Eugene Allen ...., Lexington
Robert Daniel Andersen, Russell
Colette Compton Anderson'", Bowling
Green
Leonard Steven Appling ...., Elizabethtown
Gregory Daniel Ashcraft, Florence
Katrice Annette Babb, Lexington
Lori Rebecca Baumgardner Back, Lexington
Ani! Bin Baharom, Kajang, Malaysia
Roy Thomas Bailey". Shelbyville
Ann Elizabeth Baird, Louisville
Joseph Rhett Baker, Frankfort
Kenneth Howell Baker, Louisville
William Joseph Baker, Harlan
Heather Colleen Balzer, Lexington
Jennifer Lynn Bantle'", Loveland, OH
Christina Lee Bames'", west Point
Beth Ann Barnett, London
Sherry Diane Barnett'"', Crofton
Carmen Carvajal Barrios, La-paz, Bolivia
John Michael Barry, Louisville
Todd Edward Bartlett'", Shelbyville
Michael Denis Beck, Alexandria
Norrie Thomas Beck
Laura Alicia Bell, Rocky River, OH
Michael James BeW, Hurricane, WV
Robert Paul Belshoff". Louisville
Paul Brenton Benard, Russell
Michael Wayne Benton, Owensboro
[amye M. Bero, South Williamson
Gina Lee Berry, Lexington
Rebecca Jean Bertram'", Jamestown
Shannon Darrel Beverly'". Dorton
John Emory Bice'". St. Simons Island, GA
Christopher John Bihari'", Kirtland, OH
Harold E. Black, Jr.*, Lagrange
Gene Edward Blackburn, Pikeville
Rebecca Susan Blakeman, Winchester
Karen Michelle Bledsoe'", Lexington
Tracy Michelle Blevins, Paducah
Myra Collins Blue'". Carmi, IL
Susannah Lynn Bobys. Lexington
Johnny O'Neal Bolton, Lancaster
Amy Bruce Booe, Lexington
Christina Marie Booth, Louisville
Jason Christopher Bowen, Anchorage
Ashley Scott Boyd, Frankfort
Katrina Gunvor Brackney, Lexington
Paul Samuel Bradshaw'". Clearwater, FL
Angela Lynn Brady, Louisville
Lisa Carol Brandenburg, Lexington
Matthew John Brandon", Louisville
Sheila Jane Breeding, Lexington
Robert Aitcheson Alexander Brewer,
Midway
Melinda Colleen Briede, Covington
Mary Kathryn Brittain", Lexington
Stephanie Ann Turner Brock'". Columbia
Deborah Carol Brown'". Grapevine, TX
Felix Jerome Brown II, Lexington
Mary Jane Brown, LaPalta, MD
Stuart P. Brown, Erlanger
Toby Andre Brown'". St Petersburg, FL
Heather Lee Browning, Ghent
Shannon Kaye Bryan, Frankfort
Laura Lee Bryant". Frankfort
Julie Ann Bunning'", Charleston, WV
Elizabeth Marshall Burge", Frankfort
William Joseph Burnett". Sheperdsville
Tracey R. Burns, Dayton, OH
Kathy Jean Phillips Buxton'"', Louisville
John Howard Buzzard, Lexington
Holly Anne Campbell", Naperville, IL
Charles Stuart Carpenter, Lexington
Julia Anne Carr, Georgetown
Susan Rea Carr, Lexington
Patricia Shepherd Carroll, Lexington
Michael Colin Casey, Lexington
William Paul Cassity'", Georgetown
Stephanie Alice Cates, Henderson
Amy Elise Causey'", Henderson
Deanna Louise Cecil, Louisville
Michael Harold Cecil", Lexington
Robert E. Champagne III, Louisville
Jennifer Davis Chapman'", Owensboro
Tanapol Choosoipin", Bangkok, Thailand
Layne Elizabeth Christie, Louisville
Brian Thomas Clark, Owingsboro
Cynthia Stults Clark, Kevil
Stephanie Lynn Clark, Frankfort
Cynthia Harrison Clay", Winchester
William Scott Clay, Lexington
Leigh Anne Claywell, Bardstown
Stephen Thompson Clements, Springfield
Daryle Lewis Cobb". Lexington
Deana Lee Coleman, Winchester
Heather Dawn Collier, Louisville
David Allen Collins, Mt. Sterling
Mark Collinsworth, West Liberty
Jamie Combs, Hazard
Kate Mary Combs, Lexington
Kimberly Combs, Frankfort
Teresa Kaye Combs, Lawrencceburg
John D. Conley, Lexington
Lisa Noelle Conley". Ashland
Catherine Sue Conlin, Frankfort
Ianece Walters Cook, Prestonsburg
Joy Yvonne Cook'", Somerset
Rebecca [o Coomer, South Portsmouth
Andrew Ward Cooper, Lexington
James David Comett'". Lexington
John Gregory Cornett, Danville
Andrew Robert Cotter, Lexington
Eric Wesley Cottrell". Frankfort
Richard Couch'". Manchester
Lisa Diane Cox'", Lexington
janine Rene Coy, Cynthiana
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Susan Denise Crabtree, London
Michael Joseph Craft'". Shelbyville
James Karl Crase, Somerset
Michael Craven", Ft. Thomas
Alan Thomas Creech", Lexington
Marcia Leigh Crothers, Aurora, CO
Brian Len Crum'", St Peters, MO
Donna Lynn Cutter". Lexington
Joseph H. Dahlman". Lexington
Elizabeth Ann Daley, Pittsburg, PA
Deborah Ann Dameron, Louisville
Cheryl Ann Daniel, Lexington
Mark Edward Darbyshire, Frankfort
Brenda Hurley Davenport'", Lexington
Michael Paul Davis, Worthington, OH
Natalie Arnez Davis, Versailles
James Glenn Dean, [r., Lexington
Denise Judith DeBraccio, Lexington
Matthew Peter Decre'". Columbia, MD
Matt Connley Deering'". Champaign, IL
Michele Lynne DeGrange**, Akron, OH
Kerda Isa Maria DeHaan, Georgetown
Michael David DeLuca, Lexington
Virginia Whitfield Derr'", Indianapolis, IN
Diana Lee Devine", Lexington
Amrit Kaur Dhooper, Lexington
Allison Lynn Dillard, North Brook, IL
Carolyn Sipes Dixon'", Lexington
Daryl Thomas Dixon, Paducah
Pamela Pearle Dixon'", Shelbyville
Anthony Charles Donahue, Lexington
Kathleen G. Doolin*, Lexington
Ella Wells Drake'". Lexington
Karen L. Drake, Lexington
Brian McKee Driver", Glasgow
Jeffrey Allen Drury, Lawrenceburg
Clay David Drysdale", Bardwell
Marcus Alan Duke, Hardinsburg
Kenneth R. Duncan, Oak Ridge, TN
Robin Fletcher Duncan, Louisville
Jacqueline Kay Dunigan, Benton
Betsy Bostick Dunn, Hopkinsville
Melissa J. Dunn, Lexington
Anjeanette Dyehouse, Lexington
Rachel Ann Dykes", Lexington
Dominic Alexander Eardley, Lexington
Michael Lawrence Early, Ashland
Clay Alton Edwards'", Lexington
Lisa Rene Riddle Elkin", Morehead
Keith D. Elston", Lexington
Elizabeth Ann Evans'". Maysville
Julia Christine Evans, Lexington
Tracey Lynne Evans, Danville
Leslie Diane Everitt, Scottsburg, IN
Sarah George Fannin, West Liberty
Marjorie Ann Farris, Somerset
Katharine Darlington Feinberg, Yardley, PA
Dawn Marie Pelicicchia", Richmond
Gary Russell Ferguson'". Flat Gap
Scott Leicester Ferguson, Lexington
Jacqueline Conlon Fields, Padcuah
Donna Marlene Fife", Lexington
Salvador Amia Figueroa, New Orleans, LA
Thomas Bradley Fisher, Falmouth




MoniqueMichelle Fowler-Paul, Winnetaka, IL
GregoryAllen Franklin ...., Lexington
ShelleyRenee Frazier, Lexington
JasonRobert Preibert". Louisville
MaryBonita French, Zanesville, OH
PeterCharles Gaal, Huntington, NY
PaulaGailey, Lehigh, FL





Edward Franklin Gibson ...., Madisonville
DonnaArlene Gilbreath", Lexington
AmberRenee Gilkerson ..", Lexington
ElizabethAnne Gilliam, Havelock, NC
MelissaGay Ginter, Mt. Sterling
LanaNicole Givens ...., Central City
JosephLamar Goff, Pikeville
TracyNevaline Goff, Louisville
William]. Goodrich ...., Vine Grove
Charlotte Lynne Gossett, Vine Grove
ToddAlan Gottdiner. Lexington
DannyLouis Graves, Columbus
SethWilliam Gray ...., Lincoln, RI
DavidR.Grayson, Lexington
JohnJoseph Greely IV..", Midway
JohnBradley Green, Lexington
KevinGlenn Greenwood", Central City
JulieClay Greer ...., Winchester
Loreen Marie Gregory, Erlanger




RonaldBrett Grimm ...., Knoxville, TN







DwayneAllen HaW, Cleveland, TN
LisaLouise Hamilton ....
LoriElizabeth Hammond'", Louisville





BrianRaymond Harlow ...., Louisville
Heather Lynn Harmon, Louisville
TimothyRay Harmon", Henderson
Christopher Lee Harris", Winchester
HollyTeresa Hart, Elizabethtown
JenniferHatcher, Kermit, VA
JaneEckhoff Hayden'", Novato, CA
MarkRice Haydon ...., Lexington







Melissa Scott Helms'", Lexington
Samuel Bruce Herald, Jackson
Hans Edward Hess", Mouthcard
William R. Hiler", Erlanger
Stanley Wayne HiW, Central City
Patricia K. Hite'". Owensboro
Donna Coleman Hopkins
Hillary Lloyd Hopkins, Lexington
Steven Ross Hopkins, Prestonsburg
Heather Ann Horn, Bowling Green
Theodore Richard Howard, [r., Virginia
Beach, VA
Karla Jane Howell. Spottsville
Rebecca Page Huffman, Charleston, WV
Jennifer Lee Hughes, Carlisle
William Robert Huls, Lexington
Elizabeth Rey Hutchins
Robert Campbell Hutchins, Campbellsville
Charles Edward Hutchinson, Barrington, IL
Kristin Leigh Hutchinson", Lexington
John Woodford Ireland ITI, Lexington
Robby G. Isham ...., Lawrenceburg
Stacey A. Jenkins, Louisville
Bradley E. Johnson", Ft. Knox
Norrisa Nichelle Johnson, Louisville
Philip Russell Johnson, Gaithersburg, MD
Tanya Rae Johnson, Mt. Sterling
Tonya Denise Johnson, Lawrenceburg
Thomas William Joule, Louisville
Brian Thomas Judy, Cynthiana
Michael Bowling Jury ...., Louisville
Kevin Hartley Justice, Ashland
Lonnie Carl Kaminer, jr., Louisville
Kristina Rene Keeney, Nancy
Adam Reid Kegley, Lexington
Regina Gail Keller, Lexington
John Elliott Kelley, Jr.", Lexington
Charles M. D. Kelly", Lexington
Eugenia Marshbanks Kempster, Wilmore
Timothy Aaron Keutzer", Louisville
Colleen M. Kindrick ...., Crestwood
Connie Ann Kindrick, Crestwood
Martha Ann King", Ft. Mitchell
Christopher Clayton Klingenfus. New Castle
Beverly Monique Knapp, Cedar Rapids, IA
Daniel Wayne Kropp, Lexington
James Raymond Kruspe, Lexington
Margaret Neville Kurtz, Lexington
Denise Marie Lacy, West Liberty
Cindy Ann Laing, Louisville
Marcie Lynn Lainhart ...., Lexington
Iody Ann Lakner, Naperville, IL
Jennifer Denise Lancaster, Charlottesville, VA
John Christopher Land, Emenence
Michele Hall Landers'", Cynthiana
Terri Godsey Lane", Lancaster
John Wayne Lawson, Henderson
Shannon Kay Leach, Louisville
Georgia Michele Lee...., Ashland
Joseph Floyd Lee'". Frankfort
Sydney Leeds, Midway
Virginia Lee Combs LeMaster ....
James Gregory Lester, Danville
Byron Riggs Lewis ...., Louisville
Lee Ann Lewis, Richmond
John K. Leynes
Meredith Lee Little, Louisville
Julie Ann Lively, Huntington, WV
Sean Phillip Lohman", Prospect
Kevin Allen Long ...., Paducah
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[ody Patrice Love, Titusville, FL
Mary O'Brien Lowe, Ashland
Sharon Maureen Loy, Louisville
Christian Hagan Ludwig", New York, NY
Elizabeth Adams Lyngbaeck, Richmond
Daniel Colton Mackey", Lexington
Duane Boyd Mahan", Florence
Paul Frederich Malek ...., Richmond
Myrna Ytis Marca, Lexington
Angela Kaye Martin", Elizabethtown
Heather Lynn Martin, Morehead
Miriam Kathleen Marttinen ...., Lexington
Michael Phillips Matheny, Western Springs, IL
Thomas Keith Mathews, Louisville
Rebecca Lane Mathis, Bardstown
Melissa Talbott Mattingly
Paul Andrew Mayfield", Lexington
Karen Beth Mcbride, Lexington
Kelly Ann McCarthy, Cincinnati, OH
Melissa Anne McClain, Wauseon, OH
Rebecca Alexandra McClung, Alpharetta, GA
Mollie Ann McClure, Cincinnati, OH
Christopher Joseph McCombs, Crestwood
Erica Elizabeth McDonald, Louisville
Steve Craig McDonald ...., Lexington
Edgar Myers McGee, Lexington
Tanna Elizabeth McKinney ...., Falmouth
Glenn Marcum Mcl.ean , Lexington
Jeremy Bart McMahon , Louisville
Megan Catherine McNulty, London
Monica Pugh Mel-lanna. Lexington
William Winthrop Messersmith IV"''',New
Orleans, LA
John Clyde Middleton", Ft. Mitchell
Nathan Earl Miller, Cynthiana
Thomas Eric Miller ...., Kinston, NC
Timothy Daniel Miller", Lexington
Micheal Bryan Minix", Paintsville
Kenneth Gordon Minton ....
Marianna Tye Mitchell", Barourville
Nancy Ann Rasmussen Mitchell, Elizabethtown
Susan Elizabeth Mohan, Humewood, IL
Keith James Monroe, Lexington
Ann Clarke Montgomery, Vienna, WV
Catherine Ann Monzingo, Lexington
HlIlary Kathleen Travis Moody, Bowling Green
Cheryl Anne Moore, Russell
Jeremy Rhodes Morgan, Hindman
Justin Ross Morgan, Lexington
George Robert Moseley", Louisville
Cynthia Aimee Moyen, Lexington
Terry Randall Mullins", Flatwoods
Wade Thomas Mullins", Lexington
Scott Alan Munzer, Louisville
Thomas Alan Murphy, Lancaster
David Clarence Nachazel, Villa Hills
Takeshi Nakajima", Japan
Courtney Nathan, New Orleans, LA
Rene Ricardo Navarro, Gladwyne, PA
Ricardo Nazario-Colen, Bronx, NY
Jeffrey Kenneth Neiheisel, Lexington
William R. Nelli, Lexington
Jennifer-Jeanne L. Nickerson ...., Lexington
William Christopher Nipp'". Ashland
Ellen Turner Nolan", Lexington
William Joseph Nold, [r., Louisville
Gregory Lawrence Nopper, Louisville
Alicia Norman ...., Louisville
Robert C. Norman, Shelbyville
Thomas Allsbrook Norvell, [r., Lexington
Leslie Ann Norton, Mt. Vernon
Christine Elizabeth O'Brien, Ft. Thomas
Patrick Jamie O'Brien, Ir., Lexington
Margaret Susan O'Connor", Elm Grove, WI
Cherie Yvonne Oliver, Russellville
Karen Paige O'Neill'", Owensboro
David Winston Overbey, Murray
Lori Kay Owen, Calhoun
Minal Manhar Parekh", Bryan, TX
Patricia Anne Pasquel'". Germantown, OH
Gena Michelle Patierno'". Lexington
Don Anthony Patton'", Prestonsburg
John Hayes Peck Ill, Versailles
Jeannie Caudill Pendleton, Harrodsburg
G. Allen Perry'"
Daniel Charles Peters'", Lexington
Kristen Anne Petzold, Lexington
Shannon Leigh Peveler, Louisville
Carmen Michelle Phillips, Owensboro
Richard Gaines Phillips II
Rodney Daren Ping", Somerset
William Duane Pitney, Louisville
Daniel Robert Plomin", Homewood, Il,
Jennifer Christine Polley", Ft. Mitchell
Darrell Wayne Porter, Owingsville
[ami Delynn Powell, Danville
Paul Andrew Przybyslawski, Calumet City, IL
Matthew Edward Pytosh, Lexington
Thomas Arthur Pyzik", Versailles
Charles Victor Rademaker, [r., Louisville
Ricky Alan Railsback", Lexington
Donna Jean Randall, Maysville
Sara Elizabeth Rasnake", Princeton
Robert Bryan Ratliff, Kings Mountian
Patricia Perrotti Ratz"
Joseph Charles Reiling, Central ville, OH
Yvonne Elizabeth Rettie, Lexington
Michael Dean Reynolds", Lexington
Marc Alan Rhorer", Harrodsburg
Deanna Marsee Riddle'". Lexington
Darin Christopher Rieman, Fairfield, OH
Edward Raymond Rishel, Lexington
Christie Lynn Roberson, LExington
Bradford Alan Rodgers'". Mayfield
Karen Lorraine Rollefson". Vienna, WV
Douglas Marshall Ross", Lexington
Stephanie Dawn Ross, Lancaster
Carletta LeMonia Rowan", Louisville
Stephen Douglas Roy'", Elizabethtown
Linda Suzanne Ruark", Morganfield
Daniel Ford Rupp'". Louisville
Sheila Sadr, Lexington
Jennifer Lauren Saffer, Boca Raton, FL
Bryon Edward Salerno'". Acton, MA
Donald T. Sarro", Winter Park, FL
Kurt Anthony Scharfenberger". Louisville
Jennifer Lynn Scheid, Louisville
Peter Charles Schirmer, Lexington
Jerel Louis Schneider, Henderson
Raymond Howard Schueneman'". Edina, MN
Daniel Stewart Schulz'". Lexington
Elizabeth Martin Schwartz, Nashville, TN
Mark Andrew Scott, Warren, OH
Chad E. Shelby, Paducah
Ashley Hope Sherrard, Frankfort
[even Colin Siler, Seattle, WA
Kimberly Catherine Silvers", Owensboro
Sarah Elizabeth Simmons>!->!-,Lexington
Mary Harriet Simms", Springfield
Jenifer J. Simpkins, Lexington
Hart Wood Simpson, Lexington
Laura Wood Simpson", Louisville
Clarizza May Buissan Singayao, McDowell
Larry Lee Singleton II, Prospect
Gregory Scott Sither, Lexington
Michael Robert Sivori", Louisville
Russell Scott Sizemore, Elizabethtown
Matthew Evan Slatkin, Louisville
Robert Gregory Slatkin, Louisville
Kenneth G. Slatttery. Northville, MI
Jeri Lynne Smeathers, Lawrenceburg
James Dean Smith'", Cynthiana
[enetta Fay Smith, Madisonville
Jeffrey Wayne Smith'". Benton
Iohnna Renee Smith, West Moreland, TN
Kristin Bethany Smith, Corbin
Ray Lynn Smith, Hazard
Sandra Scott Smith", Radcliff
Todd Gregory Smith'", Springfield
Jeffrey Allen Soukup, Fredonia, NY
Heather Shawn Southworth, Lexington
David Blaine Sowders, Barbourville
Donna Marie Spalmacin, Lexington
Kristine Anne Spalmacin'", Lexington
Keith Allen Sparks, Mayking
Ann Marie Stallings'". Cox's Creek
Ford Stanley'". Lexington
Chevette Lorraine Starnes, Louisville
Paul David Stauffer'". Lexington
Matthew Benjamin Steinberg, Frankfort
Steven Bowden Steinfeld, Madisonville
Kelli Jo Stevens, Abingdon, VA
Diana Michelle Stewart, Radcliff
Jennifer Bennett Stewart, Lexington
Rachael Ann Stickler, Charleston, WV
Sarah Elizabeth Stith, Marietta, GA
Roy Tipton Stivers'", Lexington
Jill Darra Story, Flemingsburg
Robin Beth Strassburg", Ashland
Amy Maureen Sullivan'". Paducah
Timothy Dana Sullivan, Midway
Jeffrey Albert Sumner'". Versailles
Paul Daniel Sutton, Lexington
Brian Patrick Sweeney, Lexington
Deborah Gail Taylor". Cincinnati
Grayson Warfield Taylor, New Orleans, LA
Tracy Jean Taylor, Pikeville
Cecilia Diane Teater, Lexington
Parichard Teeraprapa, Bangkok, Thialand
Cynthia Ann St. Clair Tench, Lexington
Mark Hanford Thirey. Cincinnati, OH
Gary Joseph Thomas", Owensboro
Christopher Joseph Thomason'". Henderson
Walter L. Thompson Ill, Louisville
James Kerry Thrush, Louisville
[o Kathleen Tracy, Forest, OH
Tammy Trimble, Lexington
Regena D. Triplett", Warfield
Stephanie Rebecca Trosper, Paris
Victoria Renee Trueax, Marietta, OH
Tabatha Linise Tyler, Louisville
Tamara Dean Tyra, Mt. Sterling
Kathleen R. Urch", Frankfort
Eric Patrick Valera, Pikeville
Heather Jean Vance'". Winchester
Jennifer Lynn Vannasdall, Covington
Ann Elizabeth Vennes>!->!-,Georgetown




Chris Topher L.Wacha}, Nicholasville
Pamela Hope Roark Wallace, Lexington
Edward Walther, Burlington
Alan Lichung Wang, Lexington
Davina Gayle Warner, Lexington
Kimberly S. Watkins, Louisville
Matthew Alan watson", Lexington
Stewart Andrew Weaver, Bergenfield, NJ
Robert Edward Webb Ill, Louisville
Robert David Wells, Lexington
Sabrina Rae wells", Inez
Rodney Stuart wesley", Liberty
Lisa Marie Pisaneschi westlund'", Kingston, PA
Noreen Terese Weston
Michelle Wexler, Louisville
Sally Jane White, Lexington
Sterling Marie Wiggs, LExington
Lowell M. Wiley, Lexington
Patricia McClure Wiley, Cynthiana
Joel Richard wilhelmi". Louisville
Eric Lee Williams, Henderson
Jane Rice Williams, Harlan
Matthew E. Wills, Colonial Heights, VA
Timothy Kevin Wilson", Lexington
Tonja Marie Wilt, Alvaton
Arnie Carleen Winn, Lexington
Troy Wayne Winters, LaGrange
Jon Alan wolfzorn", Southgate
Bryan Andrew Wolsing'", Union
Andrea Kristian Womack ...., Grayson
Gregory Knight Wood, Shelbyville
Christine Marie wright'". Louisville
Jennifer Adams Wright, May King
Kevin Stewart Wright, Lexington
Richard Bruce Wright, Mayfield
Reze Yazdanian'", Tehran.Iran
Gregory Lee Yeakley, Lexington
Christopher Dale Young, Harrodsburg
Molly Anne Young, Ospery, FL
William Scott Young, [r., Lancaster
Bachelor of General Studies
Robert Nelson Allen, Georgetown
Terry B.Andrews'". Lexington
Pamela Pearle Dixon'", Shelbyville
Paul Sean Heltsley, Owensboro
Cynthia K. Holton, Lexington
Mark Allen Howell". Bowling Green
Paul Maurice [osepb'", Lexington
Gina Marie Overton'". Lexington
Ronald Paul Reyna'", Radcliff
Timothy ScottSimpson", Frankfort
Dan E. Underwood", Prestonsburg
Bachelor of Science
Ahmad Sabri Abidin", Kota Tingii. Malyesia
Bethany Faye Adams", Lexington
Steven Russell Alexander, Wilmore
Michael Craig AJlen
Jerri Lynn Alley, Ashland
Denna Rachelle Alvey". Louisville
Louis Wayne Amiet. [r.. Henderson
Larry Steve Atkinson'". Belton, SC
James Thomas Curry Badgett, Lexington
Jennifer Kristen Bailey'", Keaton
Aisha Miriam Bakkar, Lexington
Erik Christopher Bard, Campbellsville
Naresh Nandkumar Bathija, Middlesboro
Carl Benjamin Beard, Crestwood
RachelSuzanne Beard, Louisville
DavidWilliam Benjes, Lexington
WillardRandell Bentley II, Harold
KimberlyAnn Berry, Owensboro





JimmyHerbert Blanton, Franklin Furnace, OH
DonnaMichelle Blauvelt, Lexington
LauraSusan Boone, Lebanon Junction
MichaelJoseph Boone'", Lebanon Junction
MelindaCarol Bradley, Harrodsburg










SunilJotu Chhugani, Bombay, India
JamesMichael Childers'", Lexington
Catherine R. Clark, Harrodsburg
Christopher Brett Clark'", Paducah








Chun Cha Cummings, South Korea
JosephDonald Cupp, Middlesboro
WilliamEdward Curry'". Erlanger




Thereseann Cunningham Dowdy, Lexington
Andrea Lynn Edelstein, Madisonville
JamalK. Eid, Kuwait
Margaret Ann Fee, Lexington
TerriMarie Feeney"
James-Anthony Fernandez, Lexington




Christopher Ryan Cambrell'", Danville
JamesScott Carthee'", Greenup
JeffreyBruce Celler'", Woodridge, NY
David L. Class", Lexington
KevinMatthew Gooch, Neon
Donald Joseph Gossom, Milton
Joseph Granville Gregory, Mt. Vernon
RebeccaLyn Grier, Flemingsburg
MelissaStuart Haag, Lexington
lacovos Theodorou Hadjitofi, Nicosia, Cyprus
Mark Price Hanna, Elizabethtown
Kristin Elizabeth Haskins, Amherst, NH
Carey Lynn Hasselwander, Louisville
James Darin Hausberger, Cynthiana
Randall Dale Hayes, Brodhead
Terry L. Hayes
Kendrick C. Heath, Shephersville
Michael Craig Heck, Henderson
Anthony Raymond Hemmer, Union
David Scott Hemmings". Lexington
Kenneth 1. Hensley, Ashland
Jeffrey David Herrin'", Illiopolis, IL
Aaron David Herskowitz, Shaker Heights, OH
Fredrick Bryan Hill, Horse Cave
Douglas Garland Hiser, Cumberland, MD
Robert Ivan Hobbs, Pikeville
Dorothy Jane Hodges, Lexington
Kara Dion Hoffman, Lexington
George Madison Hogg III, Olive Hill
Michael Edward Hom'", Lexington
Jason E. Hoskins, Lexington
Jennifer Lynn Houghton, Hixson, TN
Glen Marvin Howard, Harlan
Miles Anthony Howe", Lexington
Jill Suzanne Howell, Louisville
Charles Talton Hughes 11**,Somerset
Kelly Christopher Ison, Jackson
Paul Clifford [ackson'", Corbin
Donald Lawrence [aeger'", Wilmore
Jeannie Jeffery, Louisville
Cory A. Jenkins, Elizabethtown
Eric Bailey jenkins", Ashland
Samantha Helen Iohn'". Pewee Valley
Norrisa Nichelle Johnson, Louisville
Robert Anthony [ohnson'", Lexington
Glenn Samuel Juett, Georgetown
Rebecka Dawn Keelan, Lexington
Phonesavanh Khounlavong. Ashland
Thomas Baron Kilcourse, Louisville
Steven M. Kincaid, Lexington
James Lawrence Kwak, Richmond
John Landis", Lexington
Jonathan James Lawless, Bowling Green
Kenny D. Lee, Morgantown
Laura Lynne Letson, Lexington
Kathryn Marie Lewis, Bowling Green
Tracy Elizabeth Livingston, Ironton, OH
Gary Buckman Logsdon'". Lexington
Eric Ross Lohman'", Prospect
Sarah Elizabeth Merlin Loughran, Greenville
Kwok-Keung David Lui
Edward Adams MacClarren Lurding,
Louisville
Jeffrey Allen Mackey", Owensboro
Kamarul Ariffin Mansor, Ipoh, Malaysia
Cathy Lynn Marsh, Cynthiana
Nathan Heflin Massey, Lexington
Anthony Rudolph Mathews, Winter Haven, FL
Darryl Eugene Mathis", Louisville
Christene Rene Mattingly'", Louisville
Timothy W. Mattingly", Louisville
Michael Darnell Mattone", Lexington
Herman Lee Mays, [r., Lexington
Thomas Lucian McCall, Lexington
Charles Truman McCracken, [r., Lexington
Thomas Joseph McGinnis, Maloneton
Sallie Ann Mclane, Ft. Thomas
Cecilia Eileen Medley, Owensboro
Steven Ray Mock, Hopkinsville
Nornazalina Mohamed Noor", Pontian,
Malaysia
Allen Dale Morris'", Elizabethtown
Vincent Jude Mullen II, Stanley
Gordon Todd Mullins'", Lexington
Thomas Alan Murphy, Lancaster
Syam Boddapati Murty, Lexington
Ruben J. Nazario-Cintron, Somerset
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Elizabeth Anne Nettles, Piqua, OH
Greg Gene Oakley", Lexington
Michael Francis O'Daniel, Nicholasville
Thomas Alan O'Neil", Lexington
Karen Kirit Patel", Hopkinsville
Franklin Louis Pettus'", Lexington
Jamie Ray Powell, Prestonsburg
Mark Dwane Prince, Barbourville
Timothy Joseph Rampenthal, Bowling Green
Amy J. Ramsey, Centerville, OH
Cecil Daniel Ramsey, [r.", Leitchfield
Kenneth Lee Ramsey 11""*,Monticello
Nicole Dawn Raymer, Union
Rebecca Lynn Richardson, Payne Gap
Tanya Marie Robertson, Louisville
Elizabeth Ann Rothman, Nicholasville
Kristin Rae Rowan
Stephanie Lynn Ryan'", Franklin, TN
Stephanie Jean Samuel". Madeira, OH
Norasid Bin Sapian, Parit. Maylesia
Douglas Wesley Schelling, College Station, TX
Ben Joseph Schoenbachler. Louisville
Surekha Aruni Seneviratne. Columbo, Sri
Lanka
Warren Irvin Shaikun, Louisville
Julie Renee Sharpens teen, Louisville
Hui Shen", Beijink, China
Laura Gayle Shoemaker'", Louisville
Julie Renee Shull, Stanton
Emmanuel Mafika Sikhakhane, Durbin, South
Africa
Charslee Lynn Simpson", Wallins
Sharmila Singh, Patna, India
Elin Henrickson Smith, Versailles
Kandi Denee Smith, Hindman
Kathleen Elizabeth Smith'", Georgetown
Nelda Faye Swafford Smith", Winchester
Carissa Stinnett'". Lexington
William Gregory Stinson, Corbin
Erica Lynn Stotz, Lexington
Sharifah Salina Syed Mohd Aris, Taiping,
Maylasia
Kimberly Lynn Tackett", Nicholasville
Mark Alan Tackett, Madisonville
Antoinette Denise Taylor, Danville
Coleman Dean Taylor'", Lexington
Daniel Joseph Taylor'", Central City
Larry Christopher Taylor", Lexington
lng Chiong Tiong", Sibu, Maylasia
Amy Ann Troendly, Louisville
Alma Verena Danette True'", Poplar Grove
Toshiya Tsukamoto, Hata Nagano, Japan
Jill Elizabeth Uhl", Versailles
Jeffrey Bryan Van Horn, Lexington
Ryan Douglas Waddles, Hindman
Jeffrey Bryan warren-, Owensboro
Steven Joseph Wedding, Morganfield
James Daniel Weeks, Lexington
Laura Leigh Whitaker, Somerset
James Frederick wiedenhoefer, Louisville
Darin Eugene Williams, Hodgenville
Gregory Thomas Willoughby, Lexington
Jon Clark Wilson, Cub Run
Gary Wright, Cattletsburg
Jennifer Joanne Wyles, Owenton
Donna J. Yancey, Monticello
Joel Stinson Young, Caneyville
Michael Floyd Young'", Elizabethtown
Richard John Zaino"",Lexington
Matthew David Zwick, Somerset
College of Business & Economics
Dean: Richard W. Furst
Bachelorof Business
Administration
Dona K. Abbott". Georgetown
Noor Hidayah Abdul Rahman, Ichor Bahru,
Malaysia
Robert Byron Agee , Lexington
Melissa [olee Akin , Burlington
Robin Ann Akridge, Bardstown
Michael 1. Aldridge, Lexington
Brant Christopher Allen, Lexington
Kristi Beth Almy. Hopkinsville
Mariawati Ameerudeen". Malaysia
Angela Marie Apgar, Middletown, OH
Christopher Sinclair Ashley, Louisville
Matthew John Aspden. Ashland
Lisa Sloan Atcher. Crestview, FL
Elizabeth A. Atkins ...., Lexington
Janet Mary Baird ...., Lexington
Elizabeth Joan Balassa". Louisville
Tara Ireland Banta, Florence
Gregory Barckhoff Oakmont, PA
Janet Sue Barnes ...., Lexington
Kent C. Barnett, Lexington
Troy David Baxter'". Lexington
John Cecil Bell, Georgetown
Terry 1. Bell, Lexington
Robert Brant Berry", LaCenter
Waheed Akbar Bhatti'"
Joseph Bernard Bissmeyer, [r., Owensboro
Kenneth P. Blake'", Louisville
Stephen 1.Block, Louisville
Kristi Lynn Bloodworth'". Paducah
Stephen Edward Boggess, Madisonville
Richard Todd Bohn. Toledo, OH
Donald R. Bonfiglio, Glenwood, IL
Christopher Jon Bouvin
John Hunter Bowen'". Franklin
Michael Alan Bowers II**,Lexington
John Andrew Brester, Cincinnati, OH
Laura Suzanne Warner Broadwater, Radcliff
Brett Michael Bronski, Marietta, OH
Christina Ann Brooks, Erlanger
Lowry Worth Brown, Taylorsville
Larry G. Bruce, jr."', Paducah
Steven Patrick Bryan, Frankfort
[onna Lee Bryant, Owensboro
D. Steven Buchanan'". Elizabethtown
Christopher Brian Burke'". Lexington
Tonya Sue Burns", Lexington
Brandee Kay Butler, Walton
Darin M. Cabral, Louisville
Jeffrey John Cain, Bethelridge
Beth Lynn Campbell'". Louisville
Richard Alan Carr'". Owensboro
Bradley Aaron Case, Lexington
Christopher Spencer Caton", Lexington
William C. Caudill**, Winchester
William Curtis Caywood IV**,Winchester
Akif Hakan Celebi, Istanbul, Turkey
Robert Michael Chaffins, Richmond
Britton Todd Chambers'", Berea
Hock Aun Cheah, Lunas, Malaysia
David Stephen Chermak'"', Louisville
Timothy David Chesney, Lexington
Cindy Lee Choate". Barbourville
Jere William Clancy, Lexington
Michael Wayne Clark", Lexington
James Robert Clements, West Chester, PA
Tommy Joe Click, Prestonsburg
Spencer Brian Coe, Glasgow
Mara Beth Coleman, Lexington
Robert Clay Coleman, Mt Sterling
Lisa Kathleen Collins, Crestview Hills
James B. Congleton'". New Albany, IN
Melissa Renee Coombs, Dublin, OH
Shawn P. Cotton, Harrodsburg
Robin Elaine Cox", Georgetown
Michelle Renee Craig, Paducah
William S. Cramer", Lexington
Braxton Crenshaw, Glasgow
Stephen James Crile", Lexington
Jeffrey W. Crowe", Bowling Green
Douglas Eugene Culp, [r., Maysville
Jennifer Sue Currin", Edgewood
Vidar Dalen, Kongsberg, Norway
Scott Christopher Daly, Metairie, LA
Brenda 1. Davis, Lexington
[ohnathon Thomas Davis"
Kelly Jean Dawson, Louisville
Greg Robert Day, Independence
Julie Renee De Moss'", Lexington
James Michael Dean, Sarasota, FL
Kenneth Scott Dean
Anita Deaton", Lancaster
Clark David Defier, Valparaiso, IN
Bradley Scott Detty, Lexington
Sarah Anne Diebold, Louisville
Larry Ray Diggins, [r., Nicholasville
Anthony C. DiOrio, Louisville
Anthony Francis Disken'". Crestview Hills
Mark C. Doerr'". Lexington
Patrick John Dougherty, Lexington
Timothy Lee Doyle, Lexington
Paul Garrett Drake", Lexington
Michael Ray Drury'", Versailles
David Alan Dudding". Louisville
Kevin Thomas Duell, Lexington
Marion Scott Duncan'", Lexington
Mikal Shane Dyke, Shelbyville
Daniel Glen Easterling, 11*, Ashland
Susan Jane Easton, Chillicothe, OH
Constance Louise Ecabert'", St. Marys, OH
Ronald Howard Edwards, Lexington
Cynthia Lynn Elder, Danville
John Paul Elias, Lexington
Jennifer Morgan Eskew". Lexington
Alvin Kent Evans, Louisville
Christopher Thompson Evans", Lexington
Jackie D. Everage, Hazard
Chris 1.Farmer'". Versailles
Ann Kathleen Fatzinger, Williamsville, NY
Thad Allen Ferrell, Winchester
Chad Alexander Filiatreau, Bardstown
Edward Wayne Finley, Milton, WV
Angelia Gail Flanagan, Russell Springs
Corey Martin Fleek, Erlanger
Brenda Gail Fletcher, Hazard
Stephanie Ann Fogle, Irvington
David Brian Foshee, Paducah
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John William Fey, Lexington
Richard Eugene Frailley, Owensboro
David G. Franey
Wilson Monroe Caffney'", Cincinnati, OH
Susan Lynn Gamboe, Lexington
Jeffrey Stephen Garrett, Versailles
R. Lain Garrett 1II
Heather Eileen Garrrigus, Murfreesboro, TN
Gary Edward Carvin". Owensboro
Brian A. Ciannasio, Georgetown
Suzanne Renee Mayer Gilbert",
Elizabethtown
James Edward Cillum'". Danville
Martha Stewart Grace, Nashville, TN
Michael Allen Greene, Burlington
John Willis Grider, Springfield
Michael Clark Grimes, Camp Hill, PA
Melissa Ruth Grimm, Knoxville, TN
Scott David Grogan, Lily
Gary Thomas Croneck", Park Hills
Michael Clifton Gulley, Lexington
Todd Coleman Cupton'", Louisville
George Arnold Hagemaster, Homewood, IL
Mira Frances Christie Hale", Lexington
Todd Matthew Hale", Louisville
Stephen Edward Halpin, Ft. Thomas
Gene Allen Hamm'". Elizabethtown
Steven Wayne Hammer, Evansville, IN
Glenn Martin Hammond, Martin
Lesley Monica Hargis, Morehead
Elizabeth Blair Burks Harkins, Beckley, WV
Dorrit Harpsoe, Louisville
Kelli Renae Harris, Owensboro
David Snow Hasler, Lexington
Ardin Bin Hassan'". Maran, Malaysia
David Allen Hasselwander". Louisville
Philip M. Hawkins". Prospect
Bob Henrick, Lexington
Christie Michelle Henry'", Cumberland
Roy W. Henry'". Owensboro
Troy Brian Henry, Louisville
William Douglas Henry, Lexington
William Alton Hensley'". Corbin
Garry 1. Henson, Harlan
Wade Reid Hepler, Louisville
Thomas Bradley Herman, Louisville
Penny Sue Hermes", Covington
Kelly Jo Higgins, Richmond
Ronald Barnett Hill, Lexington
Troy Glen Hinkle, Lexington
David Joseph Hodge, Villa Hills
Evan K. Hoffmann'", Louisville
James Gilbert Holloway", Lexington
Wei Cheng Hooi, Seremban, Malaysia
Jackie 1. Horn, Inez
Michael Spencer Houlihan, [r., Winchester
Dwayne David Huff, Catlettsburg
Mark Allen Huffman'", Lexington
Kenneth Hughes, Somerset
Margaret Young Hulette". Morganfield
Waller Drew Hulette, Morganfield
Glenda Darnell Humphrey, Owensboro
William Maynard Hundley II**,Wyoming,
MI
Andrew John Hunt", Pittsburgh, PA


















HeatherAnne Kayar", Chicago, IL
JenniferLynn Keller, Lexington
JillLynnKeller, Lexington
LisaShannon Himes Kirk, Berea
RobertEdmund Klier, Versailles
CarrieLynn Knepshield, Louisville
EdwardJohn Kolar", Milan, MI
BridgetBarmore Koon, Lexington
DouglasPatrick Koop", Toledo, OH
JosephRonald Kresen, [r ....., Louisville
LanceM.Krumholz













jenniferEllen Leonard, Lynwood, IL
TimothyO'Brien LeRoy, Lexington




MelissaLeigh Livingston", St. Paul, VA
KennethRay Lucas, Cleveland, OH
ErikWalter Rudolph Luckau, Maui, HI
Kwok-KeungDavid Lui
MelissaJane Lyons, Tompkinsville
VeronicaM. Macoritto , Paraguay
JosephJohn Maestle, Jr , Wheeling, WV
RodmanCraig Maffet", Elizabethtown
RichardF. Maher, Jr....., Nicholasville
KyleDavid Maki, Louisville




KennethDale Marshall, Peoria, IL
KimberlyP.Martin", Shelbyville
DanielW.Massman, Lakeside Park
IsmailOthman Ramli Mat Iusoh, Bukit
Payung, Malaysia
RobertEdward Mathews, III, Columbus, OH
ChristopherScott Mattingly ...., Bardstown
Mark Joseph Mattingly", Mt. Washington
James c. May, Louisville
John Louis Mazzella", Parkersburg, WV
Kimberly Ann McCann*, Akron, OH
Scott Alan McConnell, Louisville
Everett Spencer McDaniel, Honolulu, HI
Shannon Marie McGinnis, Lexington
Jennifer Lynn McHale, Pt Wright
Douglas J. Mcl.eughlin, Louisville
Neal Joseph Mcl.aughlin, Lexington
Michael Scott McMahon", Paris
Steven Arthur McSorley, Ft Thomas
David Lloyd Meacham, Lexington
Brent Eugene Mefford ...., Greenville
Amy Scott Megran, Wilmette, IL
Brad William Michels ...., Louisville
Lisa Ann Milburn, Harrodsburg
Anne Maria Millard ...., Lexington
Mark Andrew Miller, Owensboro
Mitchell Thomas Mobley ...., Elizabethtown
Norsafina Mohd. Yunus", Malaysia
Stephen Todd Monsour", Louisville
Amy LaVonne Montgomery", Paducah
Sharlene Denise Montgomery ...., Lexington
Michelle 1.Moody, Lexington
Anthony Sean Moore, Murray
Dana Leigh Moore, Middletown, OH
Jon Cable Morgan ...., Lexington
Thomas Benton Morrison, Lexington
William Andrew Moss", Versailles
Ronald E. Mosser ...., Lexington
William Lee Mullins II", Lexington
Jennifer Ann Mumper, Prospect
Joseph Benton Murphy, II, Lexington
Lauren A. Musgrave, Radcliff
John William Muster V., Calhoun
Claudio Marco Najar ...., Spain
Sharon Rene Nally, Bardstown
David Alan Napier ...., Lexington
Mary Dean Nazem", Lawrenceburg
David Eric Nelson, Park Ridge, IL
Jennie Rebecca Nelson, Richmond
Timothy Ray Nelson", Ashland
Matthew Thomas Newman, Bowling Green
William H. Nudd Ill, Lexington
Laura Leah Pamplin, Floyds Knobs, IN
Chris F. Parker ...., Louisville
Francis Hill Parker, Upper Marlboro, MD
Robert Joseph Paschal, Jr....., Bardstown
Patrick H. Payne", Lexington
John Leslie Pelphrey ...., Paintsville
Bonita Pennington ...., Lancaster
Russell Lane Pennington", Burlington
Evelyn Tarpley Pepper, Bowling Green
Stephanie Edmondson Pepper, Madisonville
Lewis Trevor Perez ...., Lexington
Joy Beth Perry ...., Frankfort
Matthew Todd Pixler, Florence
John Thaddeus Porada, Luling, LA
Brian Todd Pottlitzer, Louisville
Roberta Lynn Powell'", Lexington
Traci Michelle Prater, Sterling, VA
William Mark Preston", Louisville
Park Lampson Priest, Bowling Green
Bradley W. Proffitt, Louisville
James H. Brant Puckett ...., Middletown, OH
Kristian Lynn Quick ...., Louisville
Victoria Lee Quinn", Nicholasville
Brian Scott Ramsey, Richmond
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David Martin Redden", Newburgh, IN
Shelby Newland Reed, Stanford
Daryl Gregory Regenauer ...., Louisville
Sarah Anne Remmers, Louisville
John Robert Reynolds, Springfield
Robert Kirk Rhinehart, Yorktown, VA
Gregory Keith Rice, Ashland
Reba Kay Richardson, Lexington
Jason Scott Ricks, Paducah
Ronda Renee Riddell, Lexington
Catherine Suzanne Riggs, Lexington
Noel Scott Rigsby, Ashland
Darla Ann Rizzo, Highland Heights
Jeffrey Troy Roach ...., Houston, TX
Dana Rachelle Robinson, Somerset
Thomas Steven Rogers, Louisville
Eric Charles Rossburg", Louisville
Eric Joseph Rossman, Nicholasville
Debora Lynn Rush ...., New Martinsville, WV
Adrian Rusmana, Jakarta, Indonesia
Kevin Dale Ryan ...., Hardinsburg
Arash Saghafi, Paducah
Jimmy Ray Salyers, Louisa
Michael P. Sammon, Lexington
David Howard Sanders, Lexington
Mark Lyndle Sanders, Louisville
Steve P. Sanders ...., Lexington
Allyson Michelle Sargent ...., Ft. Wright
Thomas D. Scales", Owensboro
Stephen Michael Scanlan", Louisville
Monica Renee Schacht, Lexington
Daniel Lee Schlaug, Turners Station
Keith Allan Schmidt", Lexington
John C. Schopp ...., Crestwood
John Edward Schuler, Elizabethtown
Christopher Scott Schultz", Henderson
Mary Pollak Schultz ...., Lexington
Timothy Scott Schureman. Winchester
Julia Frances Seifert, Louisville
Jeffrey Glenn Seraphine ...., Louisville
Thomas Edward Sexton, Louisville
Ted Renee Shanander, Louisville
Scott J. Shelton, Villa Hills
Mark Allen Shrout ...., Louisville
Michael Lodge Simms ...., Dayton, OH
Andrew Thomas Skaggs , Ashland
Christina Louise Smith , Huntington, WV
Jay Herschel Smith, Nashville, TN
Kenneth C. Smith, Lexington
Sawana Sofian ...., Pasir Puteh, Malaysia
Kimberly Rose Sorge, Lebanon, OH
Andrew C. Sosnowski", Louisville
Willie Erwin Spencer ...., Radcliff
Craig Christopher Stahl, Bowling Green
Frederick Stebbins", Louisville
William Sam Stinnett II, Bessemer City, NC
David Russell Stivers, Bowling Green
Stacey Joe Stivers, Pleasureville
Jason Lee Stoess, LaGrange
Matthew Frank Stonestreet, Winter Park, FL
James Brian Stover, Winfield, WV
Denver Ernest Sumner ...., Lawrenceburg
Stephanie Nicole Swilling", Bowling Green
Christopher Brook Talley", Springfield, VA
Richard Smith Taylor ...., Owensboro
Christopher Jude Thiel, Edgewood
John Hiram Thomas, Lawrenceburg
Tarenda F. Thomas, Lexington
Teresa Ann Thomas", Lexington
Max K. Thompson, Pikeville
Susan Ethel Tocash, Lexington
Timothy George Twardeck. Lexington
Sharon Ann Verrill, Louisville
Rodney Vinegar, Georgetown
Gretchen Elaine Voit'", Lexington
Anne B. Vonderheide, Lexington
Mark Christopher Waflart", Louisville
William Bradley walden". Russellville
Thomas Brent Walker, Lexington
Neda wallace", Lexington
Shanon Victoria Wallace, Georgetown
Julie Kaye Walton'", Burlington
Alora Potter Warren, Prestonsburg
Brad Scott Warren, Prospect
Amy Denise Watkins, Livermore
Jennifer Lynn Wellman, Owensboro
Donald Dean Wells, Louisville
Laura Dixie Wheeler, LaGrange
Pamela Carol Whelan, Paducah
William Adrian White'". Louisville
Paul Henry Wich, Holland, MI
Jeffrey Robert Williams, Owensboro
John Darren Wills, Finchville
Charles Andrew Wilson, Louisville
Cheryl Lee Strough Wilson, Somerset
James Wesley Wilson II, Lexington
William Todd Wilson, Williamstown
Sze Sim Wong, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Christopher Edward Wood, Russellville
Susan 1.Wood, Island
Christian Edward Woodall, Hopkinsville
William James Woodfin XIII, Park Hills
Ming Sie Yew, Sitiawan, Malaysia
Kaori Yonezawa, Tokyo, Japan
Brian Ware Young, Lexington
Candi A. Zanetos, Arlington, OH
Christine Michele Zeno, Trenton, NJ
Steven Endre Zongor, Franklin, TN
Bachelor of Science in
Accounting
Chrystal Dauwn Abbott, Georgetown
Laura Ann Hanson Adams, Lexington
Paul Nicholas Alexander'", Worthington,
OH
Patrick David Arnett, Louisville
Timothy E. Asbridge, Salem
Sherri Denise Beach, Florence
Gerald Edward Bennett, Westerville, OH
Mark D. Benson", Butler
Mark Timothy Berardi, Edmonton
Bruce Lee Blanton, Lexington
Susan Renee Blanton, Staffordsville
Krista Marie Bollinger, Pottstown, PA
Duane Roderick Boothe, Stone Mountain,
GA
Lewis Borders, Paducah
David Andrew Bosch, Lexington
Brian S. Bosemer, Lexington
Nancy Lynn Bowling, Lexington
Jeffrey Scott Boykin'", Lexington
Barry Charles Brauch, Fort Thomas
Terry Leighanne Brinkley'". Danville
John Thomas Brooks, Bellevue
Thomas Albert Brosky, Louisville
Kevin W. Buehner", Lexington
Dawn Ludell Bunch", Lexington
Kevin Joe Bunch, Flatwoods
Julia Fay Burton, Lexington
Richard Manwaring Butler III>!->!-,
Nicholasville
Michelle Renee Cabbage, Lexington
Edith Clarice Cable, Campton
William Kevin Calvert'", Lexington
Harrill Scott Campbell, Waynesville, OH
Martin Edwin Campbell, Versailles
David Edgar Carrier'". Lexington
Bryan Keith Caskey, Tollesboro
Joseph Patrick Champa'", Nicholasville
Lori Beth Champion, Paducah
Raquel Susanne Clark, Louisville
Kimberly A. Clements, Franklin, OH
Daniel Robert Cochran", Coshocton, OH
Darla Ann Collins'", Pittsburgh, PA
Bradley Eliot Combs, Versailles
Elizabeth Sean Cooper'", Georgetown
Bennie Elden Cox'", Winchester
Bryan 1. Cox'", Alexandria
Leisje Monln Coyle, Elizabethtown
Paul Christopher Crafts, Georgetown
Jeffrey William Crook, Corbin
Jeffrey Allan Cross, Prospect
[eanice Ann Croy", Lexington
Douglas Edward Cummings, Ashland
Carrie Lynn Daniels, Mayfield
Sheila Lynette Davis, Louisville
David Wayne Dennis, Lawrenceburg
Julie Roxanne Drnevich, Lexington
John Franklin Duncan, Lexington
Michael Brent Duncil'", Beattyville
Ricky Allen Dunn'", Lexington
Elizabeth Michele Duvall, Wheatley
Bryan Michael Earnest, Lexington
Regina Claire Eckhart, Versailles
Colett Janel Ellison, Toledo, OH
Humphrey Lamont Englemon", Covington
Heather Anne Evans, Fairfax Station
Todd Andrew Farmer, Paducah
Jay F. Pischbein'". Centerville, OH
Timothy Robert Plaherty'", Villa Hills
Melinda Beth Foote, Irvington
Torgrim Chris Forberg, Owensboro
Russell Dever Ford, Louisville
John William Foy, Lexington
Patrick Douglas French, London
Sabra Anderson Garmon, Marrowbone
Mark Brian Gibson", Radcliff
Jeffrey Richard Ginter, Newport
Frances Elaine Graham, Bowling Green
Julia Caldwell Griffey", Glasgow
Robert J. Griggs, [r.. Morganfield
David Lincoln Hall'", Middlesboro
Jeanne Justice Hamilton, Phyllis
John Patrick Hamilton'", Louisville
John B. Hannifan, Elizabethtown
Leigh Ann Harris'", Lexington
Judith Lynn Brock Hart, Williamsburg
Kristin Lenore Hickey, Pickerington, OH
Eric Wayne Higdon, Hartford
Jackie Lynn Hildebrand'", Wheaton, IL
Dana Elaine Hinton, Hardinsburg
Angela G. Houts, Crab Orchard
Kevin Dale Hughes, Shepherdsville
Honey Lee Jackson, Ashland
Stephanie [o Jarvis, Shepherdsville
Terry-Lee Van Der Hoven [auquet",
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Lexington
Martin Joseph Joyce, Lexington
Michael Thompson Keller'", Harrodsburg
Stephen Arthur Kemp, Paducah
Matthew Scott Kirk, Ashland
Andrew J. Kmecak, Ashland
Lori 1.Kovar", Lexington
Brenda Ellen Ladd", Flatwoods
Charles Beckham Lafoe'". Versailles
Thanh Ngoc Hurford Landry
Angela Dee Lanham, Harrodsburg
Theresa Marie Lasher", Lexington
Minh KhacLe
Tonya Christine Lengal'". Lexington
William Harrison Lester, Lexington
Richard Brandon Lybarger", Lexington
Robert Kevin Lykins'", Lexington
Sarah Elizabeth Malone, Winchester
Anthony Sebastian Marshall, Jr.>!->!-,
Harrodsburg
Roy Todd McCarty, Taylorsville
Stephen Patrick McGowan>!->!-,Paducah
William Mark Mclntire'". Lexington
Alicia K. McKinley, Russell Springs
Linda Gail Meredith Mclvlorrow'", Gary, WV
Mark Alan Meadows, Lexington
Thomas J. Meagher, Louisville
Matthew Robert Mefford, Edgewood
Kim Ingrid Melville, Louisville
Lisa Lee Migliaccio, Lexington
Christy E. Mikel
Mary Christine Miller, Danville
Tracy Lynn Miller", Edmonton
Daniel James Mitchell'". Danville
Kimberly Lee Moman'", Morganfield
Stacey Aaron Moore, Turner, OR
Karen Lea Moran, Paducah
Ivy Angela Morse, Paducah
Eamon Patrick Mulvihill, Louisville
Nicholas Ray Nelson'", Lexington
Walter William Newell, Waltonville, IL
Kristin Clay Nunley". Owensboro
Catherine Yvonne O'Bryan'". Louisville
Raphael Atuegbunam Onyedinma", Nigeria
Stephen Lane Penticuff, Nicholasville
Laura Beth Perkins, Louisville
Robin Donita Philpott'", Louisville
Karen Jean Pierce'", Morehead
Kelli Michele Pope". Versailles
Kathleen Lynn Poulter'", Indiana, PA
Traci Barker Prewitt'". Ravenna
Jennifer Lee Proctor, Nashville, TN
Michael Donald Raycraft, Normal, IL
Jeffrey Arnold Reed, Flat Gap
Jonathan Stuart Rexroat, Russell Springs
Mark Lee Rexroat'". Russell Springs
Lori Suzanne Rhorer, Lexington
William Hagood Bellinger Rich, Lexington
Robert Joseph Richards, Louisville
David Allen Richardson, Frankfort
William Tilton Riley, Franklin, OH
Charlotte Ann Ritchie, Lexington
Kimberly A. Roach, Shelbyville
Rebecca Lee Roach, Frankfort
Tricia Dee Robbins, Mayfield
Brian Scott Robinson", Louisille
Jeffrey 1. Robinson, Lexington
Richard Thomas Roe'", West Liberty
Lori-Anne Royal, Owensboro
Carlyle Farren Rupp, Lexington
Edward Robert Russell-Tutty II, Lexington
Patrick J. Ryan, Kalamazoo, MJ
Stephan Terrill Sanford, Elizabethtown
Scott Keith Schlosser", Lexington
Barbara S. Scott'"
Bradley Joseph Scott", Winchester
Andrea Lynn Sinkhorn ...., Louisville
Melissa Ann Smith, Charleston, WV
Timothy Edward Sneed, Louisville
Timothy Eugene Stephens ...., Louisville
Gregory J. Steppe", Ft. Thomas
William James Stevens, Sturgis
[enifer Lea Stevie, Campbellsville
Robert Wade Steward, Sturgis
Jonathan c. Stiles ...., Lexington
Angela Leigh Stinebruner, Louisville
William Sam Stinnett, It Bessemer City, NC
Patricia Lynn Sullivan, Louisville
Keith Allen Swartzentruber'", Talbert
LeaRenee Sweeney, Louisville
William Orvil Taulbee ...., Winchester
Melanie Anne Teply ...., Nicholasville
Steven Mark Terry ...., Paducah
Tarenda F. Thomas, Lexington
Natalie Sue Thompson, Cecilia
Susan Diane Thurston'", Melber
James Jeffrey Tucker", Louisville
Kimberly Anne Turner, Cawood
Kristina Lee Van Meeter, Carmel, IN
Ron Thomas Van Vactor, Louisville
Timothy Leon VanCleve", Spottsville
Robert Dyche Vertrees'", Louisville
Margarita Villafane ...., San Juan, PR
Charles Patrick Vittitow, New Haven
Mari Louise Wagner, Owensboro
Phillip Brittain Walker, Oak Grove
Karen Michele Westerfield", Lexington
Nolan W. Whitaker, Mt Sterling
Kerry Kim white'", Leitchfield
Brandon Chase Wininger ...., Glasgow
Billi Nannette wtthers-'. Somerset
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Sze Sim Wong, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
David Allen Wooden, Louisville
Michelle Lee wynn'", Lexington
Tamara Jill Yoak'", Grayson
Rebecca Ann Young", Lexington
Carol Von Yount, Shelbyville
Bachelor of Science in
Business& Economics
John Cecil Bell, Georgetown
Jean Marie Erwin, Mayfield
Joseph K. Ferguson", LaGrange
Loreen Marie Gregory, Erlanger
Robert Grant Houston, jr.. Plymouth, MA
Michael Robert Huffman, Clarendon Hills, IL
Philip Wayne Latiff
James Brown Loveless'", Glasgow
Timothy Lee Luscher, Frankfort
Robert Daniel Morton, Lysander, NY
Mark Steven Paxton", Brainerd, MN
College of Communications
Dean: Douglas A. Boyd
Bachelor of Arts
Clinton Barrett Anthony Arnold". Lexington
George L. Atkins III, Lawrenceburg
Daniel Linton Baechtold ...., Richmond
Andrea Hudson Baker, Denver, CO
Regina Katherine Baker, Lexington
Lori Ann Barnett, Hazard
Anthony Edward Berry", Ashland
Jodi Michelle Biggs, Owensboro
Heather Marque Boone, Louisville
Sonja Beate Boston, Henderson
Tracey Lynn Boyd ...., West Carrollton, OH
Denver Willis Brown III...., West Carrollton,
OH
Karla Michelle Buckman, Louisville
Eric Clark Bumm, Owensboro
Mark Clayton Burdette
Jeffrey Hamilton Burlew, Owensboro
Lori "Yale" Butler
Lori E. Cahill, Lexington
Elizabeth Anne Call, Barboursville, WV
Charles Frank CampbellllI"'*, Winchester
Lindsay Crawford Campbell, Midway
Laura Rebecca Carnes, Mt. Washington
Stephanie Kay Carney, Paducah
Brian D. Carter", Franklin, TN
Patrick L. Cashman ...., Lexington
Bryan Michael Cassis, Louisville
Tammy Michelle Caudill ...., Nicholasville
Alexander Kenrick Clarke, Harrodsburg
Hollie Anne Cohen, Louisville
Debra Ballard Cole", Lakeside Park
Chadwick Morton Collins ...., Crestwood
Lisa Ann Columbia", Lexington
Marlena DeShea Conley, Paris
Kathleen Elizabeth Contini, Hudson, OH
Barry Glen Copeland ...., Frankfort
Anne-Carey Coppock, Campbellsville
Susan Ann Corey, Cross Lanes, WV
Traci Lynn Courtney, Nicholasville
Laura Kay Cunningham, Lexington
Amy Leigh Davis, Naperville, IL
Melissa Renee DaAngelis'", Oil City, PA
Cindy Jane Debow", Paducah
Cheryl Lynn Decker ...., Louisville
Jennifer [o Dellapina, Burgettstown, PA
Tom Allen Deller", Bowling Green
Kristen Carol Dickerson, Warsaw
Kevin Scott Disotelle", Houston, TX
Jeffrey Glen Dittoe, Edgewood
Cheryl Suzanne Dixon, Lexington
Jeffrey Thomas Doss", Hopkinsville
David Alan Dunn, Owensboro
Margaret Alice Eaton ...., Ashland
Suzanne Ebeling", Lexington
Harry Alfred Ellington II, Lexington
Timothy Lee Ethington", Shelbyville
Tracie Lynn Peistritzer, Danville
Jennifer Kyle Foster, Philpot
Anne Meredith Gallrein ...., Louisville
Gregory Thomas Gentile", Louisville
Tanya Marjene George, Rochester Hills, MI
Melanie Lynn Glasscock, Leitchfield
Elizabeth Ann Gossett ...., Ashland
Carol Anne Gowin ...., Louisville
Linda Diane Graver, Elizabethtown
James Arnett Graves W .., Lexington
Pamela Ann Gray, Baileys Harbo. WI
Alicia Ann Greenwell, Waverly
Todd Allan Greenwell, Louisville
David A. Griffin, Mt. Sterling
Rebecca North Gritton ...., Georgetown
Stephen Wayne Gumm, Horse Cave
Linda S. Hacker , Lexington
Julia Ann Hager , Lexington
Katherine Ellen Hall, Somerset
Holly Lucille Hammond, Owensboro
Timothy Ray Hampton, Somerset
Cheryllee Hargreaves, Seekonk, MA
Julie G. Harper'", Elkton
Elizabeth Mason Harsh, Louisville
Christopher Mark Harvey, Louisville
Tina Rae Hatfield, Irvine
Kimberly Sue Hayden'", Shelbyville
Natalie G. Hayden, Owensboro
Lori Ann Headley, Louisville
Mary Claire Heister, Lexington
Lori Ann Henry'", Ashland
Laura Lynn Heppler". McLean County
Jennifer Elaine Hicks, Owensboro
Anita Diane Hilborn, Frankfort
Heather Ann Hinton'"
Andrea La'Shann Hobbs". Lexington
Leigh Allison Hollon, Frankfort
Wendy Sue Holtje'", Bark River, MI
David Carl Hopper". Lexington
L. Suzanne Hoseus", Cincinnati, OH
Robert Scott Humphreys'", Lexington
Samatha Sue Hyatt, Flemingsburg
Laura Louise Isbell, Louisville
Melissa Carol Ison, Jackson
Susan Dean [ames'", Crestwood
Patti Ann Johnson, Monticello
Tracy Leigh Johnson
Harmon Tyrone Johnston, Lexington
Janice Gallagher Kathman'", Burlington
Susan Ann Kaufman'". Paris
Steven DeWayne Kelley". Hopkinsville
Stefanie Elaine Kimos, Baltimore, MD
Robert Stewart King, Louisa
Deanna Lynn Kinman, Edgewood
Melissa Anne Kinsey'", New Albany, IN
Michelle Lynn Kirkland", Lexington
Catherine Michelle Kluesner, Richmond
Robin Anne Krampe'", Lafayette, LA
Richard Lee Kraus'". Louisville
Christine Marie Lang'", Lexington
Julia Leigh Lawson, Nicholasville
William Robert Rider Loughran, Greenville
Stephen Wayne Lowther", Nashua, NH
Frederick Trueblood Lutz, Oklahoma City,
OK
Shelly Marlene Lynn, Frankfort
Leslie Ann Lyons", Louisville
Erin Leigh MacCracken, Georgetown
Melissa Lynn Malloy", Crestview Hills
Amy Lynn Malone'". Lexington
Elizabeth Dyar Mapes", Louisville
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Amanda Sarah Martin, Frankfort
Victoria Beauvais Martin, Anchorage
Jill Marie Mattingly, Lexington
[o Lynn Rakes Mattingly", Lebanon
June Kelly Manley McCann"",Lexington
Megan Anne McCarty, Lexington
Buffeny Raylene McCoy, Belfrey
Mindi Lee McGinnis, Shelbyville
Lora Chisholm McKenzie, Pewee Valley
Tracy Maureen McKinney, Louisville
Kari Lynn Mclcae'". Hopkinsville
Shawn Lee Meaux, Harrodsburg
Gregory Todd Mercer, Gainesville, FL
Amy Michelle Merrick, Henderson
Jonathan William Miller'", Nicholasville
Marianne Christine Miller'". Sacramento, CA
Paul Raymone Miller'", Louisville
Pamela Lynn Mitchell'". Louisville
Andrew Scott Mohn'", Centerville, OH
Lauri Michelle Moore'", Burlington
James Michael Morris", Lexington
Leslie Edwin Morris, Lexington
Andrea Gale Nabring, Ashland
Kelly Michelle Nance, Madisonville
Alan Lee Nash, Munfordville
A. Michelle Neclerio. Georgetown
Ashley Parker Norton, Charlotte, NC
Juliann Oakley, Burlington
Hyun-Ki Park'". Seoul, Korea
Maria Louise Pasquel'", Aermantown, OH
Lenee Turner West Peach'". Frankfort
Mui Ling Pee", Malaysia
Dwight F. Peek'", Kuttawa
Rachel Peretz", Lexington
Kelli Ryan Perkins, Lexington
Nga Thi Phan'", Saigon, Vietnam
Eric P. Pitts'", Lima, OH
January Kay Price, Morehead
Elizabeth Faye Priestley, Lexington
Benjamin Purcell, Hebron
Jodi Lynn Purcell, Hebron
Allen Coleman Putman, Owensboro
Lisa Kathryn Quarles, Frankfort
Kelly Marie Quinn, Nicholasville
Patrick Mitchell Reed", Frankfort
John Henry Rice III"""",Indiana, PA
Richard Gregory Rice'". Lexington
Albert Allen Richardson, Frankfort
Robin Michelle Richie, Cynthiana
Leslie Ann Riddle'". Lexington
Kimberly Ann Riffle, Covington
Robin Kelley Riley'", Lexington
James Duncan Robertson, Danville
Jennifer Lou Romine'". Frankfort
Robert John Rosing, Crestview Hills
Mary Melissa Royce", Frankfort
Joe Coblin Rudder, Frankfort
Robin Louise Ruf, Cincinnati, OH
Ellen Kay Rushing'", Paducah
[ohnna Alexander Schell, Louisville
Eric Wayne Schmiedeknecht, Lexington
Anne Pauline Scholtz, Louisville
Carol Renee Schureck, LaGrange
Krista R. Seymour, Louisville
Paula V. Simonton", New Castle, PA
Dana Ann Skinner, Winchester
Marsha Muntz Sloan, Cynthiana
LisaCarol Slone", Lexington
Amy Lyn Smith, Florence
Anissa Kaye Smith, Hindman
Chantel Renee (Brown) Smith, Versailles
Dorothy Christine Smith, Franklin
JeffreyVance Srnith'", Indianapolis, IN
Kimberly Lynne Smith, Lexington
JamesBreck Srnither'". Lexington
Kenneth Brian Soward, Crescent Park
JohnDaniel Spalding'", Lexington
Thomas Price Spalding'", Lexington
Carin Luise Sparks", Louisville
Virginia Sue Speaks", Mooleyville




NicoleMarie Studer, Villa Hills
ReginaR. Swift", Shelbyville
Jennifer Marie Taddeo, Greenwich, CT
SeanRay Tarter, Danville
Reginald DeRon Taylor, Lexington
Sabrina Christine Taylor, Lexington
KristieMarlo Terry, Louisville
Heidi Thompson, Lexington
Stacy Lyn Mary Thompson, Shelbyville, IL
Edward Ray Thurman II"""",Paducah
John Charles Tilley", Hopkinsville
Jeffrey Clay Todd". Lexington
Brian Scott Towles, Owenton
Steven Lee Treadway", Raleigh, NC
Theodore Talbot Underwood, Lexington
Patrick Scott Upchurch'", Monticello
Nick Anthony Vaccero'", Louisville
Jason Kyle Vandiver, Frankfort
Darrin Michael VanHorn, Lexington
Kevin Scott Verhoven'", Lexington
Julie Rene Wagner, Taylor Mill
Perry Rozelle Waiters, Frankfort
Kristin Catherine Watts, Dayton, OH
Stephanie Karrema watts", Radcliff
Andrea E. Webb, Bowling Green
Jessica Clara Weiss, Park Hills
Lori Jean Wheeler, Erlanger
Anissa Faye White, Shelbyville
Timothy Wiesenhahn, Lexington
Evelyn Blythe williams'". Lexington
Kathy Lyn Williams, Lexington
Laura Ann Williams, Corbin
Carla Ann Wilson, Monroe, OH
Jason Lee Wilson, Owensboro




Brent Allen Anderson'", Burkesville
Heather Ann Barnett, Louisville
Ann Short Bartlett, Lexington
Kerry Scott Bowlin'", Walton
Darin Layne Carr'", Philpot
Anne Weller Chill, Perrysburg, OH
Alfred Eugene Collins, [r."', Madisonville
Anne Marie Feldman, Frankfort
Tonya Maria Gill, Stone Mountain, GA
James Adam Gordon, Radcliff
Michael R. Hart'", Hopkinsville
Annette Marie Honaker Hayden, Frankfort
Kelly Ann Hayworth, Lexington
Lee A. Hopewell, Lexington
Gregory Allen Lelvlaster'", Shelbyville
Deborah Sue Long, Peytonsburg
Frederick Smith Parker, Bowling Green
Rodney Evan Phillips'", Lexington
Jeffrey Michael Quick", Lexington
Ray Arrasmith Robertson". Bethel
Jeffery Lee Ross'", Murray
Charlsey Yates Schroyer, Lexington
Michael Alden Sego'", Louisville
Tiffany Lynn Singletary", Indianapolis, IN
Carolyn Rose Sketch", Ludlow
Rhonda Lee Smith, Stanford
Leslie Susan Wrenn, Charleston, WV
Minnette Zelenovich, St. Louis, MO
College of Education
Dean: J. John Harris III
Bachelor of Arts in Education
Elizabeth Ashley Adams'". Madisonville
Jennifer Lyn Adams'". Deerfield, IL
Wanda Kay Adamson, Lexington
Erika Ambrose Aden, Nashville, TN
Aaron Lee Aldrich, Hannibal, NY
Krista Sue Allen, Lexington
Janie Elizabeth Asher'", Nicholasville
Kenna Lynne Helfert Atherton, Sabula, IA
Nicole Alisa Aubrey, Henderson
Romona Lisa Baker ...., Faubush
Pamela Renee Baldridge, Martin
Annette [o Baldwin, Henderson
Kevin John Bandura, Danville
Gerard William Barber, Louisville
Melissa Anne Barker ...., Mt. Clemens, MI
Shandra Maquel Barnes ...., Smithland
Shannon Erin Bay'", Burlington
Troy Lee Benningfield, Lebanon
Kathie Renee Bentley, Jenkins
Julie Ann Benton'"', Lexington
Erin Berry'". Germantown, TN
Linda Marie Biles, Versailles
[enniffer Annette Birge'", Glasgow
Laura Ann Blackburn, Huddy
James Everett Boddy, jr.. Cadiz
Gary Lee Boggs", Partridge
Beverley Annette Caudill Bolen ....,
Carcassonne
Wendy [o Starbuck Bottom'", Lexington
Kathleen N. Boyd", Lexington
Kathy Louise Boyd, Stanton
Lana Rose Brainard", Monticello
Kelly Anne Brangan, Troy, MI
Jay Thomas Brewer, Ludlow
Anne Lynn Bruce, Louisville
Candy Lea Burke, Versailles
Mary Margaret Burress, Bristol, TN
Martha Porter Bush ...., Winchester
Denise Marie Bushallow, Auburn, NY
Shannon Nicole Callahan, Lexington
Ginger Elaine Campbell, Nancy
Kelty Mitchell Cecil", Prestonsburg
Deborah Jones Chandler, Lexington
Charles Jay Christensen, Wichita, KS
Joy Dean Clark, Bowling Green
Alicia Ann Closterman, Lexington
Monica Lee Combs, Bowling Green
Julie Ann Wendlandt Conley ...., Lexington
Laura Wade Conn, Paris
Lisa Renee DeHaven ...., Hardinsburg
Paula Land Detherage, Lexington
Pamela Jeanne Dogan
Christy Lynn Dougherty, Hopkinsville
Thereseann Cunningham Dowdy, Lexington
Jennifer Lynn Duncan ...., Henderson, NC
Brandi Jane Dunigan
Donna Renae Dunlevy, Ashland
Devron Herring Edwards, Columbia, SC
Cathy Lynn Eldridge, Flemingsburg
Anne Enderlin, Chillicothe, OH
Paula [o Enlow, Elizabethtown
Merry Melissa Evans, Lexington
Betsy Ann Givens-Bruner Everman",
Danville
Stephanie Lynn Fairchild", Lexington
Jennifer Leighanne Fanning, Mt. Sterling
Threasa Jill Farmer, Corbin
Cynthia Joan Ferrell, Logan, WV
Mary Frances Rousey Ferrell, Danville
Ronald Coleman Fields ...., Lawrenceburg
Blanche Marie Fister ...., Lexington
Rebecca Lynn Ploore. Louisville
Melod y Ann Flora, Lexington
Paige Marie Foster, Lexington
Laura Reagan Foxworth, Lexington
Suzanne Hope Friel ...., Mcl.ean, VA
Colleen Elizabeth Gaiser'", Cresent Springs
Keith Alan Galloway, Falmouth
Paula Elliott Garr, Lexington
Joyce Ann Tobe Gellhaus, New Haven
Barry Christopher George, Lexington
Regina Dannette Cilkey'", Louisville
Rachel Lesley Gill, Elsmere
David Gregory Gilpin , London
jeanette Lynn Girvin , Lexington
Erik S. Goes"", Lexington
Sara M. Collihue". Grayson
Katherine Powell Gordon, Lexington
Lance Curry Gorham'", Lexington
Martha Elaine Gorman, Georgetown
Cynthia A. Michels Craehler. Louisville
Laura 1.Graham", Lexington
Donald Lee Grayson, Ashland
Theresa Karen Hall, Paintsville
Bart Jeffrey Hallum, Lexington
Reggie Leonard Hanson, Somerset
Carrie Elizabeth Harrison'", Shelbyville
Karen Denise Harryman, Dawson Springs
Pamela Elizabeth Hartley, Paducah
Deborah Ann Hatfield, McCarr
Cassandra Ann Hayes, Louisa
Cynthia Lynn Haygood, Midlothian, VA
Stacy Ree Head ...., Owensboro
Leslie Marshall Heinz, Lexington
Bobby Lavonna Henderson, Theodore, AL
David Allen Hiles ...., Lexington
Katherine Elizabeth Hillen, Pikeville
Judith Gail Hinant", Inez
Holly Holt, Cox's Creek
Carol Ann Honchell", Ft. Thomas
Paula E. Hord, Maysville
Shawna Michelle Horn, Parksville
Stephanie Ann Howard ...., Lexington
Carrie Leah Huber", Ashland
Jennifer Lynn Hurley, Lexington
Kimberly 1.Hutchens"
Shirley Sowers Hutchins, Georgetown
Damon Michael [ackey ...., Bardstown
Rebecca Gayle Jackson", Crestwood
Rodney Dewyane Jackson ...., Tyler, TX
Mary Maxine Jones", Greenville, IN
Valerie Lynn jones, Lexington
Gretchen Gay [urlando, Louisville
Roberta M. Keefe'". Lancaster
[uli Anne Kieffer, Mt. Carmel, ll,
Amy Olmstead Kolasa, Lexington
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Christine Michele Kopser, Union
Katherine Ann Krauss'". Columbus, OH
Julie Ann Kron, Lexington
Lisa Marie Lal.onde, Lexington
Karl Ecton Lange, Lexington
Glenn Martin Lanham, jamestown, NC
Lisa Marie Leachman, Campbellsville
Valerie Ann Leaver, Ashland
Leanne Leet'", Mt. Olivet
Robin Michelle Leggett", Dallas, TX
Melissa Lynn Ousley Leslie'", Prestonsburg
Anne H. Lewis ...., Glasgow
Katherine Hayes Lewis, Benton
Laura Lee Linder", Muncie, IN
Suzanne Renee Maggart ...., Goodlettsville,
TN
Tammy Jane Magness", Versailles
Randall Scott Marple'", Lexington
Rene' Karalee Waggoner Matthews, Radcliff
Vanessa Dawn Preston McDowell, Lexington
jennifer Elizabeth McFarland ..", Georgetown
Barret Hambleton McGaw, Madisonville
William Isaac McMakin, Lexington
Laura Jane McSpadden, Kingsport, TN
Patrick Anthony Meeker, Louisville
Janice Craddock Meredith'"', Harrodsburg
Dwight Andrew Merilatt", Louisville
Carrie Lin Miano, Leitchfield
Carmen Kimberly Miller ...., Fairdale
Christine Dana Fulcher Miller, Edgewood
Margaret Carole Miller", Campbellsville
Tracy Miller, Nicholasville
Harold Wade Miracle'", Lexington
Matthew Donald Moore, Nicholasville
Kimberly Ann Muir, Goshen
Amy Marie Mussler'". Louisville
Audrey Vincent Nalley, Bardstown
Kristie [o Nalley'", Paducah
William Darin Nash, Lexington
Rhonda Michelle New, Somerset
Susan Marie Norway, Clifton Springs, NY
Jennifer Lynn Notter, Harrodsburg
Christa Lynn Ochs, Park Hills
Donna Jean Oeffinger ...., Naperville, Il,
Dena Rae Ogburn, Carrollton
Melissa Annette Pege'", Owensboro
Teresa Carol Parker, Owenton
Lauren Gail Pate, Crestwood
Timothy Douglas Patterson, Elizabethtown
Julie Ann Jackson Patton, Booneville
Amy Whitney Paugh, Cincinnati, OH
Kimberly Marie Paul, Painesville, OH
Laurie Ann Pecoraro, Lexington
Lisa Faye Pettry'", Lexington
Heather Stuart Pfeiffer ...., Louisville
Kim Louisa Robbins Phelps, Henderson
Kelly Marie Pinson, Lake Oswego, OR
Mary Besten Pippen", Lexington
Mechele 1.Pitchford, Lexington
Wendy Michelle Plummer ...., Winchester
Kelli Lynn Post'", Lexington
Bridgett Powers ...., Louisville
Rebecca Correll Preston ...., Lexington


























Maribeth Elaine Sisson". Longwood, FL
Elizabeth Alexis Skelton
Jacqueline Marie Smalley, Perryville
Laketa Smith, Danville
Lisa Michele Smith'", Langley
Ryan Allan Smith'", Walton
Letha Carol Snowden'", Winchester
Alan Esque Sparrow, Lexington
Todd A. Spears, Lexington
Mary Ann Speas'", Louisville
Hope Renae Sterr'", Lexington
Loretta B. Steele, Lexington
Shannon Lynn Steiner, Bucyrus, OH
Kelley Theresa Stephens", Lexington
Beth Ann Stephenson, Palatine, IL
Sandy Lynn Stinnett'", Lancaster
Deborah Elaine Stone'", Lancaster
Kimberly Ann Stricker", Ft. Mitchell
Elizabeth Jane Summe'". Ft. Mithcell
Scotty Sutton, Georgetown
Amy Suzanne Taylor, Louisville
Suzanne Marie Tlbe'", Lexington
Christopher Demetrius Tolbert", Pensacola,
FL
Diana jill Towne, Centerville, OH
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Amy T. Turner'", Jackson
David Larry Vannasdall, Florence
Donna Rae Waddel1**, Tazewell, VA
Angela Dawn Walker, Catlettsburg
Rebecca Denise Walker, Pikeville
Sharon Rose Washer, Louisville
Mary Elizabeth Weant, Lexington
Bernice Ann Hatcher Webb, Pensacola, FL
Christy Claudine Welch, Williamson, WV
Michelle Lynn wells'", Lexington
Joseph Gerald Wethington, Liberty
Christy Anne Whitaker, Mt. Sterling
Rachel Suzanne wnus-. Hamilton, OH
Jennifer Lynn Wilson, Lexington
Cynthia Jeanne Witt, Mt. Vernon
Carrie Ann Witten'", Louisville
Derek Wilson Zachary, Carlisle
Melinda jane Zieba, Murphysboro, 1L
Bachelor of Science in
Education
Barbara Hoskins Harper, Lexington
Michael Erik Mclntire'". Gambrills, MD
Michael Robert Pfeifer'", Louisville
College of Engineering
Dean: Thomas W. Lester
Bachelor of Science in
Chemical Engineering
Sedley Bechi. Kota Kinabalu, Malaysia
David Duane Brickeen'". Mayfield
George S. Carson, Madisonville
Todd Eugene Cline, Olive Hill
Julie Ann Crowe, Park Hills
David P. Davies, Cleveland, OH
Richard Alan Davis, Morganfield
Michael Diaz'", Owensboro
Michael Thomas Diaz'". Summerville, SC
John Matthew Fisher, Huntington, WV
William Louis Harrison'". Greenwood, SC
Charles Irvin Heitkemper, Louisville
Sandra Wynne Helton, Taylor Mill
Franklin Defraine Mackin, Waverly
Colin Douglas Mattingly, Elizabethtown
Zalinah Md Yusof Parit Buntar, Malaysia
Timothy Scott Robison'", Burnside
Lisa Diane Sebastian, Lexington
Duane S. Smith'". Lexington
Charles Steven West, Greenville
Kelli Beth Wickline ...., Elizabethtown
Bachelorof Science in Civil
Engineering
James Edward BaW", London
Andrew Carl Ballerstedt ...., Louisville
Claude W. Barnett ...., Frankfort
Kevin Joseph Bennett, Hardinsburg
Phillip Benjamin Blankenship ....,
Prestonsburg
Joseph Allen Botts, Glasgow
Jeffrey Ray Burnett, Catlettsburg
Deron Scott Byrne, Lanesville, IN
John Edward Callihan, Wurtland
Kevin Michael Cox, Bowling Green
Bradley Scott Eldridge, Morehead
Susan Helen Eubank, Owensboro
London Deneen Everett, Frankfort
Edward Stephen Farmer ...., Irvine
Christine Ann Float ...., Staffordsville
Dwayne Bennett Franciso, Sidney
Robert Daniel Fuller ...., Lexington
Donnie H. Ginn, [r., Vanceburg
James Alan Goble, Prestonsburg
Steve Martin Hall ...., Leitchfield
Paul Edwards Harper, Danville
Deanna DeShay Harris, Owingsville
Brian Keith Hayes, Hebron
Lee Jeffrey Heisler, Louisville
Keith Joseph Hogan, Southgate
Brian Phillip Johnson, Louisville
Bryan Keith Johnson, Carlisle
Joseph Sean Johnson ...., Morehead
Jonathan David Keeling, Huntington, WV
Gerald Graham Leslie III, Lexington
Veronica Ann Lockett, Lexington
Jamie Durand Martin, Liberty
Lowell Duke Martin, Martin
John S. Mathis, Ir ....., Shelbyville
Kevin Tilford Mattingly ...., Hardinsburg
Mark H. McFarland, Owensboro
Mark Stephen Mclntosh, Hazard
Clifford R. Miller", Prestonsburg
John Edward Megibben, Finchville
James Scott Miracle, Frankfort
Clayton Warren Morgan, London
Mark S. Mudd ...., Leitchfield
Donnie Lee Nicholas", Meyersdale, PA
Samuel Timothy Oakes ...., Lexington
Kimberley Raye Otis, Owingsville
Michael Joseph Parker, Prestonsburg
Timothy David Payne, Glasgow
Scott David Pennington, Woodbine
Robert Wayne Perkins, Harlan
Mark Glendon Phillips ...., Manchester
Christopher R. Pope", London
Benjamin Taylor Quinn, Jr., Glasgow
Brian Scott Randolph, Franklin
James D. Rice...., Ashland
Kevin Martin Sandefur, Owensboro
Ronald Clark Shepherd, Louisville
Paul Alan Slone, Louisville
Patrick Neil Spangler, Middlesboro
Donald Edward Stegman ...., Ft. Mitchell
Brent Alan Tippey. Lexington
Randall Scott Turner ...., Lexington
Francois Georges Vedier, Lexington
Charles Robert Vinsand ...., Crestwood
Sheri Lin Weller", Louisville
David Lyn Woford ...., Chapin
David Lee Wormald, Dayton
Gregory Alan Yankey, Gravel Switch
Robert Fielding Young, [r., Lexington
Bachelor of Science in
Electrical Engineering
Shuib Abdul Hamid, Malaysia
Muhadzir Abdul Majid ....
Kevin Neal Addison ...., Radcliff
Kenneth Raymond Akridge ...., Bardstown
Hubert O. Ballard, Bardstown
Dewey Blanton III, Harlan
Angela [o Barnes, Burlington
Daniel Louis Bowling , Madisonville
Gerard Robert Bricking , Bellevue
David Eugene Caldwell , London
David Patrick Calhoun, Madisonville
Keith Randall Carpenter ....
Virginia Carol (Eldridge) Caudill, Letcher
John Arthur Cloud ...., Danville
Byron Martin Combs'", Hazard
James Carlton Cornelius, Hopkinsville
Catherine Heather Cornell", Hamilton, OH
Raymond C. Daley, Williamstown
Dillon O. Darby ...., Nicholasville
Anthony Robert DeMala, Louisville
Solitha Dharman", Sri Kanka
Thomas Jon Eade, Bowling Green
Jonathan Ashley Embry, Brandenburg
Anthony Richard Fannin, Catlettsburg
Kevin Michael Foley, Louisville
Michael Keith Foster, Frankfort
Walter Tomas Franey, Bowling Green
Ronald Edward Garnett, Lexington
Sean Foster Garnett ...., Lexington
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Robert Eric Garrett , Maysville
Hugh Edwin Gilbert , Versailles
Stephen Paul Graves, Paris
George Lewis Hardin , Shepherdsville
Daniel Alan Heck, [r , Southgate
David Richard Higgins II, Mayfield
Troy Dewayne Hogue, Morehead
Jason Allen Ivy, Paris
Todd Lucas Janes ...., Owensboro
Charlie Raymondus Japadermawan,
Jakarta,Indonesia
William Kevin Jeffers ...., Science Hill
Michael Sanders Johnson ...., Murray
Scott Joseph Kanter, Edgewood
Ellis Matthew King, Hartford
Khoi Tan Le, Saigon, Vietnam
Ronald Scott Leach ...., Harrodsburg
Robert Stephen Lee, Wheelwright
Vijay Diwakar Lele, Frankfort
Paul John Leppo, Lexington
Michael Lynn Mallory, Covington
Keith Thomas Marks, Providence
Joseph Brent Martin, Stanford
Ronald Joseph Mattingly ...., Owensboro
Eric Nelson Matz , Pittsburgh, PA
Daniel Ray May, [r , Lexington
Christopher Wayne Mayes ...., Harrodsburg
Michael Duane Maynard, Paintsville
Daris Hasen McCullough ...., Cynthiaia
David Kelty Mclfowell'", Villa Hills
James Everett Meadows, [r., Henderson
Jeffrey Allen Means ...., Wilder
David Thomas Mersch, Covington
Shawn Parviz Montazemi, Edgewood
Matthew Wolfgang Mueller
David Harold Mullins, Richmond
Larry Robertus Murphy, Owensboro
Shawn Galliger Murray, Winchester
Matthew Scott Owens, Cincinnati, OH
Mark Wayne Phillips , Lexington
Daniel Otis Playforth , Lexington
Douglas Crosby Powell, Big Rapids, MI
Paul Michael Ramey ...., Pikeville
Michael Trey Rawls, Lexington
Darrell Lynn Reed'", Paducah
Joseph Paul Rennekamp, Walton
Eko Putro Sandjoyo", Jakarta, Indonesia
Michael Joseph Schenk, Louisville
Tauha Shahab ...., Lexington
Myron Bradley Shultz, Mayfield
David Ellison Smart, Paris
Todd Andrew Street, Russell
Keith Brian Strehl", Owensboro
James Albers Suetholz, [r., Crestview Hills
Rateb Mohd-Ali Suleiman, Zanka, Jordon
Brian Douglas Sumner , Central City
John David Surgener , Lexington
Thad Carlton Switzer'", Lexington
Warren Douglas Swope, Berea
Shawn Chester Thompson, Pikeville
Mark T. M. Tran, Saigon, Vietnam
Mark Henry Washing , Lexington
Paul Douglas Wiggins , Frankfort
Michaellrvin Williams, Hyden
Stuart Alan Williams, Charleston, WV
Carrie Lynn Wilson, Nicholasville
Edward James Woeste, Alexandria
Bachelor of Science in
Materials Engineering
Charles Ray Conder, Glendale
Elizabeth Carol Dickey, Versailles
Frederick Thomas Evans, Henderson
Henry Thomas Jarboe, Ir., Clarkson
Richard Michael Moore'", Bardstown
ScottReese Paterson'". Nicholasville
Thobeka Portia Pete, Katlehong, South Africa
Christopher Dewayne Rock'", Hodgenville
Bachelor of Science in
Mechanical Engineering
PaulDavid Adams'", Lexington
Bradford John Ardire. Russell
KevinDonald Bezold, Melbourne
RobertDaniel Bishop, Lick Creek
Weng-Cheong Nicolas-Ian Boey, Singapore
RobertA Bond'", Frankfort
Ronald Chow
Eric Douglas Coleman, Pembroke
Douglas Keith Collis, Florence
Wayne Cress, Russell Springs
Cheryl Lee Davy, Troy, MI
Edward 0, Edwards, Ashland
Herbert Francis Elder, [r."', Louisville
Travis Houston Exum, Kansas City, MO
Anita Rose Flach ...., Walton
Shirley G. Flynn'", Lexington
John Blake Gittings'", Owensboro
Joseph Allen Crass, Elizabethtown
Paul Victor Hamilton'"', Wilmore
Melissa Carol Harris'", Owingsville
Christopher Scott Hinson, Bowling Green
Thomas Donald Johnson, Arlington Heights,
IL
Lauren Kari Larson, Lexington
Owen Staples Loughrin'", Lexington
Brian Lee Mallory, Louisville
Bryan T. Martin'"
John Reynolds Mason, Lexington
Robert Owen McGill, Lexington
David Christopher Melton", Campbellsville
Patricia Ann Michalak, Ashland
David Scott Mitchell, Cynthiana
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Mark Thomas Mitchell ...., Lexington
Elizabeth Anne Neville, Nashville, TN
John David Norris, Louisville
Timothy Lane Norris, Glasgow
Michael John O'Connor, Lexington
Jerry Anthony Omohundro, Louisville
Benjamin Carl Pack ...., Ashland
james Keith Puckett'", Mayfield
Roy Kenneth Roney, Lexington
jennifer Anne Sadler'", Lexington
Darrell Todd Smith, Covington
Steve Jordan Smith, Jr."*, Hawesville
Michael Bradley Stuck'", Burlington
Gary Randall wilson'". Lexington
BachelorofScience in Mining
Engineering
Thomas Matthew Asher, Pineville
Jeffrey D. Brock'", Hyden
Francis Joseph Callahan'", Morehead
John David Hill, Jeff
David Dwain Ross ...., Lexington
Michael Gary Smith'", Turkey Creek
David Alan Tumer'", Harlan
College of FineArts
Dean: Richard C. Domek, Jr.
Bachelor of Arts
Susan Ann Adams'", Lexington
Jennifer Lea Allen, Madisonville
Anessa jo-Anne Arehart, Georgetown
Donna Rae Back, Blackey
Jessamyn Lee Bagley, Pikeville
Duncan Hamilton Beker'", Versailles
Christine Marie Brandner'". Ft.Mitchell
Elizabeth Barrow Burke'", Lexington
Kathleen Alice Collins, Gainesville, FL
M. Ben Culmyer, Lexington
Karen Lee Curry, Lexington
Kimberly Ann Dablin'", Louisville
Angela Dawn Dunfee", Lexington
Christi L. Faulkner'". Lexington
Eric Scott Ford, Burlington
Matthew Brennan Ganote, Canton, MI
Amy Karyn Gatz", St. Louis, MO
Paula Clark Gold, Versailles
Ebba jo Lauren Haagensen, Franklin, MA
Tracy Lee Haney'", Lexington
John Paul Hayes, Radcliff
David Rush Hitchcock, Louisville
Edwin Scott Hollan'", jackson
jennifer Lynn Huber, West Chester, OH
Ruthe Ellen Hurlbutt
Arianna Michelle [ordan'". Lexington
Maryam Kaykavoosi, Frankfort
Deborah [o Kearney, Lexington
Deborah [. Krautter". Lexington
Angela Little, Virgie
Martha Ann Love, Edmonton
Virginia Grace Martin'". New Orleans, LA
Mary Hallam Mattone'", Lexington
Lynn Ellen McClure, Lexington
James Ephraim McDowell, [r., Lexington
Diane Stewart Mea tyard
Brian Patrick Medley", Lexington
Katherine Elaine Melton, Lexington
David Christopher Mitchell, Richmond
Wendy Lee Monsen, Henderson
Janet Nason, Pembroke
Susan Kelly Neff'". West Chester, OH
Aimee [o Niles'". Lexington
Carl Bruno Piwinski, Lexington
Robert Thomas Raybourn, Versailles
Susan Marie Roberts'", Louisville
Estill Gene Robinson, Prestonsburg
Melissa Ann Rowe, Georgetown
Mark Jason Royse, Nicholasville
Sarah Barton Ryan'". Lynchburg, VA
Natalie Rose Saxe, Lexington
james Suresh Shambhu, Lexington
Lara Kathleen Shannon, Lexington
Lara Leigh Shostle'", Louisville
Kimberly Lynn Siler, Corbin
Clem Wells Stambaugh, Auxier
Richard Thompson Stofer III**,Lexington
jeffery William Sullivan'", Frankfort
Lisa Robey Taylor'", Huntington, WV
Raymond Lee Taylor'", Versailles
Amy Brown Thomas, Lexington
John David Townsend, West Chester, OB
Anne Holland Tracy, South Hero, VT
Amy Loren Williams'", Versailles
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Donna Rae Back, Blackey
Amy Karyn Gatz, Lancaster, OH
Gordon William Cildersleeve'", Louisville
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Brent Andrew Hankins", Park Hills
Mark Alden Hendricks'", Princeton
Michael Kevin Lynch, Lexington
jon M. McGee**, Glasgow
James Allen Minassian, Lexington
Alix Nichole Roughen, Lexington
Jeffrey Todd Rutledge, Glasgow
Edwin Willard Salmon, New York, NY
Danielle Turpen, Lexington
Stacey Ann Wilson, Frankfort
Bachelor of Music
Walter Brent Gerlach, Anniston, AL
Charles Eugene Ernest Hogen, Gauley
Bridge, WV
Brian Scott Mason", Danville
Samuel R. Miller, Charleston, WV
Teresa Linn Rata, Eustis, FL
Joe E. Ringold, Madisonville
Bachelor of Music in Music
Education
jennifer Rae Akers, West Chester, OH
Stephen Clyde Austin, Danville
James Richard Barnes, Inman, SC
Deidra Gail Bootze", Lexington
Joseph K. Diamond, Lexington
Laurel Elizabeth Greene, Harlan
James Bradley Henderson, Frankfort
Tracy Lynn Valentour", Cincinnati, OH
James David Vowels, Flaherty
Pamela J. Withrow", Radcliff
Dean: Peggy Meszaros
College of Human Environmental Sciences
Bachelorof Arts in Housing &
Interior Design
Kristin Keene Andersen, Paducah
Amy Leann Balmer, Charlestown, IN
Jonathan M. Barker", Louisville
Melissa Ann Bokatsch, Cincinnati, OH
Lisa Grace Carpenter, Louisville
Amy L Cunninghem'", Benton
Susan Lynn Humphries Dugan, Columbus,
IN
Jeffrey Gayle Gillispie, Cynthiana
Judith Christy Hewlett, Lexington
Elizabeth Heather Jones, Cynthiana
Emi Kirino, Chiba-City, Japan
Mary Noel Kirkpatrick, Russellville
Tara Sue Klumb, Naperville, IL
Martha Elizabeth Latimore, Owensboro
Suszanne Denise Lipscomb, Springfield, TN
Shannon Lynn Lorenz'", Louisville
Anne Nutter Lowe, Lexington
David Charles MacConnie, Louisville
Brenda Pickett McClanahan, Cynthiana
jennifer Marie O'Rourke, Florence
Robert Russell Ostrander, [r., Herkimer, NY
Elizabeth Barr Ould, Ware Neck, VA
Anne Leslie Owens, Lexington
Jamie Kemper Sadler, Lexington
Sharon Ann Crismon Schaefer'", Louisville
Kathi Renee Schofield, Parkersburg, WV
Julie Ann Sigg, Alexandria, VA
Rebecca Lynn Smith, Burlington
Krista Marie Sommerville, Louisville
Sherry Lynn Stevens, Evansville
Mandy Christine Taylor, Greenwood, IN
Elizabeth Adele Turney", LaGrange
Amy Elizabeth Huddleston Wilson,
Shelbyville
Joy Elaine wright", Lexington
Bachelor of Science in
Dietetics
Christopher John Adams, Ft. Mitchell
Virginia Brand Baker, Lexington
Amy Marie Barker, Louisville
Mary Rachel Barnett'". Lexington
Shelley Baird Berry, Crestwood
Pamela Brisky", Lexington
Tammy Beth Butler, Florence
Angela Susan Carter", Danville
Shellie Noelle Chapman, Mayfield
Rachel Nicole Griffin, Ft Mitchell
Lisa Marie Keltner, Corbin
Vera Annhall Pollard ...., Lexington
Bridget Stanfield Pugh, Tollesboro
Michelle Candace Schuppe. Fairborn, OH
Carol Theresa Soehner, Dayton
Roxanna Spencer
Robin R. Taylor, Corbin
Leslie Jean Williams, Paducah
Hau Shan Wong, whampoar Garden, Hong
Kong
Bachelorof Science in Family
Studies
Melinda Ruth Absher'", Nicholasville
Deborah Kikelomo Adeleru. Lexington
Susan Elizabeth Appelhof Louisville
Jennifer 1.Baird, Morganfield
Paula Jeanne Smith Barnett'". Cynthiana
Michelle Lynne Camden, Niceville, FL
Rodney Stuart Carpenter, Perryville
Kimberly Diane Carter, Elizabethtown
Karen A. Cecil
Joni Maire Collins, Mayslick
Mark Conrad Colvin, Lexington
Deanna Patterson Crase, Corbin
Christy Crowd us'", Lexington
Emily Anna Dalton, Shelbyville
Lora C. Davis, Liberty
Marla Richele Davis, Georgetown
Natalie J. Dyer'", Lexington
Aimee Joan Eddins, Dry Ridge
Paula Michelle Edwards ...., Versailles
Betty R. Estes, Paris
Joan Cottle Evans, Lexington
Barbara H. Finch, Lexington
Jacquelin Hardesty Foster ...., Lexington
J. David Garrett'". Danville
Tammy Lynn Gibson, Georgetown
Kimberly Michelle Goodman, Lexington
Kelly Ann Harvey, Cold Spring
Christine Woods Hatfield, Lexington
Tonya Renee Hatfield, Lexington
Laura Jean Lawson Hayes, Peoria, IL
Mary Katherine Heintzman", Fairborn, OH
Ronnie Dale Hicks, Paducah
Lisa Renee Higgins, Lexington
Brian Clayton Higgs, Louisville
Glenda Bridges Hill
Sue Ann Isaacs, Hazard
Karen Annette Johnson, Walton
Tawnya Ann Iohnson'", Cincinnati, OH
Kelly Ann King, Louisville
Alison R. Knapke'", Carlisle
Kristina Marie Koinig", Gaithersburg, MD
Bonnie O'Neill Long, Fairfax, VA
Melinda Sue Lovett'", Lexington
David Michael Lykins, Lexington
Keith Douglas Maples". Milford, MI
Madison Elizabeth Mattingly, Lexington
Julia Cowgill McCrosky, Lexington
Betsy Talbot Megibben", Shelbyville
Michelle Lynn Mitchell ...., Smithland
Shirlyne Carol Smoot Mosley, Lexington
Randi-Lynn Mouser, Madisonville
Heather Jean Munro, Huntington, WV
Lisa Dawn Newton, Lexington
Cynthia Omvig'", Lexington
Stacy Renee Page'". Lexington
Shannon Marie Pearl", Radcliff
Marcheta Rose Farley Pennington", Pikeville
A. Victoria Perkins, Flemingsburg
Travella Yoland Robinson, Winston-Salem,
NC
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Ashley Renee Roland, Houston, TX
Carol Sason, Lexington
Susan Jeanette Palmer Schweder",
Nicholasville
Lisa Carol Sebastian ...., Lexington
Mary Raider Shea, Versailles
Mary Martha Slemp
Kimberly C. Smallwood'", Lexington
Sheryl Lynette Smith", Louisville
Tona Elena Sponcil Smith, Dry Ridge
Tina H. Spradlin'". Lexington
Robin Lynne Stewart, Villa Hills
Beth Ann Stoneberger ...., Cincinnati, OH
Denise Lynn Terhune, Cynthiana
Kimberly Ann Terry". Danville
Teresa DeAnn Ward, Tacoma, WA
Kristi Ann Whitaker", Cynthiana
Christina Lynn Wilcox ...., Lexington
Lee Annmarie Williams, Lexington
Nikki Lynn Williams ...., Catlettsburg
Amy Carmen wilsher", Nashville, TN
Laura Leigh Wilson", Henderson
Sara Whiten ton Wilson, Henderson
Susan K. Wyatt'", Lexington
Bachelor of Science in Home
Economics
Iamey Beth Cavacini, Versailles
Mike Patrick Clark, Foster
Pamela Traci Cowan'". Clay
Melinda Leigh Cravens, Lexington
Alison Marie Crumrine, Columbus, OH
Christie Ann Easterling, Ironton, OH
Michelle Renee Means Giordano", Lexington
Terri Dale Kabler, Mt. Olivet
Mohamed Hesham Kalla, Frankfort
John A. Lown V**, Paducah
Julia Anne Lusk, Villa Hills
Marc Alan Middleton", Lexington
Kelly Frank Mikles ...., Elkins, WV
Jennifer Ann Miracle'", Florence
Michael Lyster Platt, [r., Louisville
David Edward Potter", Warren, OH
Janet Edwards Price", Lexington
Benjamin Todd Rao ...., Louisville
Carolyn Mary Redle, Louisville
Tod Owen Rocco, Marshall, MI
Vicki Gaye Rucker'", Flemingsburg
Gail Lynn Spencer, Berea
Donna Jill Stiff'", Hardinsburg
Kurt Richard Tietz", Lexington
Julie Catchen Tuttle, Mt. Sterling
Mary Jennifer Wainscott, Ft. Mitchell
Julie Ann Long wilson'", Clinton
Bachelor of Science in
Merchandising, Apparel and
Textiles
Angela Marie Adkins, Corbin
Amy Beth Barrows", Ottawa Lake, MI
Anne Irene Bebrowsky ....
Christy Ann Curry'", Bossier City, LA
Melinda Leigh Cravens, Lexington
Monica Nichole Drane, Lexington
Sharon Jean Dupin, Villa Hills
Melanie S. Eads", Monticello
Patricia Moore Elliott". Owensboro
Sarah Elizabeth Engle, Paris
Kristen Michelle Fisher, Louisville
Elizabeth S. Fister". Lexington
Elizabeth Burns Foy'", Columbus, OH
Allan Kamau Catibaru, Louisville
Angela Irene Gruss, Columbus, OH
Deborah Ann Gwinn, Lexington
Judith Ann Hamand'"', Leitchfield
April Denese Heisler, Louisville
Monica R. Hobbs, Hebron
Lisa Anne Houston, Paducah
Sherri Lee Howerton, Owensboro
Kimberly Faith Jackson, Lexington
Barbara J. Jacobs, Waynesburg
Tracey Carole Johnson, Midlothian, VA
Kristin L. Jones, Nicholasville
Tonya Lynn [ones". Frankfort
Tuyen T. Le, Louisville
Monique Lemieux Montmeny, Lakeside Park
Amy Lee Neal'". Taylor Mill
Leslie Carol Phelps'". Paintsville
Patricia Lynn Pryor, Hopkinsville
Mary Barbara Rice'". Crestview Hill
Annita Kaye Rogers"
Terri Ann Rowland'". Whitesville
Katherine Ashley Seltsam, Lexington
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Rhonda Lee Smith, Stanford
Lesley Joan Sodel, Marietta, GA
Kathryn Elizabeth Stavros, Ashland
Lori Ann Tedrick'"
Rebecca Jane Hudson Thompson, Lexington
Lorraine Gayle Underwood Travis,
Elizabethtown
Tracy Anne Troyan, Parma, OH
Angelique Justice Turner, Pikeville
Laura Leigh Turner", Glasgow
Brenda Lou Ward, Versailles
Deborah L.Wells**, Winchester
Paul Matthew Wells'". Mayfield
Lela Anne wheat'", Bowling Green
Judy Lynn Williams, Sandy Hook
College of Nursing
Dean: Carolyn A. Williams
Bachelor of Science in
Nursing
BruceDeron Abrams
Janet Fay Arnold, Campbellsville
Suzanne Janet Bahr'", Radcliff
RebeccaDiane Barton, Worthington
Laura Yvonne Bickett, Hawesville
Jennifer Lee Blanton", Lexington
Kathryn Elizabeth Blanton, Louisville
Rebecca Lynn Bootes, Danville
Karen Lynn Borders, Pikeville
KelleyMarie Breitenstein, Highland Heights
Andrea Gael Brewer'". Mt. Washington
Cynthia Miles Brooks, Campbellsville
Kippe K. Brown, Somerset
Leann Scott Brown, Lancaster
Lenora F. Brown'", Somerset
VickieBrown, Lanesville, IN
Shelleday Frances Casey, Shelbyville
Brenda Hudson Caudill, Winchester
Mary Angela Cecil, Bardstown
Terra L. Clark'", Betsy Layne
KelleyShannon Collard, Louisville
Roslynn Gay Collins, Lexington
Lisa Franc Combs, Portage, MI
Heather Dee Crittendon, Louisville
Carol Ann Collett Davis, Jackson
Carol Tipton Davis, Shelbyville
Debra Lee Dix. Paris
Dawn Michele Donahue, Lexington
Jennifer Lynn Durkin, Winchester
Karen Lee Fogle, Owensboro
Jennifer Joyce Fraley, Shepherdsville
Barbara Ann Mullins Friend, Stanville
Helen Becht Crenough'". Louisville
Elizabeth Anne Griffith, Prestonsburg
Polly Lakes Harding, McKee
Laurie Lee Heflin, Lexington
Crystal Lennette Horn, Inez
Linda Fritz Hornsby, Lexington
Lisa Renee Jackson, Owingsburg
LouAnn 1. [ohnson'", Lexington
Johnna Kae Johnston, Louisville
Carolyn Ann Wells Jones, Elizabethtown
Sharon Gail [ones'". Henderson
Billie Jean Kelley, Ashland
Kimberly Wells Kenda11**,Mt. Olivet
Stacey Jean King, Mt. Washington
Mary Kay Klapbeke, Louisville
Sherian Dennis Lackey'", Lexington
Clara Elizabeth Lawrence, Cadiz
Jacqueline Mechelle Lewis, Ashland
Angela Kaye Liptrap. Nicholasville
Angela Marie Lowe, Hopkinsville
Cynthia Jean Lowe, Erlanger
Kendell Elizabeth Lyttle, Lexington
Mary Deneen Martin, Martin
Patricia S. Martin, Louisville
Laura Lynn McAlpin, Monticello
Theresa Ann Mcbride, Winchester
Jennifer Anne McCue**, Louisville
Beth Ellen McDanieI.. Lexington
Delores Marie Hawkins Mcfronald. Radcliff
Kimberley Rose McKenna, Lexington
Regina Maguire Mclcnight'", Lexington
Kimberly Michelle Meadors, London
Debra Lynn Moores, Flemingsburg
Julie Carley Moser, Tulsa, OK
Elisa Mullins, Louisville
Tammy Annette Mullins, Jenkins
Debra K. Myers, Elizabethtown
Suzanne Patterson, Lexington
Patsy Carolyn Scott Payne, Crestwood
Sharon Miller Phillips, Louisville
Angela Gayle Plank'". Morehead
Stephanie Anne Price, Winchester
Melissa Lynn Pyzocha, Elizabethtown
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Kimberly Ann Raisbeck'". Ft. Thomas
Marcia Abell Ray, Louisville
Martha Jane Risen, Louisville
Donna Sue Roberts, Monticello
Patricia Ann Robinette, Lexington
Kimberly Ann Royalty, Harrodsburg
Denise Marie Russell, Lexington
Christie Arlene Sargent", Georgetown
Christopher A. Schweighardt, Lexington
Connie Begley Sea, Louisville
Shelley Renee' Sears, Somerset
Melissa Lynne Sego, Elizabethtown
Kelley Lee Sharp, Winchester
Laurie Ellen Sharpe, Harrodsburg
Amy Kathleen Sherow, Dayton, OH
Suzanne Roarx Springate". Lexington
Melissa Dawn Stearns, Louisville
Ruth Anne Stewart'", Hopkinsville
Earnestine Timbers Stokes, Elizabethtown
Jonathan Kung-Wan Tam
Deborah Peyton Taylor, Lawrenceburg
Lisa Rae Wright Thompson", Louisville
Paula Jolene Thompson, Harrodsburg
Tracy Lane Thore'". Louisville
Beverly J. Wagner
Mary Carolyn Walden Ware, Lexington
Diane Elizabeth Watt, Lexington
Tamara Sue Webb, Pleasureville
Brenda Renee Webster, Olympia, WA
Tamela Sue Wells, Winchester
Debbie Lynn Wesley, Eubank
Kathy Lynn Wessling, Alexandria
Melody Layne Wilhoit, Ashland
Amy G. Wilson, Lexington
Jennifer Jean Wilson, Midway
Debra J.WoW, Louisville
Dana Renee Wood, Carlisle
Leigh Ann Wood, Carrollton
Constance 1.Yeager'", Lexington
Brenda Bowman Yingling, Lexington
Dean: S. Zalar Hasan
College of Social Work
Bachelorof Arts in Social
Work
Eric Sanford Arms, Lexington
Sherry Lynn Bailey, Pikeville
Michelle Leigh Bain'", Lexington
Lisa Ann Barker, Lexington
Wendy Mechelle Bentley, Jenkins
Donna Jill Brown, Elkton
Sabina H. Buchholz, Paducah
Julie Callaway Buckner'", Winchester
Cornelius Reeves Clark, [r., Paducah
June Ann Clore, Prospect
Heather Joy Convery, Morehead
Elizabeth Lenore Crihfield, Halls, TN
Mendy Joe Daniels'"', Paintsville
Janet Lea Doyle'", Lexington
Steven Wayne Duerson, Lexington
John Lewis English, Jr.", Louisville
Cail S. Foster, Lexington
Kevin Devaughn Foster, Versailles
Tara Regina Fuqua", Hopkinsville
Kelley Jean Cannon'", Lexington
Robin DeLynn Cardener'", Lexington
Jill Ellen Gibbons, Louisville
Keith Joseph Greenwell , Louisville
Katie Courtney Hanlon , Frankfort
June Ann Hardy ...., Paris
Nicky L. Harris, Paducah
Mary Seton Hein ...., Lexington
Angela Marie Hicks, Henderson
Sarah M. Hill, Mattoon, IL
Debra Oreatha Hodge ..-, Boston, MA
Lillian Diana Johnson, Louisville
Michelle Lynn johnson'", Hardyville
Erin Ann Johnston ...., Lexington
Daniel AIto Lee", Cottondale, FL
Kathryn Elizabeth Leigh, Dunnville
Maria Ferguson Madden, Lexington
Terry M. McCormick", Lexington
Barry Wayne McDaniel ...., Lexington
Cece Carol McKinney, Versailles
Mary Katherine Meek
Nita Lori Mekus, Danville
Loretta Faith Carlysia Miller, Warren, OH
Tony A. Missick'", Miami, FL
Patricia S. Molatlhegi, Soweto, South Africa
Sally Elizabeth Morris-Mosley", Cynthiana
Monica Mae Mudd'", Nashville, TN
Sylvia Lynn Nation, Shelbyville
Michael Douglas Nord, Louisville
Mary Anna Norris, Glasgow
Ann Boehm Palmer, Springfield, 1L
Judith Palmer Park ...., Lexington
Elizabeth Ashley Porter, Madisonville
Kellie Renae Potter, Lexington
Leigh H. Quick, Louisville
John Francis Randazzo, Lexington
Alfred David Rawls ..-, Pitts, GA
Kathleen Patricia Reese, Lexington
Tracey Lynn Reynolds, Worthville
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Jodi Sue Rifkin, Louisville
Ann Carolyn Roach ...., Lexington
Margaret Ann Robards, Campbellsville
Christy Renee Roberts, Williamsburg
Rhonda Michelle Rose, Versailles
Sonia Taylor Scruggs, Lexington
Dorothy Kay Seiter", Lexington
Stacey K. Sharp ...., Paducah
Rebecca Jeane Sheets, Munfordville
John Shipley, Lexington
Mary Fleming Simon ...., Lexington
Bethany Britton Smith", Florence
Dana Paige Soard, Lexington
Misty Lynn Stepp, Ashland
Hardin Miller Stevens, Lexington
Billy Earnest Swanson, Paducah
Victoria Lynn Sword ...., Lexington
Derrick 1. Thomas", Lexington
Tammy Michelle Thomas'". Lebanon
Michelle Leigh Traylor", Bowling Green
Kella lo Truitt'", Greenup
Karri Marie Wagner, Louisville
Kelley Anne Wallace, Bowling Green
Angela Frances Webb", Mercer County
Jennifer Lynn Welch, Naperville, IL
Charlotte Ann Wells, Prestonsburg
Angela Stanfill Whitaker, Lexington
Jennifer Carol white'". Prospect
Susan Carol White ...., Madisonville
Angela DeHart Wright'", Virgie
Graduateswith Honors
Students who attain a standing of 3.6 or higher for at least three years (90 hours) are graduated with "With High
Distinction."Students who attain a standing oBA to 3.59for at least three years are graduated "With Distinction." Astudent
whohas spent only two years (60 hours) at the University may receive either of the above honors if he or she attains a
standingof .2 higher than the three-year (90hours) requirement.












































































































































Terry Lee Yon Der Hoven
[auquet"
Tanya Rae Johnson
























































































































Cynthia Ann St. Clair Tench
Steven Mark Terry'"
Lisa Ann Thompson


























































































































































































































William Leroy Montague, Jr.
Ann Clarke Montgomery





















































































Lisa Rae Wright Thompson"
Steve A. Todd
Danielle Turpen
Gordan Edward Van Hoose'"










Janice Elaine Kidd Waters
Janice Elaine Waters"
Michele Dawn Watson









William Scott Young, Jr.
Degrees for those students whose names are not denoted with asterisks will be awarded "with honors" if required
scholastic standing is attained.
This list was completed as of April 1992. Additional honors may be determined at a later date.
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DEPARTMENT HONORS






Terry-Lee Van Der Hovan Iauquet"
Tanya Christine Lengal'"






Department Honors In Economics
Angela Lynn Brady





Department Honors In English











Department Honors In Anthropolgy
Cheryl Anne Moore

















Department Honors In Finance








William Lee Mullins 11*
Mark Lee Rexcoat'"


































Department Honors In General Studies
Paul Sean Heltsley
Department Honors In German
Tracy Jean Taylor




















Department Honors In Management
Troy David Baxter'"


















James H. Brant Puckett'"
Debora Lynn Rush'"
Brandon Chase Wininger"
Department Honors In Physics
Erik Christopher Bard
Kara Dion Hoffman
Department Honors In Political Science
Jill Darra Story













Department Honors In Spanish and Italian



































Vincent Jude Mullen II
Cynthia Ann St. Clair Tench
Department Honors In Zoology
Ben Joseph Schoenbachler











































Robert Dyche Vertrees ....






















THE UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
GREAT TEACHER AWARDS
In 1957 the Board of Directors of the University of Kentucky Alumni Association
established awards to be presented annually to members of the University teaching and
research staffs who had achieved distinction in writing. and/ or research and teaching. In
1967, the award was modified to recognize faculty in the Community College Sector as
well as the Medical Center and Lexington Campus Sectors. Nominated by student
organizations, a select number of professors is chosen annually to receive the Associa-
tion's Great Teacher Award.
THE RECIPIENTS OF THE 1992 GREAT TEACHER AWARDS
Professor Pamela M. Butsch, English, Jefferson Community College SW
Professor David Carter, Speech Communication, Hopkinsville Community College
Professor Linda Howard, Mathematics, Elizabethtown Community College
Professor Thomas W. Miller, Psychiatry, College of Medicine
Professor Beverly Stanley, Communication Disorders, College of Allied Health
Professions
Professor Doris Wilkinson, Sociology, College of Arts and Sciences
THE WILLIAM B. STURGILL AWARD
In 1975Mr. William B.Sturgill, Chairman of the Board of Trustees at the University of
Kentucky, established a $2,000award to recognize annually the member of the graduate
faculty who has made the most outstanding contributions to graduate education at the
University of Kentucky.
EXCELLENCE AWARD IN UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION
In the 1986-87academic year, the Office of Academic Affairs of the Lexington Campus
established the Excellence Award in Undergraduate Education to recognize outstanding
contributions to undergraduate education at the University ofKentucky. A $2,000award
is given to the recipient.
RECIPIENT OF THE SIXTH EXCELLENCE AWARD
IN UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION
Janice Cervelli Schach
THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN MEDALLIONS
The award is made to one man and one woman of the graduating class of the University
of Kentucky each year and to one other person who is not a student of the University, who
need not be a graduate of any college or university, but who shall have some interest in
or association with or related to the University of Kentucky, official or otherwise, of a
nature to make this form of recognition obviously appropriate. The Sullivan Medallions
are awarded to persons whose characteristics of heart, mind, and conduct evince a spirit
of love for and helpfulness to other men and women.
RECIPIENTS OF THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN MEDALLIONS FOR 1992
Frances Ruth Shively - Citizen
Melinda Sue Lovett - Graduating Woman
Eric Douglas Coleman - Graduating Man
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This charge and the pledge which
follows were written by Dr. Frank L
McVey, President of the University
of Kentucky from 1917 to 1940.
Charge to the Graduating Class
On this Commencement day you stand in a new relation to the University, to the
State and to Life. The University that has given you of its store of learning looks
upon you as its sons and daughters. The State now conceives of you as citizens,
well prepared to do your part in the government, development and guidance of
the Commonwealth.
If what you have learned while here has given you larger intellectual interests
and widened your powers of understanding, the University feels a part of its duty
done; and if in the doing, character has become your possession and a part of your
moral fiber, the State is satisfied with its investment of men and money.
The University trusts you have learned to approach problems with open minds,
to set aside prejudice in your judgment of men and affairs. It hopes that you will
shun evil in all its forms and be ready to strive for what is right.
May you have in your declining years, material comfort, the respect of your
fellow citizens, the feeling of work well done, and a spiritual and intellectual
interest in human life.
Meantime, the University's honor is your honor. In your acts and deeds you now
reflect your heritage. To your fellow man, the University is measured by your
character, by your deeds, by the company you keep. It is in this spirit that the
University calls upon you to be true to the larger things of life, to be men and
women of courage, integrity, sympathy, and gentleness.
By granting of the degree you have been admitted to the fraternity of letters, and
to the larger fellowship of the University. It is right and fitting that you should
stand and solemnly raising your right hand repeat this pledge with me:
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The Pledge
In the presence of this audience, citizens of the Common-
wealth and members of the University, with strong sense of my
responsibility, I promise to hold my degree so no loss will come
to it through my holding, to regard it as a claim upon my loyalty
to Alma Mater and to pledge myself to the service of God and my
fellow man.
In Testimony of your conduct and purpose, the University Senate
recommending, the Board of Trustees of the University has conferred
upon you the Diploma of the University of Kentucky, confirmed and
acknowledged by the Great Seal of the University.
